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I. 
Dear friends;

I would describe the story of PM (Preventive Maintenance).

Do you remember next diagram which is the frame of Factory Management? 

And in this frame there is PM out of TPM & TPM.

PM is the important step of TPM, however, I willingly listed it out of TPM & TPM
of essential tool of basic factor
needs to have the system & capacity of PM for sound factory management.
 

 

                                        
1 First TPM is Total Preventive Maintenance. Second TPM is Total Productive Maintenance.  Both concepts are introduced 
the first volume of the Factory Management, TPM 
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I would describe the story of PM (Preventive Maintenance).

you remember next diagram which is the frame of Factory Management? 

And in this frame there is PM out of TPM & TPM.

PM is the important step of TPM, however, I willingly listed it out of TPM & TPM
of essential tool of basic factory management. Even not reached to the level of TPM, any factory 
needs to have the system & capacity of PM for sound factory management.
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“The purpose of the Total Preventive Maintenance is to maintain the 
production ability to do the things to be necessary to produce, in the timing 
to be necessary to produce and in the quantity to be necessary to produce”
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II. 
For your good understanding, and before going to the main theme, I present a che

Please check your company's TPM capacity throughout this checklist is constructed in 4 categories, 
which are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

And, totally 80 questions. This is just a game, so p

First 1. is the results of TPM activity. And the items of 2, 3 and 4 are the causes or the necessary 
conditions to 1.

Therefore for good results (12 checkpoints), other 68 items are essential. As total and if you could 
gain more tha

And total good results, however if the score is poor in first 1 items and good score of 2, 3 and 4 
items, it shows something wrong. Then it must be recommendable to review in hu
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Preventive Maintenance
Now Preventive Maintenance (PM), which is the main theme of this column.

In PM I need to write following 2 contents:

1.
2.

 

III. 
There are several kinds of maintenance activities.

Breakdown maintenance;
Which is mainly repair activity after breakdown. It is most primi
reliability. Of course it is very bad cost performance in total

Scheduled PM by special department or designated person;
This is a scheduled preventive activity.  And, the engineers inspect and maintain following 
irregularities.

●
●
●

The 2 steps description: As you aware above inspection items are written in 2 steps. From Electric 
system up to Crack are required some kind of spec
equipment.

●

                                        
2 Some author calls it as “Reactive Maintenance”.
3 NT: PREVENTIVE vs. PREDICTIVE: Master Koichi Kimura, includes in this section what in the West Countries is, 
perhaps wrongly, known as Predic
Maintenance to what the thought transmitted by Master Koichi Kimura considers exclusively Preventive 
Maintenance. The technology and approach that is used to prevent the breakdown is ind
ultimate purpose. This is, in the eyes of the Sensei, the same Prevention activity. For example, the possible 
breakage of an axis by means of an analysis of the vibrations or, the overheating of an electrical
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Now Preventive Maintenance (PM), which is the main theme of this column.

In PM I need to write following 2 contents:

1. One is the Activity of Special
2. Another is 

 Activity of Special Department
There are several kinds of maintenance activities.

Breakdown maintenance;
Which is mainly repair activity after breakdown. It is most primi
reliability. Of course it is very bad cost performance in total

Scheduled PM by special department or designated person;
This is a scheduled preventive activity.  And, the engineers inspect and maintain following 

regularities. 

● Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing,
● Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack.
● And next other issues: Oil system, Abnormal movement, Vibration, V

Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Lea
Chips, Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakage.

The 2 steps description: As you aware above inspection items are written in 2 steps. From Electric 
system up to Crack are required some kind of spec
equipment. 

● FIRST STEP 
Frequency characteristic measuring device. Thyristor
device3. Etc.
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Now Preventive Maintenance (PM), which is the main theme of this column.

In PM I need to write following 2 contents:

One is the Activity of Special
Another is Jishu-Hozen

Activity of Special Department
There are several kinds of maintenance activities.

Breakdown maintenance;
Which is mainly repair activity after breakdown. It is most primi
reliability. Of course it is very bad cost performance in total

Scheduled PM by special department or designated person;
This is a scheduled preventive activity.  And, the engineers inspect and maintain following 
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Chips, Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakage.

The 2 steps description: As you aware above inspection items are written in 2 steps. From Electric 
system up to Crack are required some kind of spec
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Preventive Maintenance
Now Preventive Maintenance (PM), which is the main theme of this column.

In PM I need to write following 2 contents:

One is the Activity of Special Department (III).
Hozen: Autonomous Maintenance, by operator (IV).

Activity of Special Department
There are several kinds of maintenance activities.

Breakdown maintenance;
Which is mainly repair activity after breakdown. It is most primi
reliability. Of course it is very bad cost performance in total

Scheduled PM by special department or designated person;
This is a scheduled preventive activity.  And, the engineers inspect and maintain following 

Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing,
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack.
And next other issues: Oil system, Abnormal movement, Vibration, V
Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Lea
Chips, Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakage.

The 2 steps description: As you aware above inspection items are written in 2 steps. From Electric 
system up to Crack are required some kind of spec

Special equipment-: 
Frequency characteristic measuring device. Thyristor

                    
Some author calls it as “Reactive Maintenance”.
NT: PREVENTIVE vs. PREDICTIVE: Master Koichi Kimura, includes in this section what in the West Countries is, 

perhaps wrongly, known as Predictive Maintenance. In the West Countries we have considered Predictive 
Maintenance to what the thought transmitted by Master Koichi Kimura considers exclusively Preventive 
Maintenance. The technology and approach that is used to prevent the breakdown is ind
ultimate purpose. This is, in the eyes of the Sensei, the same Prevention activity. For example, the possible 
breakage of an axis by means of an analysis of the vibrations or, the overheating of an electrical
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In PM I need to write following 2 contents: 

Department (III).
: Autonomous Maintenance, by operator (IV).

Activity of Special Department
There are several kinds of maintenance activities. 

Breakdown maintenance; 
Which is mainly repair activity after breakdown. It is most primi
reliability. Of course it is very bad cost performance in total

Scheduled PM by special department or designated person;
This is a scheduled preventive activity.  And, the engineers inspect and maintain following 

Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing,
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack.
And next other issues: Oil system, Abnormal movement, Vibration, V
Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, 
Chips, Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakage.

The 2 steps description: As you aware above inspection items are written in 2 steps. From Electric 
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Preventive Maintenance 
Now Preventive Maintenance (PM), which is the main theme of this column.

Department (III). 
: Autonomous Maintenance, by operator (IV).

Activity of Special Department

Which is mainly repair activity after breakdown. It is most primitive and the production process is low 
reliability. Of course it is very bad cost performance in total2. 

Scheduled PM by special department or designated person;
This is a scheduled preventive activity.  And, the engineers inspect and maintain following 

Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing,
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. 
And next other issues: Oil system, Abnormal movement, Vibration, V

k, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, 
Chips, Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakage. 

The 2 steps description: As you aware above inspection items are written in 2 steps. From Electric 
ial knowledge and moreover, about special 

For instance; Automatic insulation diagnostic equipment. 
Frequency characteristic measuring device. Thyristor-Tracer. Rotating equipment diagnostic 

NT: PREVENTIVE vs. PREDICTIVE: Master Koichi Kimura, includes in this section what in the West Countries is, 
tive Maintenance. In the West Countries we have considered Predictive 

Maintenance to what the thought transmitted by Master Koichi Kimura considers exclusively Preventive 
Maintenance. The technology and approach that is used to prevent the breakdown is ind
ultimate purpose. This is, in the eyes of the Sensei, the same Prevention activity. For example, the possible 
breakage of an axis by means of an analysis of the vibrations or, the overheating of an electrical
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●

Function Check PM;
It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 
checked in a
function from the point of quality and output capacity.

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
thinks that it is necessary to master in the name of "skill".  But the Gemba
maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 
kaizen suggestions are also important Gemba voice.

Occasional PM;
One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important mont
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting

                                        
element with a therm
Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
study the reasons for this failure (many times we do not make the stud
at a level that allows its using for a limited time.
ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
industry; Clause 7.5.1.4 of the IATF standard or ISO
a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predict
- PdM) to improve continuously.
In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura.
ISO/TS or IATF 16949 would define the First st
correspond to the 
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● SECOND ST
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 
maintenan
themselves in proper training and education.

Function Check PM;
It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 
checked in above Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 
function from the point of quality and output capacity.

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

"Became to be difficul

"Became to occur defects in standard speed", etc.

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
thinks that it is necessary to master in the name of "skill".  But the Gemba
maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 
kaizen suggestions are also important Gemba voice.

Occasional PM;
One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important mont
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting

                                        
element with a therm
Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
study the reasons for this failure (many times we do not make the stud
at a level that allows its using for a limited time.
ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
industry; Clause 7.5.1.4 of the IATF standard or ISO
a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predict

PdM) to improve continuously.
In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura.
ISO/TS or IATF 16949 would define the First st
correspond to the Preventive Maintenance
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SECOND STEP -From Oil system to Breakage
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 
maintenance engineer. And some of these abnormalities are possible to be coped with by 
themselves in proper training and education.

Function Check PM;
It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 

bove Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 
function from the point of quality and output capacity.

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

"Became to be difficul

"Became to occur defects in standard speed", etc.

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
thinks that it is necessary to master in the name of "skill".  But the Gemba
maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 
kaizen suggestions are also important Gemba voice.

Occasional PM; 
One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important mont
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting

                                                                                
element with a thermographic camera is classified, according to the western approach, as Predictive 
Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
study the reasons for this failure (many times we do not make the stud
at a level that allows its using for a limited time.
ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
industry; Clause 7.5.1.4 of the IATF standard or ISO
a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predict

PdM) to improve continuously.
In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura.
ISO/TS or IATF 16949 would define the First st
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From Oil system to Breakage
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 

ce engineer. And some of these abnormalities are possible to be coped with by 
themselves in proper training and education.

Function Check PM; 
It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 

bove Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 
function from the point of quality and output capacity.

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

"Became to be difficult to adjust the necessary condition"

"Became to occur defects in standard speed", etc.

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
thinks that it is necessary to master in the name of "skill".  But the Gemba
maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 
kaizen suggestions are also important Gemba voice.

One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important mont
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting

                                        
ographic camera is classified, according to the western approach, as Predictive 

Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
study the reasons for this failure (many times we do not make the stud
at a level that allows its using for a limited time.
ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
industry; Clause 7.5.1.4 of the IATF standard or ISO
a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predict

PdM) to improve continuously. 
In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura.
ISO/TS or IATF 16949 would define the First st

Preventive Maintenance in that standard.
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From Oil system to Breakage-
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 

ce engineer. And some of these abnormalities are possible to be coped with by 
themselves in proper training and education. 

It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 
bove Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 

function from the point of quality and output capacity.

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

t to adjust the necessary condition"

"Became to occur defects in standard speed", etc.

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
thinks that it is necessary to master in the name of "skill".  But the Gemba
maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 
kaizen suggestions are also important Gemba voice. 

One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important mont
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting

                                                                                
ographic camera is classified, according to the western approach, as Predictive 

Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
study the reasons for this failure (many times we do not make the stud
at a level that allows its using for a limited time. 
ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
industry; Clause 7.5.1.4 of the IATF standard or ISO/TS 16949: 2016 establishes the requirement to implement 
a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predict

In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura.
ISO/TS or IATF 16949 would define the First step (1) as Predictive Maintenance

in that standard.
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-: There are possible to diagnose in mainly 5 
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 

ce engineer. And some of these abnormalities are possible to be coped with by 
   

It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 
bove Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 

function from the point of quality and output capacity. 

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

t to adjust the necessary condition"

"Became to occur defects in standard speed", etc. 

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
thinks that it is necessary to master in the name of "skill".  But the Gemba
maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 

 

One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important mont
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting

                                        
ographic camera is classified, according to the western approach, as Predictive 

Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
study the reasons for this failure (many times we do not make the study), which is already occurring, although 

ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
/TS 16949: 2016 establishes the requirement to implement 

a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predict

In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura.

Predictive Maintenance
in that standard. 
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There are possible to diagnose in mainly 5 
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 

ce engineer. And some of these abnormalities are possible to be coped with by 

It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 
bove Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

t to adjust the necessary condition" 

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
thinks that it is necessary to master in the name of "skill".  But the Gemba supervisor and 
maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 

One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important mont
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting

                                                                                
ographic camera is classified, according to the western approach, as Predictive 

Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
y), which is already occurring, although 

ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
/TS 16949: 2016 establishes the requirement to implement 

a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predict

In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura.

Predictive Maintenance and the Second step (2) would 
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There are possible to diagnose in mainly 5 
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 

ce engineer. And some of these abnormalities are possible to be coped with by 

It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 
bove Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as:

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
supervisor and 

maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 

One machine maintenance engineer is required to attend to the 3 important monthly meeting and 
occasional quality meeting, customer's concern review meeting and safety (accident) meeting.  The 
three monthly review meeting: Production, Quality and Management meeting 

                                                                 
ographic camera is classified, according to the western approach, as Predictive 

Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
y), which is already occurring, although 

ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
/TS 16949: 2016 establishes the requirement to implement 

a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
the appropriate elements for maintenance and using maintenance methods Predictive (Predictive Maintenance 

In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 
condition) and Preventive (based on time) is not considered necessary for Master Koichi Kimura. 
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There are possible to diagnose in mainly 5 
senses of operator. Then these are possible to be delegated to Gemba peoples to find the 
abnormalities. And an operator needs to identify the abnormalities and inform to 

ce engineer. And some of these abnormalities are possible to be coped with by 

It is one function of machine deteriorates over time. It is quite natural phenomenon. This issue is 
bove Scheduled PM. And on the other hand it is quite recommendable to check the 

The chance of this implementation is the voice of Gemba. When getting the voice of Gemba such as: 

This phenomenon is not categorised in breakdown or machine trouble in Gemba. And, Gemba also 
supervisor and 

maintenance engineer must never miss to hear such voice. And a machinery performance graphs and 
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ographic camera is classified, according to the western approach, as Predictive 

Maintenance. The usefulness of this prediction is to know how much time we have to repair the element and 
y), which is already occurring, although 

ISO TS / 16946 / IATF 16949: 2016: Regarding the quality standards applicable to, for example, the automotive 
/TS 16949: 2016 establishes the requirement to implement 

a strategy of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, identifying the key equipment of the process and having 
ive Maintenance 

In this way, the regulation establishes the need for Preventive Maintenance and defines it as based on TIME. 
However, the Predictive Maintenance, according to the norm, is based on the CONDITION. On the other hand, 
Predictive checking is usually done at time intervals, so the differentiation between Predictive (based on 

and the Second step (2) would 
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When occurring quality problems, maintenance engineer should attend t
point of view of machine, maintenance engineer is required to review the problem and find the 
countermeasures. And taking advantage of this opportunity, maintenance engineer is required the 
countermeasures of machinery defect and a

A company is required to have the organization of Special Department of machinery maintenance. 
And whether the company were small, at least machine maintenance responsible person should be 
designated and registered to respon

Is it necessary to have an organization or such person registered, even if the company were small?... 
The answer is “Yes”, even though a very small company it is necessary to have such function. In this 
regard, I tell a sto

One day I have been invited to visit very small company who has 3 machineries by a machine
maker. Then, after looking the small factory, I questioned to the president.

― Who can maintain the machineries? and, when machine trouble occurred, who i
the machines?

― I can maintain the machines ―he said.

After the visit and when coming back to my hotel, the machine
follow.

― This company is a good customer, because he is rich and when machine would b
same machine from my company. There were such cases within several years.   

― To buy a replacement? ...Same machine within several years!? ―I asked, a li le surprised.

― Moreover my engineer is required to run to repair the machines with ur
the sales manager ―. Of course we offer the maintenance training with cheaper price. But the owner 
president told us to be no necessary.

It is quite true that his maintenance activity is not sufficient. No, I mistook. He has neithe
maintenance system nor the capacity.

Actually he has another one small structure housing for machines. It is, or we call as "
machines

Now there are some wr

― We get an urgent call from this company. And, a er the inspec on of my engineer, he starts to 
repair the machine troubled ―the sales manager men oned and con nues―, and when finding the 
lack of necessary parts, he goes to this machine grave and takes

So, at a later date. This company made a new contract regarding Scheduled PM with this Machine
tool maker.
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When occurring quality problems, maintenance engineer should attend t
point of view of machine, maintenance engineer is required to review the problem and find the 
countermeasures. And taking advantage of this opportunity, maintenance engineer is required the 
countermeasures of machinery defect and a

A company is required to have the organization of Special Department of machinery maintenance. 
And whether the company were small, at least machine maintenance responsible person should be 
designated and registered to respon

Is it necessary to have an organization or such person registered, even if the company were small?... 
The answer is “Yes”, even though a very small company it is necessary to have such function. In this 
regard, I tell a sto

One day I have been invited to visit very small company who has 3 machineries by a machine
maker. Then, after looking the small factory, I questioned to the president.

― Who can maintain the machineries? and, when machine trouble occurred, who i
the machines? 

― I can maintain the machines ―he said.

After the visit and when coming back to my hotel, the machine
follow. 

― This company is a good customer, because he is rich and when machine would b
same machine from my company. There were such cases within several years.   

― To buy a replacement? ...Same machine within several years!? ―I asked, a li le surprised.

― Moreover my engineer is required to run to repair the machines with ur
the sales manager ―. Of course we offer the maintenance training with cheaper price. But the owner 
president told us to be no necessary.

It is quite true that his maintenance activity is not sufficient. No, I mistook. He has neithe
maintenance system nor the capacity.

Actually he has another one small structure housing for machines. It is, or we call as "
machines".  In fact, through his conversation I learned the word of "

Now there are some wr

― We get an urgent call from this company. And, a er the inspec on of my engineer, he starts to 
repair the machine troubled ―the sales manager men oned and con nues―, and when finding the 
lack of necessary parts, he goes to this machine grave and takes

So, at a later date. This company made a new contract regarding Scheduled PM with this Machine
tool maker. 
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When occurring quality problems, maintenance engineer should attend t
point of view of machine, maintenance engineer is required to review the problem and find the 
countermeasures. And taking advantage of this opportunity, maintenance engineer is required the 
countermeasures of machinery defect and a

A company is required to have the organization of Special Department of machinery maintenance. 
And whether the company were small, at least machine maintenance responsible person should be 
designated and registered to respon

Is it necessary to have an organization or such person registered, even if the company were small?... 
The answer is “Yes”, even though a very small company it is necessary to have such function. In this 
regard, I tell a story... 

One day I have been invited to visit very small company who has 3 machineries by a machine
maker. Then, after looking the small factory, I questioned to the president.

― Who can maintain the machineries? and, when machine trouble occurred, who i

― I can maintain the machines ―he said.

After the visit and when coming back to my hotel, the machine

― This company is a good customer, because he is rich and when machine would b
same machine from my company. There were such cases within several years.   

― To buy a replacement? ...Same machine within several years!? ―I asked, a li le surprised.

― Moreover my engineer is required to run to repair the machines with ur
the sales manager ―. Of course we offer the maintenance training with cheaper price. But the owner 
president told us to be no necessary.

It is quite true that his maintenance activity is not sufficient. No, I mistook. He has neithe
maintenance system nor the capacity.

Actually he has another one small structure housing for machines. It is, or we call as "
".  In fact, through his conversation I learned the word of "

Now there are some wrecks of machines in that structure housing and it happens as next…  

― We get an urgent call from this company. And, a er the inspec on of my engineer, he starts to 
repair the machine troubled ―the sales manager men oned and con nues―, and when finding the 
lack of necessary parts, he goes to this machine grave and takes

So, at a later date. This company made a new contract regarding Scheduled PM with this Machine
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When occurring quality problems, maintenance engineer should attend t
point of view of machine, maintenance engineer is required to review the problem and find the 
countermeasures. And taking advantage of this opportunity, maintenance engineer is required the 
countermeasures of machinery defect and a

A company is required to have the organization of Special Department of machinery maintenance. 
And whether the company were small, at least machine maintenance responsible person should be 
designated and registered to respond above 4 types of maintenances.

Is it necessary to have an organization or such person registered, even if the company were small?... 
The answer is “Yes”, even though a very small company it is necessary to have such function. In this 

One day I have been invited to visit very small company who has 3 machineries by a machine
maker. Then, after looking the small factory, I questioned to the president.

― Who can maintain the machineries? and, when machine trouble occurred, who i

― I can maintain the machines ―he said.

After the visit and when coming back to my hotel, the machine

― This company is a good customer, because he is rich and when machine would b
same machine from my company. There were such cases within several years.   

― To buy a replacement? ...Same machine within several years!? ―I asked, a li le surprised.

― Moreover my engineer is required to run to repair the machines with ur
the sales manager ―. Of course we offer the maintenance training with cheaper price. But the owner 
president told us to be no necessary. 

It is quite true that his maintenance activity is not sufficient. No, I mistook. He has neithe
maintenance system nor the capacity. 

Actually he has another one small structure housing for machines. It is, or we call as "
".  In fact, through his conversation I learned the word of "

ecks of machines in that structure housing and it happens as next…  

― We get an urgent call from this company. And, a er the inspec on of my engineer, he starts to 
repair the machine troubled ―the sales manager men oned and con nues―, and when finding the 
lack of necessary parts, he goes to this machine grave and takes

So, at a later date. This company made a new contract regarding Scheduled PM with this Machine
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When occurring quality problems, maintenance engineer should attend t
point of view of machine, maintenance engineer is required to review the problem and find the 
countermeasures. And taking advantage of this opportunity, maintenance engineer is required the 
countermeasures of machinery defect and also, some function improvement.

A company is required to have the organization of Special Department of machinery maintenance. 
And whether the company were small, at least machine maintenance responsible person should be 

d above 4 types of maintenances.

Is it necessary to have an organization or such person registered, even if the company were small?... 
The answer is “Yes”, even though a very small company it is necessary to have such function. In this 

One day I have been invited to visit very small company who has 3 machineries by a machine
maker. Then, after looking the small factory, I questioned to the president.

― Who can maintain the machineries? and, when machine trouble occurred, who i

― I can maintain the machines ―he said. 

After the visit and when coming back to my hotel, the machine

― This company is a good customer, because he is rich and when machine would b
same machine from my company. There were such cases within several years.   

― To buy a replacement? ...Same machine within several years!? ―I asked, a li le surprised.

― Moreover my engineer is required to run to repair the machines with ur
the sales manager ―. Of course we offer the maintenance training with cheaper price. But the owner 

It is quite true that his maintenance activity is not sufficient. No, I mistook. He has neithe

Actually he has another one small structure housing for machines. It is, or we call as "
".  In fact, through his conversation I learned the word of "

ecks of machines in that structure housing and it happens as next…  

― We get an urgent call from this company. And, a er the inspec on of my engineer, he starts to 
repair the machine troubled ―the sales manager men oned and con nues―, and when finding the 
lack of necessary parts, he goes to this machine grave and takes

So, at a later date. This company made a new contract regarding Scheduled PM with this Machine
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When occurring quality problems, maintenance engineer should attend t
point of view of machine, maintenance engineer is required to review the problem and find the 
countermeasures. And taking advantage of this opportunity, maintenance engineer is required the 

lso, some function improvement.

A company is required to have the organization of Special Department of machinery maintenance. 
And whether the company were small, at least machine maintenance responsible person should be 

d above 4 types of maintenances.

Is it necessary to have an organization or such person registered, even if the company were small?... 
The answer is “Yes”, even though a very small company it is necessary to have such function. In this 

One day I have been invited to visit very small company who has 3 machineries by a machine
maker. Then, after looking the small factory, I questioned to the president.

― Who can maintain the machineries? and, when machine trouble occurred, who i

After the visit and when coming back to my hotel, the machine-tool maker sales manager told me as 

― This company is a good customer, because he is rich and when machine would b
same machine from my company. There were such cases within several years.   

― To buy a replacement? ...Same machine within several years!? ―I asked, a li le surprised.

― Moreover my engineer is required to run to repair the machines with ur
the sales manager ―. Of course we offer the maintenance training with cheaper price. But the owner 

It is quite true that his maintenance activity is not sufficient. No, I mistook. He has neithe

Actually he has another one small structure housing for machines. It is, or we call as "
".  In fact, through his conversation I learned the word of "

ecks of machines in that structure housing and it happens as next…  

― We get an urgent call from this company. And, a er the inspec on of my engineer, he starts to 
repair the machine troubled ―the sales manager men oned and con nues―, and when finding the 
lack of necessary parts, he goes to this machine grave and takes some parts from the wrecks. 

So, at a later date. This company made a new contract regarding Scheduled PM with this Machine
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The Machine Grave
Below photos are the examples of wrecks of machines. When looking such scenes, I'm very sad. Why 
do they cannot love their machines?... These machines had already been dead and some parts were 
taken off. Moreover these dead bodies were put in a corner of the factories.

Have you such wreaks of machines or machine grave in your factory or backyard?...

If yes, please consider and guess the influence to your Gemba people. In such situation, can you 
advocate TPM in involving Gemba?

Next I show the machines which are owed by a small Japanese textile company and are the Sakichi 
Toyoda's

                                        
4 Sakichi Toyoda: 
Toyoda is often ref
Industries Co. Father of Kiichiro Toyoda who founded the Automotive division in 1937. 
https://en.wik
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automatic loom (Also i

                                                           
Son of a poor carpenter, Toyoda is referred to as the "King of the Japanese Inventors". Sakichi 

Toyoda is often referred to as the father of the Japanese industrial revolution. He is also the founder of Toyota 
Industries Co. Father of Kiichiro Toyoda who founded the Automotive division in 1937. 
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The Machine Grave 
Below photos are the examples of wrecks of machines. When looking such scenes, I'm very sad. Why 

hey cannot love their machines?... These machines had already been dead and some parts were 
taken off. Moreover these dead bodies were put in a corner of the factories.

Have you such wreaks of machines or machine grave in your factory or backyard?...

yes, please consider and guess the influence to your Gemba people. In such situation, can you 
advocate TPM in involving Gemba? 

Next I show the machines which are owed by a small Japanese textile company and are the Sakichi 
automatic loom (Also in page 53).

                    
Son of a poor carpenter, Toyoda is referred to as the "King of the Japanese Inventors". Sakichi 
erred to as the father of the Japanese industrial revolution. He is also the founder of Toyota 
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This company has same several Sakichi's automatic looms in his factory. Of course these machines 
are on active service and create very good and special textures. 

The operators (women) of these looms call these machine as our partner and mainta

These machine are used more than 100 years. Then some parts are already not possible to gain in 
the marketplace. Then this company needs to make or devise the parts specially. But they love and 
use these continuously. 

I don't say that operators n
establish the atmosphere and encourage the mind which operators can have the mind of "machine is 
an important partner".        

The first step or education of PM is Seiso. The purpose 
with through the activity.

If they cannot have such mind, almost it isn't possible to expect the good activity and is finished in a 
perfunctory Seiso.
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The operators (women) of these looms call these machine as our partner and mainta

These machine are used more than 100 years. Then some parts are already not possible to gain in 
the marketplace. Then this company needs to make or devise the parts specially. But they love and 
use these continuously.  

I don't say that operators need to "love" their machines. However at least a company is required to 
establish the atmosphere and encourage the mind which operators can have the mind of "machine is 
an important partner".         

The first step or education of PM is Seiso. The purpose 
with through the activity. 

If they cannot have such mind, almost it isn't possible to expect the good activity and is finished in a 
perfunctory Seiso. 
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IV. 
If the company hasn't had a
order to make “PM

Machine Ledger.

In my previous company, I used this form for individual machineries.

I think there are various ideas of l
required. Please, consider your suitable items and ledger form by yourself. Anyway, it is just for your 
reference. I add next a little explanation.

                                        
5 KATA
with emphasis on the form and order of the process
goal of a painter’s practicing, for example, is to merge his consciousness with his brush; the potter’s with his clay; the ga
designer’s with the materials of the garden. Once such mastery is achieved, the theory goes, the doing of a thing perfectly i
as easy as thinking it. One of the things that characterize an organization’s culture is its kata 
practice. One meaning of 
managers is to create and maintain the organizational culture through consistent role modeling, teaching, and coaching.
From Wikipedia: 
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The method of PM introduction
If the company hasn't had a certain PM system yet, I recommend to begin with certain Kata
order to make “PM-Kata”, please, implement following matters.

Machine Ledger. 

In my previous company, I used this form for individual machineries.

I think there are various ideas of l
required. Please, consider your suitable items and ledger form by yourself. Anyway, it is just for your 
reference. I add next a little explanation.

                                                           
: In Japanese language kata

with emphasis on the form and order of the process
goal of a painter’s practicing, for example, is to merge his consciousness with his brush; the potter’s with his clay; the ga
designer’s with the materials of the garden. Once such mastery is achieved, the theory goes, the doing of a thing perfectly i
as easy as thinking it. One of the things that characterize an organization’s culture is its kata 
practice. One meaning of kata is, "a way to keep two things in sync or harmony with one another." A task for leaders and 

gers is to create and maintain the organizational culture through consistent role modeling, teaching, and coaching.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kata
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The method of PM introduction
certain PM system yet, I recommend to begin with certain Kata

Kata”, please, implement following matters.

 

In my previous company, I used this form for individual machineries.

I think there are various ideas of ledger form. And, I think that above information is the minimum 
required. Please, consider your suitable items and ledger form by yourself. Anyway, it is just for your 
reference. I add next a little explanation. 

                    
kata (though written as 

with emphasis on the form and order of the process
goal of a painter’s practicing, for example, is to merge his consciousness with his brush; the potter’s with his clay; the ga
designer’s with the materials of the garden. Once such mastery is achieved, the theory goes, the doing of a thing perfectly i
as easy as thinking it. One of the things that characterize an organization’s culture is its kata 

is, "a way to keep two things in sync or harmony with one another." A task for leaders and 
gers is to create and maintain the organizational culture through consistent role modeling, teaching, and coaching.
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Kata”, please, implement following matters.

In my previous company, I used this form for individual machineries.
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(though written as 方) is a frequently
with emphasis on the form and order of the process. Other meanings are “training method” and “formal exercise.” The
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as easy as thinking it. One of the things that characterize an organization’s culture is its kata 

is, "a way to keep two things in sync or harmony with one another." A task for leaders and 
gers is to create and maintain the organizational culture through consistent role modeling, teaching, and coaching.
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In my previous company, I used this form for individual machineries. 

edger form. And, I think that above information is the minimum 
required. Please, consider your suitable items and ledger form by yourself. Anyway, it is just for your 

) is a frequently-used suffix meaning 
. Other meanings are “training method” and “formal exercise.” The

goal of a painter’s practicing, for example, is to merge his consciousness with his brush; the potter’s with his clay; the ga
designer’s with the materials of the garden. Once such mastery is achieved, the theory goes, the doing of a thing perfectly i
as easy as thinking it. One of the things that characterize an organization’s culture is its kata – its routines of thinking and 

is, "a way to keep two things in sync or harmony with one another." A task for leaders and 
gers is to create and maintain the organizational culture through consistent role modeling, teaching, and coaching.
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used suffix meaning “way of doing,” 
. Other meanings are “training method” and “formal exercise.” The

goal of a painter’s practicing, for example, is to merge his consciousness with his brush; the potter’s with his clay; the ga
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. Other meanings are “training method” and “formal exercise.” The 
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History of overhaul.

In my previous company, 
overhaul is made excluding a black box

Therefore

To dismantle a machinery is made in each systems which are for instance Dri
system, Sensing systems based on the manual.

Overhaul annotation.

This report, which is used for the learning of defect trending, is quite important.

In which part is worn out because of what causes?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In a book of JIPM
scattering and overload and are avoidable in corrective use. And, one machinery wears out naturally 
which is defined a word as "natural wear".

Preparation of overhaul.

When implementing an 

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

                                        
6 Overhauling: 
previous readings. It consists of conditioning the machine to work in the conditions that a new machine does. 
This activity is repeated every 8 years, regardless of the age of the machine
7 Black Box:
responses it produces, without taking into account its internal function. Source Wikipedia in English: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_box
8  JIPM: 
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History of overhaul.

In my previous company, 
overhaul is made excluding a black box

Therefore, and then it is necessary to tie

To dismantle a machinery is made in each systems which are for instance Dri
system, Sensing systems based on the manual.

Overhaul annotation.

This report, which is used for the learning of defect trending, is quite important.

In which part is worn out because of what causes?

1. Lack of oil & lubricant including i
2. Chips in lack of Seiso and scattering;
3. Overload including speed driven which are out of standard;
4. Natural wear, Or;
5. Forced wear and Natural wear.

In a book of JIPM
scattering and overload and are avoidable in corrective use. And, one machinery wears out naturally 
which is defined a word as "natural wear".

Preparation of overhaul.

When implementing an 

1. The machine ledger.
a. To record the diagnosis and observations. 
b. To investigate the past troubles and the record of phenomena and repair.

2. Manual.  
3. Machine structure diagram. Driving system, Hydraulic system, Air system, Electric system, 

Sensing sys
4. Oiling system diagram.
5. Quality Control (QC) Process Diagram.

a. To record the process of maintenance if finding points of improvement. 

                                        
Overhauling: The overhauling of a 

previous readings. It consists of conditioning the machine to work in the conditions that a new machine does. 
This activity is repeated every 8 years, regardless of the age of the machine

Black Box: It is the element that is studied from the point of view of the inputs it receives and the outputs or 
responses it produces, without taking into account its internal function. Source Wikipedia in English: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_box

JIPM: Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance
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This important information is fed back to the QC Process Diagram.

History of (Regular) Inspec
In my previous company, the standard is that Regular Inspection & maintenance is made each 6 
months for each machine.

Regular Seiso.

It is recommendable to make Regular Seiso as first. In 5Ss activity, operator needs to make Seiso daily 
bases. But th
inspection & maintenance is heavier Seiso work which is required to make clean not only the places 
of daily Seiso, but also the place where usually it doesn't 

When implementing Regular Seiso as this first program of regular inspection & maintenance, an 
operator is also involved.
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Operator involvement.

It is a good chance to train and educate and also bringing up of "all peoples participation" of 
operat
Hozen

Akafuda Tactics.

Akafuda Tactics?... Yes, I wrote same name in Katazuke activity of 5Ss. However, this tactic is about 
the Regular maintenance or Gro
to involve operators in regular inspection & maintenance. 

Right picture is an example of this 
activity by operators. And, this group 
used 3 colours:

●
●
●

This machine has no functional 
problem, but has many potential 
functional future concern.

This activity was made as a group 
activity. So, it is also good idea to 
implement in a regular inspection with 
maintenance engineer
maintenance engineer is required to 
check these troubles, concerns and 
potential concerns area.

 Above is an example of
●
●

In activity, it is possible to use various 
colours. Above machine photo is just 
one example,
other one:

●

●
●

Regular Seiso and Akafuda Tactics are the recommendable activities of Jishu
Maintenance) in PM. However, it is also good
convenient Regular Inspection.
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Akafuda Tactics?... Yes, I wrote same name in Katazuke activity of 5Ss. However, this tactic is about 
the Regular maintenance or Gro
to involve operators in regular inspection & maintenance. 
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activity by operators. And, this group 
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functional future concern.

This activity was made as a group 
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Control graphs of KPIs.

In this example the graphs of Breakdown Ratio, Machine Stop Frequency Index are shown.

The purpose of PM is same to TPM and, and again…

   

 

And, in order to maintain this capacity, the machinery have to be well controlle
also is required the Target control: Target Line.
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V. 
I always recommend to make ideas of (for instance) KPIs by yourselves.

Now I would introduce a story.

There was an argument regarding the decision of KPIs in PM when I t
company. 

I required to decide necessary KPIs for PM and machine management.

As usual I made the teaching of “non
decide suitable KPIs for this company by themselves.

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 
gather data? How to use these data?

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 
the group discussed and listed u

1.
2.
3.

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 
Efficiency"? So please

― It is easy Sensei. So Machine Efficiency is to produce products in good

― Good ―I agree―.  And?

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o
interpretation?

-- And? ―I ques oned again.

In that way, They
¿Quality? 
quality"?... So, the
quality" is correct.  Because over quality is wrong even though good quality.  

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 
"prod

― OK. Very good. ―I wonder again― And?

                                        
9 NT. “Non
minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the
group and make learning by solving by themselves that question or problem. In fact
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
master class an one Sensei class. The Sensei way is suitable for very experienced senior.
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 KPIs for PM
I always recommend to make ideas of (for instance) KPIs by yourselves.

Now I would introduce a story.

There was an argument regarding the decision of KPIs in PM when I t
company.  

I required to decide necessary KPIs for PM and machine management.

As usual I made the teaching of “non
decide suitable KPIs for this company by themselves.

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 
gather data? How to use these data?

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 
the group discussed and listed u

1. To pursue the efficiency of machine.
2. To use for production control.
3. To measure the efficiency of investment.

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 
Efficiency"? So please

― It is easy Sensei. So Machine Efficiency is to produce products in good

― Good ―I agree―.  And?

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o
interpretation? 

And? ―I ques oned again.

In that way, They
¿Quality? ―theirselves answered― Good quality. ―and they wondered forward― So, 
quality"?... So, the
quality" is correct.  Because over quality is wrong even though good quality.  

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 
"producing required quality in shorter time”.

― OK. Very good. ―I wonder again― And?

                                        
NT. “Non-teaching class”: Master Koichi Kimura teach us as a 

minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the
group and make learning by solving by themselves that question or problem. In fact
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
master class an one Sensei class. The Sensei way is suitable for very experienced senior.
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KPIs for PM
I always recommend to make ideas of (for instance) KPIs by yourselves.

Now I would introduce a story.

There was an argument regarding the decision of KPIs in PM when I t

I required to decide necessary KPIs for PM and machine management.

As usual I made the teaching of “non
decide suitable KPIs for this company by themselves.

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 
gather data? How to use these data?

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 
the group discussed and listed u

To pursue the efficiency of machine.
To use for production control.
To measure the efficiency of investment.

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 
Efficiency"? So please, define the word of “Machine

― It is easy Sensei. So Machine Efficiency is to produce products in good

― Good ―I agree―.  And? 

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o

And? ―I ques oned again. 

In that way, They, discussed and wondered their own ques on. ― What elements are shortages? 
―theirselves answered― Good quality. ―and they wondered forward― So, 

quality"?... So, the expression of "good quality" is wrong, and "required quality" or "necessary 
quality" is correct.  Because over quality is wrong even though good quality.  

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 
ucing required quality in shorter time”.

― OK. Very good. ―I wonder again― And?
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minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the
group and make learning by solving by themselves that question or problem. In fact
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
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KPIs for PM 
I always recommend to make ideas of (for instance) KPIs by yourselves.

Now I would introduce a story. 

There was an argument regarding the decision of KPIs in PM when I t

I required to decide necessary KPIs for PM and machine management.

As usual I made the teaching of “non-teaching
decide suitable KPIs for this company by themselves.

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 
gather data? How to use these data? 

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 
the group discussed and listed up the purpose of KPIs as next:

To pursue the efficiency of machine.
To use for production control. 
To measure the efficiency of investment.

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 
, define the word of “Machine

― It is easy Sensei. So Machine Efficiency is to produce products in good

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o

 

discussed and wondered their own ques on. ― What elements are shortages? 
―theirselves answered― Good quality. ―and they wondered forward― So, 

expression of "good quality" is wrong, and "required quality" or "necessary 
quality" is correct.  Because over quality is wrong even though good quality.  

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 
ucing required quality in shorter time”.

― OK. Very good. ―I wonder again― And?

                    
teaching class”: Master Koichi Kimura teach us as a 

minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the
group and make learning by solving by themselves that question or problem. In fact
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
master class an one Sensei class. The Sensei way is suitable for very experienced senior.
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I always recommend to make ideas of (for instance) KPIs by yourselves.

There was an argument regarding the decision of KPIs in PM when I t

I required to decide necessary KPIs for PM and machine management.

teaching9 class” and required to the students to discuss and 
decide suitable KPIs for this company by themselves. 

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 
p the purpose of KPIs as next:

To pursue the efficiency of machine. 

To measure the efficiency of investment. 
― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 

, define the word of “Machine-Efficiency”.

― It is easy Sensei. So Machine Efficiency is to produce products in good

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o

discussed and wondered their own ques on. ― What elements are shortages? 
―theirselves answered― Good quality. ―and they wondered forward― So, 

expression of "good quality" is wrong, and "required quality" or "necessary 
quality" is correct.  Because over quality is wrong even though good quality.  

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 
ucing required quality in shorter time”. 

― OK. Very good. ―I wonder again― And? 

teaching class”: Master Koichi Kimura teach us as a Sensei.
minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the
group and make learning by solving by themselves that question or problem. In fact
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
master class an one Sensei class. The Sensei way is suitable for very experienced senior.
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I always recommend to make ideas of (for instance) KPIs by yourselves.

There was an argument regarding the decision of KPIs in PM when I t

I required to decide necessary KPIs for PM and machine management.

class” and required to the students to discuss and 
 

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 
p the purpose of KPIs as next: 

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 
Efficiency”. 

― It is easy Sensei. So Machine Efficiency is to produce products in good

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o

discussed and wondered their own ques on. ― What elements are shortages? 
―theirselves answered― Good quality. ―and they wondered forward― So, 

expression of "good quality" is wrong, and "required quality" or "necessary 
quality" is correct.  Because over quality is wrong even though good quality.  

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 

Sensei. He is making the right question t
minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the
group and make learning by solving by themselves that question or problem. In fact
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
master class an one Sensei class. The Sensei way is suitable for very experienced senior.
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I always recommend to make ideas of (for instance) KPIs by yourselves. 

There was an argument regarding the decision of KPIs in PM when I taught a PM in a foreign 

I required to decide necessary KPIs for PM and machine management. 

class” and required to the students to discuss and 

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 

― It is easy Sensei. So Machine Efficiency is to produce products in good quality and in shorter time.

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o

discussed and wondered their own ques on. ― What elements are shortages? 
―theirselves answered― Good quality. ―and they wondered forward― So, 

expression of "good quality" is wrong, and "required quality" or "necessary 
quality" is correct.  Because over quality is wrong even though good quality.   

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 

He is making the right question t
minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the
group and make learning by solving by themselves that question or problem. In fact, it is the way of new cutting edg
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
master class an one Sensei class. The Sensei way is suitable for very experienced senior. 
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aught a PM in a foreign 

class” and required to the students to discuss and 

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 

quality and in shorter time.

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there o

discussed and wondered their own ques on. ― What elements are shortages? 
―theirselves answered― Good quality. ―and they wondered forward― So, what

expression of "good quality" is wrong, and "required quality" or "necessary 
 

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 

He is making the right question to move on the 
minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the

it is the way of new cutting edg
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
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aught a PM in a foreign 

class” and required to the students to discuss and 

― What are the subjects of machine management? What indicators are necessary to it? How to 

The purpose of the KPIs is for Machine Management including PM and Target Control. Then firstly, 

― OKY everyone, it is good.  ―and I ques oned then― By the way, What is your saying "Machine 

quality and in shorter time. 

― What? ―surprisingly ques oned students― What is the meaning of "And?"... Is there other 

discussed and wondered their own ques on. ― What elements are shortages? 
what is "good 

expression of "good quality" is wrong, and "required quality" or "necessary 

― OK Sensei. "To pursue machine efficiency" Is the meaning to pursue the machine condi on of 

o move on the 
minds of the group to the right direction, not by teaching and give a solution to the problem, but only by questioning to the 

it is the way of new cutting edge 
education works in the way as we know as “Flipped Classroom”. This is one of the the big differences between a traditional 
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― S ll something wrong... What's wrong? Other unsuitable expressions? or, 
ques oned theirselves―. But, in first place good efficiency is in " me axis". 

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 
something is missing.

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
Management and P
efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 
management?

― JIT?... is it JIT or isn't it? So, 

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 
quantity at the necess
should have ―and they con nued.

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
Sensei told us in the Muda of overproduction.
capacity.

In that way they continued discussing until they understand at this way.

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

― OK we understand. ―they
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.   

And they concluded as follow.

― The purpose of machine management in PM
1.
2.
3.

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
necessary quantity and, in required quality at the any

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 
"What is the purpose of machine management and PM

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and e

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
all Gemba situa on in data ―and I
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― S ll something wrong... What's wrong? Other unsuitable expressions? or, 
ques oned theirselves―. But, in first place good efficiency is in " me axis". 

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 
something is missing.

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
Management and P
efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 
management? 

― JIT?... is it JIT or isn't it? So, 

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 
quantity at the necess
should have ―and they con nued.

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
Sensei told us in the Muda of overproduction.
capacity. 

In that way they continued discussing until they understand at this way.

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

― OK we understand. ―they
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.   

And they concluded as follow.

― The purpose of machine management in PM
1. To maintain the
2. To use for production control;
3. To measure the efficiency of investment.

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
necessary quantity and, in required quality at the any

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 
"What is the purpose of machine management and PM

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and e

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
all Gemba situa on in data ―and I
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― S ll something wrong... What's wrong? Other unsuitable expressions? or, 
ques oned theirselves―. But, in first place good efficiency is in " me axis". 

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 
something is missing. 

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
Management and PM? ―I thought when I had to help 
efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 

― JIT?... is it JIT or isn't it? So, 

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 
quantity at the necessary timing in required quality and in exerting full capacity which the machine 
should have ―and they con nued.

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
Sensei told us in the Muda of overproduction.

In that way they continued discussing until they understand at this way.

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

― OK we understand. ―they
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.   

And they concluded as follow.

― The purpose of machine management in PM
To maintain the full capacity which should be;
To use for production control;
To measure the efficiency of investment.

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
necessary quantity and, in required quality at the any

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 
"What is the purpose of machine management and PM

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and e

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
all Gemba situa on in data ―and I
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― S ll something wrong... What's wrong? Other unsuitable expressions? or, 
ques oned theirselves―. But, in first place good efficiency is in " me axis". 

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
M? ―I thought when I had to help 

efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 

― JIT?... is it JIT or isn't it? So, what is the machine condition whic

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 

ary timing in required quality and in exerting full capacity which the machine 
should have ―and they con nued. 

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
Sensei told us in the Muda of overproduction.

In that way they continued discussing until they understand at this way.

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

― OK we understand. ―they discussed again― The purpose of machine management in PM
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.   

And they concluded as follow. 

― The purpose of machine management in PM
full capacity which should be;

To use for production control; 
To measure the efficiency of investment.

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
necessary quantity and, in required quality at the any

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 
"What is the purpose of machine management and PM

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and e

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
all Gemba situa on in data ―and I continued...
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― S ll something wrong... What's wrong? Other unsuitable expressions? or, 
ques oned theirselves―. But, in first place good efficiency is in " me axis". 

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
M? ―I thought when I had to help 

efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 

is the machine condition whic

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 

ary timing in required quality and in exerting full capacity which the machine 

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
Sensei told us in the Muda of overproduction. And, it is no necessary a machine to run in full 

In that way they continued discussing until they understand at this way.

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

discussed again― The purpose of machine management in PM
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.   

― The purpose of machine management in PM-KPIs is as next:
full capacity which should be;

To measure the efficiency of investment. 
― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
necessary quantity and, in required quality at the any

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 
"What is the purpose of machine management and PM

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and e

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 

continued... 
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― S ll something wrong... What's wrong? Other unsuitable expressions? or, 
ques oned theirselves―. But, in first place good efficiency is in " me axis". 

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
M? ―I thought when I had to help them. ― Again, isn't it to pursue good 

efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 

is the machine condition whic

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 

ary timing in required quality and in exerting full capacity which the machine 

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
And, it is no necessary a machine to run in full 

In that way they continued discussing until they understand at this way.

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

discussed again― The purpose of machine management in PM
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.   

KPIs is as next: 
full capacity which should be; 

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
necessary quantity and, in required quality at the anytime of necessary timing. 

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 
"What is the purpose of machine management and PM-KPIs?” 

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and e

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
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― S ll something wrong... What's wrong? Other unsuitable expressions? or, may
ques oned theirselves―. But, in first place good efficiency is in " me axis". It might be correct.

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
Again, isn't it to pursue good 

efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 

is the machine condition which should be or it should be ideal?

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 

ary timing in required quality and in exerting full capacity which the machine 

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
And, it is no necessary a machine to run in full 

In that way they continued discussing until they understand at this way. 

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

discussed again― The purpose of machine management in PM
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.   

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
time of necessary timing. 

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and e

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
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may be “Time”? ―they 
It might be correct.

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
Again, isn't it to pursue good 

efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 

h should be or it should be ideal?

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 

ary timing in required quality and in exerting full capacity which the machine 

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
And, it is no necessary a machine to run in full 

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand.

discussed again― The purpose of machine management in PM
to maintain a machine's full capacity which should have and can exert at any time.    

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 
time of necessary timing.  

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 

And I replayed them my wish which they get good understanding of KPIs and explained next.

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
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be “Time”? ―they 
It might be correct. 

― Is the expression of "shorter me" wrong? ..."Shorter me" might not be wrong, but probably 

They talked to each other for some me, when I said: ― First of all, what is the purpose of Machine 
Again, isn't it to pursue good 

efficiency of machine, is it?... No, it may be not ―I said―.  Why and What is the purpose of machine 

h should be or it should be ideal? 

― OK, I might understand, ―then, they finally agree― The condi on of machine which should be or 
is ideal is to keep the capacity which to be able to produce necessary products or parts in necessary 

ary timing in required quality and in exerting full capacity which the machine 

― It is be er ―they concluded―.  But s ll I have a doubt in the word of "full capacity". Because 
And, it is no necessary a machine to run in full 

― "exer ng full capacity" is the mean, and, "to produce..." is the purpose. ―someone understand. 

discussed again― The purpose of machine management in PM-KPIs is 

― And in order to maintain the full capacity, which should be for producing necessary products in 

I accepted their conclusion. But soon they made a question why I insisted to confirm they define 

xplained next. 

― In order to control the factory correctly, gathering data is important and essen al. Data gathering 
requires efforts in Gemba. But it doesn't give any value to the products and, it is not possible to get 
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 
have the mindset of getting data or confir
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 
Gemba.

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
production
additional story about a Computer

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 
forget following things as 

― Firstly,
relevant. And the data gathering job is made by gemba. 

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products. 

Since now
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 
effect of these data. Then, I introduced a story of a company's quality
group
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 
have the mindset of getting data or confir
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 
Gemba. 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
production Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 
additional story about a Computer

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 
forget following things as 

Firstly, taking data and data gathering are very important actings. 
relevant. And the data gathering job is made by gemba. 

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products. 

Since now, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 
effect of these data. Then, I introduced a story of a company's quality
group 

The Story:

One day I visited a company. And a manager guided me to make plant tour. When doing 
plant tour, I always felt him somewhat out of place, but Why? 
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 
have the mindset of getting data or confir
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 

additional story about a Computer

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 
forget following things as managers.

taking data and data gathering are very important actings. 
relevant. And the data gathering job is made by gemba. 

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products. 

, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 
effect of these data. Then, I introduced a story of a company's quality
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 
have the mindset of getting data or confir
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 

additional story about a Computer-Keeper Manager.

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 
managers. 

taking data and data gathering are very important actings. 
relevant. And the data gathering job is made by gemba. 

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products. 

, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 
effect of these data. Then, I introduced a story of a company's quality

One day I visited a company. And a manager guided me to make plant tour. When doing 
plant tour, I always felt him somewhat out of place, but Why? 
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 
have the mindset of getting data or confirming it in Gemba. ―then, I summarized this mind in a 
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 

Keeper Manager. 

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 

taking data and data gathering are very important actings. 
relevant. And the data gathering job is made by gemba. 

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products. 

, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 
effect of these data. Then, I introduced a story of a company's quality

One day I visited a company. And a manager guided me to make plant tour. When doing 
plant tour, I always felt him somewhat out of place, but Why? 
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 

ming it in Gemba. ―then, I summarized this mind in a 
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 

 

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 

taking data and data gathering are very important actings. 
relevant. And the data gathering job is made by gemba.  

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products. 

, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 
effect of these data. Then, I introduced a story of a company's quality

One day I visited a company. And a manager guided me to make plant tour. When doing 
plant tour, I always felt him somewhat out of place, but Why? 
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 

ming it in Gemba. ―then, I summarized this mind in a 
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 

taking data and data gathering are very important actings. However,

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products. 

, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 
effect of these data. Then, I introduced a story of a company's quality manager to this manager 

One day I visited a company. And a manager guided me to make plant tour. When doing 
plant tour, I always felt him somewhat out of place, but Why?  
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 

ming it in Gemba. ―then, I summarized this mind in a 
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 

However, to use it is more 

― Secondly, also the job of data gathering doesn't give any value to the products.  

, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 

manager to this manager 

One day I visited a company. And a manager guided me to make plant tour. When doing 
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― Therefore we choose representa ve data to iden fy the Gemba situa on ― I said―. But again, it 
doesn't show all. Therefore, please take trouble to get data or to confirm data in Gemba and please, 

ming it in Gemba. ―then, I summarized this mind in a 
simple sentence― Please, go to Gemba more frequently and please, sharpen your senses to look at 

When making my lecture, I didn't tell them my impression which they might not know their 
Gemba, because I couldn't feel the smell of Gemba from them. Then I introduced 

― OK everyone. First of all, I tell the conclusion why I confirmed it. Because I don’t want you to 

to use it is more 

, the age which data can be gathered and analysed by IoT and AI is coming. However, just 
now it is necessary to consider what data, why necessary, how to gather and, how to use and the 

manager to this manager 

One day I visited a company. And a manager guided me to make plant tour. When doing 
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Perhaps it was his clean suit jacket? or his shiny shoes? Or even, 
improvement activity?

I know that manager's (who were so called White
shoes in production gemba is quite natural scene in Europa and obviously in US.

Managers don’t want wear worki
because they think that wearing suit jacket & neck tie or cutter shirt (anyway don't wear the 
working uniform) is one of 
status symbol and appeal not to 
be a worker class.

Japanese case in right pictur

For instance,
Japanese maker. So, the person 
left-hand side is a worker, and 
right-hand is the factory 
manager (Director).

He congratulated the worker's 
promotion to higher skill level 
qualification. And the director 
also wears same workin

But I felt something out of place 
with him and that the cause wasn't in his appeal (jacket suit & neck
production gemba). 

Why?... Why did I feel something incompatibility to him?

After the plant tour I was invited to his of
of place with him in production gemba.

The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 
people. 

But why? … I got his presentation about his quality management with his c
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 
hours in front of the computer.

― It it is no necessary to go to gemba, 
understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 
office”.  
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Perhaps it was his clean suit jacket? or his shiny shoes? Or even, 
improvement activity?

I know that manager's (who were so called White
shoes in production gemba is quite natural scene in Europa and obviously in US.

Managers don’t want wear worki
because they think that wearing suit jacket & neck tie or cutter shirt (anyway don't wear the 
working uniform) is one of 
status symbol and appeal not to 
be a worker class. 

Japanese case in right pictur

instance, one of famous 
Japanese maker. So, the person 

hand side is a worker, and 
hand is the factory 

manager (Director). 

He congratulated the worker's 
promotion to higher skill level 
qualification. And the director 
also wears same workin

But I felt something out of place 
with him and that the cause wasn't in his appeal (jacket suit & neck
production gemba).  

Why?... Why did I feel something incompatibility to him?

After the plant tour I was invited to his of
of place with him in production gemba.

The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 

But why? … I got his presentation about his quality management with his c
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 
hours in front of the computer.

― It it is no necessary to go to gemba, 
understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 

 

                                                           

White Collar Worker: In many countries 
and United States), a white-collar worker is a person who performs professional, managerial, or administrative 
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Perhaps it was his clean suit jacket? or his shiny shoes? Or even, 
improvement activity? 

I know that manager's (who were so called White
shoes in production gemba is quite natural scene in Europa and obviously in US.

Managers don’t want wear worki
because they think that wearing suit jacket & neck tie or cutter shirt (anyway don't wear the 
working uniform) is one of 
status symbol and appeal not to 

Japanese case in right picture: 

one of famous 
Japanese maker. So, the person 

hand side is a worker, and 
hand is the factory 

 

He congratulated the worker's 
promotion to higher skill level 
qualification. And the director 
also wears same working wear.  

But I felt something out of place 
with him and that the cause wasn't in his appeal (jacket suit & neck

 

Why?... Why did I feel something incompatibility to him?

After the plant tour I was invited to his of
of place with him in production gemba.

The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 

But why? … I got his presentation about his quality management with his c
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 
hours in front of the computer. 

― It it is no necessary to go to gemba, 
understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 

                    

In many countries (such a Australia, Canadá, France, New Zealand, United Kingdom 
collar worker is a person who performs professional, managerial, or administrative 
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Perhaps it was his clean suit jacket? or his shiny shoes? Or even, 

I know that manager's (who were so called White
shoes in production gemba is quite natural scene in Europa and obviously in US.

Managers don’t want wear working uniform which is same to a worker wearing in gemba, 
because they think that wearing suit jacket & neck tie or cutter shirt (anyway don't wear the 

 

with him and that the cause wasn't in his appeal (jacket suit & neck

Why?... Why did I feel something incompatibility to him?

After the plant tour I was invited to his office. And soon I could understand why I felt the out 
of place with him in production gemba. 

The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 

But why? … I got his presentation about his quality management with his c
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 

― It it is no necessary to go to gemba, because I
understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 

(such a Australia, Canadá, France, New Zealand, United Kingdom 
collar worker is a person who performs professional, managerial, or administrative 
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Perhaps it was his clean suit jacket? or his shiny shoes? Or even, 

I know that manager's (who were so called White-Collar worker
shoes in production gemba is quite natural scene in Europa and obviously in US.

ng uniform which is same to a worker wearing in gemba, 
because they think that wearing suit jacket & neck tie or cutter shirt (anyway don't wear the 

with him and that the cause wasn't in his appeal (jacket suit & neck

Why?... Why did I feel something incompatibility to him? 

fice. And soon I could understand why I felt the out 

The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 

But why? … I got his presentation about his quality management with his c
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 

because I can gain any data in my office and I can 
understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 

(such a Australia, Canadá, France, New Zealand, United Kingdom 
collar worker is a person who performs professional, managerial, or administrative 
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Perhaps it was his clean suit jacket? or his shiny shoes? Or even, the explanation of his quality 

Collar worker10) clean suit jacket and shiny 
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fice. And soon I could understand why I felt the out 

The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 

But why? … I got his presentation about his quality management with his c
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 

can gain any data in my office and I can 
understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 

(such a Australia, Canadá, France, New Zealand, United Kingdom 
collar worker is a person who performs professional, managerial, or administrative 
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the explanation of his quality 

) clean suit jacket and shiny 
shoes in production gemba is quite natural scene in Europa and obviously in US. 

ng uniform which is same to a worker wearing in gemba, 
because they think that wearing suit jacket & neck tie or cutter shirt (anyway don't wear the 

tie and shine shoes in 

fice. And soon I could understand why I felt the out 

The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 

But why? … I got his presentation about his quality management with his computer data. He 
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 

can gain any data in my office and I can 
understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 

(such a Australia, Canadá, France, New Zealand, United Kingdom 
collar worker is a person who performs professional, managerial, or administrative 
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because they think that wearing suit jacket & neck tie or cutter shirt (anyway don't wear the 

tie and shine shoes in 
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The reason is that he was isolated from gemba. And he wasn't welcomed by the gemba 

omputer data. He 
had many data in his computer. It is indeed many. At this way he spent most of his working 
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understand the gemba situa on any me ― he said into what he calls as “the command 
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When occurring customer's quality concern & claim or bad quality result
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 
investigation in gathering data.  

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
cause of defec

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 
unnecessit

In fact, his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style. 

But it was past things. The total defect ratio and c
Moreover,

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 
manager.

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categori
with number codes to avoid writing in consideration of worker's workload.

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 
the working daily report in computer terminal.

Then quality and factory performance res

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points.

1. The quality development in graph is saturated in long term trend.

2. On the 
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 
but must be counted with number. 

As you understand, management style reached a deadlock t
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 
quality inspection showed 1~2% of defect ratio.

Normally if the level of 0.3% of customer's quality concern, internal quality level 
much more than 3%.

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 
number. 

Unfortunately,
this last regard, 
part of truth
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When occurring customer's quality concern & claim or bad quality result
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 
investigation in gathering data.  

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
cause of defect ratio increased, to bring actual defect parts and the countermeasures.

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 
unnecessity of going to gemba.

his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style. 

But it was past things. The total defect ratio and c
Moreover, the gemba was exhausted.

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 
manager. 

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categori
with number codes to avoid writing in consideration of worker's workload.

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 
the working daily report in computer terminal.

Then quality and factory performance res

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points.

The quality development in graph is saturated in long term trend.
a. The total defect ratio was saturated about 1~2%. 

On the other 
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 
but must be counted with number. 

As you understand, management style reached a deadlock t
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 
quality inspection showed 1~2% of defect ratio.

Normally if the level of 0.3% of customer's quality concern, internal quality level 
much more than 3%. 

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 
 

Unfortunately, these my doubts were right. Because of his data of pride wasn't true. So, a
this last regard, I have
part of truth”. 
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When occurring customer's quality concern & claim or bad quality result
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 
investigation in gathering data.   

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
t ratio increased, to bring actual defect parts and the countermeasures.

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 

y of going to gemba. 

his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style. 

But it was past things. The total defect ratio and c
the gemba was exhausted.

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categori
with number codes to avoid writing in consideration of worker's workload.

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 
the working daily report in computer terminal.

Then quality and factory performance res

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points.

The quality development in graph is saturated in long term trend.
The total defect ratio was saturated about 1~2%. 

other hand, the data of customer's quality claim ratio was about 0.3%.
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 
but must be counted with number. 

As you understand, management style reached a deadlock t
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 
quality inspection showed 1~2% of defect ratio.

Normally if the level of 0.3% of customer's quality concern, internal quality level 
 

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 

these my doubts were right. Because of his data of pride wasn't true. So, a
I have written in somewher
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When occurring customer's quality concern & claim or bad quality result
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 

 

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
t ratio increased, to bring actual defect parts and the countermeasures.

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 

his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style. 

But it was past things. The total defect ratio and c
the gemba was exhausted. 

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categori
with number codes to avoid writing in consideration of worker's workload.

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 
the working daily report in computer terminal.

Then quality and factory performance results were updated before noon of next day.

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points.

The quality development in graph is saturated in long term trend.
The total defect ratio was saturated about 1~2%. 

the data of customer's quality claim ratio was about 0.3%.
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 
but must be counted with number.  

As you understand, management style reached a deadlock t
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 
quality inspection showed 1~2% of defect ratio.

Normally if the level of 0.3% of customer's quality concern, internal quality level 

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 

these my doubts were right. Because of his data of pride wasn't true. So, a
written in somewhere that “
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When occurring customer's quality concern & claim or bad quality result
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
t ratio increased, to bring actual defect parts and the countermeasures.

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 

his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style. 

But it was past things. The total defect ratio and chronic defects couldn't be reduced. 

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categori
with number codes to avoid writing in consideration of worker's workload.

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 
the working daily report in computer terminal. 

ults were updated before noon of next day.

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points.

The quality development in graph is saturated in long term trend.
The total defect ratio was saturated about 1~2%. 

the data of customer's quality claim ratio was about 0.3%.
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 

As you understand, management style reached a deadlock t
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 
quality inspection showed 1~2% of defect ratio. 

Normally if the level of 0.3% of customer's quality concern, internal quality level 

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 

these my doubts were right. Because of his data of pride wasn't true. So, a
e that “Gemba people never tell a lie, but tell a 
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When occurring customer's quality concern & claim or bad quality result
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
t ratio increased, to bring actual defect parts and the countermeasures.

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 

his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style. 

hronic defects couldn't be reduced. 

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categori
with number codes to avoid writing in consideration of worker's workload.

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 

ults were updated before noon of next day.

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points.

The quality development in graph is saturated in long term trend.
The total defect ratio was saturated about 1~2%.  

the data of customer's quality claim ratio was about 0.3%.
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 

As you understand, management style reached a deadlock to improve more. Also, the data 
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 

Normally if the level of 0.3% of customer's quality concern, internal quality level 

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 

these my doubts were right. Because of his data of pride wasn't true. So, a
Gemba people never tell a lie, but tell a 
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When occurring customer's quality concern & claim or bad quality result of the day before, he 
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
t ratio increased, to bring actual defect parts and the countermeasures.

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 

his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style. 

hronic defects couldn't be reduced. 

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categori
with number codes to avoid writing in consideration of worker's workload. 

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 

ults were updated before noon of next day.

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points.

The quality development in graph is saturated in long term trend. 

the data of customer's quality claim ratio was about 0.3%.
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 

o improve more. Also, the data 
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 

Normally if the level of 0.3% of customer's quality concern, internal quality level might be 

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 

these my doubts were right. Because of his data of pride wasn't true. So, a
Gemba people never tell a lie, but tell a 
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of the day before, he 
required the relevant supervisors to come his office and required the report also additional 

And he ordered to gemba to take data, to report data, the cause of customer's concern, the 
t ratio increased, to bring actual defect parts and the countermeasures. 

Anyway, data, data and data… And his working field is just his "command office" and in 
computer. Always he required data. Not only did he dislike to go to gemba, he thought 

his management style was succeeded in a certain time. And he succeeded to reduce 
defect ratio and customer's concern (quality claim) to some extent with his forcible style.  

hronic defects couldn't be reduced. 

Data gathering requirements were not only by just the quality manager, but also the factory 

The necessary items of gathering data for quality and factory managers were categorized 

And when a problem occurred the worker just chose the applicable number code and filled in 

ults were updated before noon of next day. 

When having the quality manager's presentation, I wondered and pointed out next 2 points. 

the data of customer's quality claim ratio was about 0.3%. 
He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 

o improve more. Also, the data 
also was doubtful, because the level of customer's quality concern was 0.3% and the internal 

might be 

Again, customer's quality concern & claim shouldn't be accounted as percentage, but 

these my doubts were right. Because of his data of pride wasn't true. So, at 
Gemba people never tell a lie, but tell a 

 

of the day before, he 

He calculated customer's quality concern & claim as %. It is not acceptable to account with %, 
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This “
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection. 

And moreover he fell into the "Trap of Statistic Control". For
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 
product, different locati
machine group, different set
other different conditions and situations.

Gemba recorded as the category orde

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

Stat
Firstly,
necessary. 

Then, 

It is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 
"assumption" which is based on data not fresh enough to

Let's look at problem solving process in DMAIC, which is the cycle six
Statistic Quality Control.
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 
accuracy of d

This “data-holic” 
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection. 

And moreover he fell into the "Trap of Statistic Control". For
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 
product, different locati
machine group, different set
other different conditions and situations.

Gemba recorded as the category orde

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

Statistical Quality control 
Firstly, please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 
necessary. However,

Then, what is the trap or the pitfall?

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 
"assumption" which is based on data not fresh enough to

Let's look at problem solving process in DMAIC, which is the cycle six
Statistic Quality Control.

DMAIC process described by Wikipedia:

D – Define Phase: Define the project goals and customer (internal an

M – Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 
problem. And...

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
improvement. This is a data collection s
performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 
whether significant impr
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 
the suitability of the proposed measurement systems. 

Good data is at the heart of the DMAIC process:
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 
accuracy of data itself. 

 manager didn't like "Gemba Walk". Therefore, he couldn't find the mismatch of 
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection. 

And moreover he fell into the "Trap of Statistic Control". For
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 
product, different location in same workpiece, different material supplier, different machine in same 
machine group, different set-
other different conditions and situations.

Gemba recorded as the category orde

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

istical Quality control 
please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 

However, I say that it is not sufficient to control Gemba with just it.

is the trap or the pitfall?

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 
"assumption" which is based on data not fresh enough to

Let's look at problem solving process in DMAIC, which is the cycle six
Statistic Quality Control. 

DMAIC process described by Wikipedia:

Define Phase: Define the project goals and customer (internal an

Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 
problem. And... 

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
improvement. This is a data collection s
performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 
whether significant impr
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 
the suitability of the proposed measurement systems. 

Good data is at the heart of the DMAIC process:
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 

ata itself.  

manager didn't like "Gemba Walk". Therefore, he couldn't find the mismatch of 
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection. 

And moreover he fell into the "Trap of Statistic Control". For
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 

on in same workpiece, different material supplier, different machine in same 
-up condition, different jigs, different air & electricity condition and 

other different conditions and situations. 

Gemba recorded as the category ordered. But in fact there were so many elements in one category. 

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

istical Quality control 
please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 

I say that it is not sufficient to control Gemba with just it.

is the trap or the pitfall? 

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 
"assumption" which is based on data not fresh enough to

Let's look at problem solving process in DMAIC, which is the cycle six

DMAIC process described by Wikipedia:

Define Phase: Define the project goals and customer (internal an

Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
improvement. This is a data collection s
performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 
whether significant improvement has been made. The team decides on what should be 
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 
the suitability of the proposed measurement systems. 

Good data is at the heart of the DMAIC process:
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 

manager didn't like "Gemba Walk". Therefore, he couldn't find the mismatch of 
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection. 

And moreover he fell into the "Trap of Statistic Control". For
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 

on in same workpiece, different material supplier, different machine in same 
up condition, different jigs, different air & electricity condition and 

 

red. But in fact there were so many elements in one category. 

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

istical Quality control - SQC 
please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 

I say that it is not sufficient to control Gemba with just it.

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 
"assumption" which is based on data not fresh enough to

Let's look at problem solving process in DMAIC, which is the cycle six

DMAIC process described by Wikipedia: 

Define Phase: Define the project goals and customer (internal an

Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
improvement. This is a data collection step, the purpose of which is to establish process 
performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 

ovement has been made. The team decides on what should be 
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 
the suitability of the proposed measurement systems. 

Good data is at the heart of the DMAIC process:
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 

manager didn't like "Gemba Walk". Therefore, he couldn't find the mismatch of 
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection. 

And moreover he fell into the "Trap of Statistic Control". For instance,
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 

on in same workpiece, different material supplier, different machine in same 
up condition, different jigs, different air & electricity condition and 

red. But in fact there were so many elements in one category. 

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

 
please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 

I say that it is not sufficient to control Gemba with just it.

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 
"assumption" which is based on data not fresh enough to resolve a problem.   

Let's look at problem solving process in DMAIC, which is the cycle six

Define Phase: Define the project goals and customer (internal an

Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
tep, the purpose of which is to establish process 

performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 

ovement has been made. The team decides on what should be 
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 
the suitability of the proposed measurement systems.  

Good data is at the heart of the DMAIC process: 
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 

manager didn't like "Gemba Walk". Therefore, he couldn't find the mismatch of 
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection. 

instance, the biggest internal defect 
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 

on in same workpiece, different material supplier, different machine in same 
up condition, different jigs, different air & electricity condition and 

red. But in fact there were so many elements in one category. 

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 
I say that it is not sufficient to control Gemba with just it.

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 

resolve a problem.   

Let's look at problem solving process in DMAIC, which is the cycle six-sigma improvement process by 

Define Phase: Define the project goals and customer (internal and external) deliverables.

Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
tep, the purpose of which is to establish process 

performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 

ovement has been made. The team decides on what should be 
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 

manager didn't like "Gemba Walk". Therefore, he couldn't find the mismatch of 
separation between the customer's quality requirement and the internal inspection.   

the biggest internal defect 
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 

on in same workpiece, different material supplier, different machine in same 
up condition, different jigs, different air & electricity condition and 

red. But in fact there were so many elements in one category. 

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that.

please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 
I say that it is not sufficient to control Gemba with just it. 

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 

resolve a problem.    

sigma improvement process by 

d external) deliverables.

Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
tep, the purpose of which is to establish process 

performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 

ovement has been made. The team decides on what should be 
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 
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Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 
of inspection points between internal inspection and customer's requirement and the 

manager didn't like "Gemba Walk". Therefore, he couldn't find the mismatch of 
 

the biggest internal defect 
item was "deformation". And, In fact, there was the category of deformation in recording defect 
category. However, there were many defect elements in this category such different workpiece or 

on in same workpiece, different material supplier, different machine in same 
up condition, different jigs, different air & electricity condition and 

red. But in fact there were so many elements in one category.  

In the past he took an action to reduce this defect category and could succeeded, because the 
countermeasure hit one element of above. But he couldn't improve the quality level after that. 

please don’t misunderstand, I never say Statistic Quality Control is wrong, but I say it is 

is that everybody believes jut Statistic Quality Control to be sufficient as the method for problem 
solving. And, I say that it is insufficient for factory control and improvement because it learns on 

sigma improvement process by 

d external) deliverables. 

Measure Phase: Measure the process to determine current performance; quantify the 

The purpose of this step is to objectively establish current baselines as the basis for 
tep, the purpose of which is to establish process 

performance baselines. The performance metric baseline(s) from the Measure phase will be 
compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 

ovement has been made. The team decides on what should be 
measured and how to measure it. It is usual for teams to invest a lot of effort into assessing 

 

Then I doubted 3 things which were the internal quality inspection capacity and the mismatch 

 

 

compared to the performance metric at the conclusion of the project to determine objectively 
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As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 
gather is said to be the hear

Then, what data should be gathered is the first problem. And the second 
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 
"assumption". 

Fishbone Diagram a
process to identify true causes. However

On the other hand
and situation of the problem occurred is countless numbers. 

Therefore
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa
to allow "Trial and Error", as PDCA in Production Gemba.

In my lecture, I always teach on this way:

 

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 
cause

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control.

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 
and taking immediate action. It is, indeed, the practice of QRQ

                                        
11 Sashimi:
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A – Analyse Phase: Analyse and determine the root cause(s) of the defects. And.

The purpose of this step is to identify, validate and select root cause for 
number of potential root causes (process inputs, X) of the project problem are 
root cause analysis (for example a fishbone diagram). The top 3
selected using multi
plan is created and data are collected to establish the
causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 
to use basic tools if these are ap

I – Improve Phase: Improve the process by eliminating defects.

C – Control Phase: Control future process performance.

As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 
gather is said to be the hear

Then, what data should be gathered is the first problem. And the second 
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 
"assumption".  

Fishbone Diagram a
process to identify true causes. However

On the other hand
and situation of the problem occurred is countless numbers. 

Therefore, it is necessary to get a compromise the elements of data gathering even though the 
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa
to allow "Trial and Error", as PDCA in Production Gemba.

In my lecture, I always teach on this way:

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 
causes is very fresh data and 3G (Gemba, Genbutsu and Genjitsu).  

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control.

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 
and taking immediate action. It is, indeed, the practice of QRQ

                                        
Sashimi: Raw cut fish. Japanese traditional food. 
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Analyse Phase: Analyse and determine the root cause(s) of the defects. And.

The purpose of this step is to identify, validate and select root cause for 
number of potential root causes (process inputs, X) of the project problem are 
root cause analysis (for example a fishbone diagram). The top 3
selected using multi-voting or other consensus tool for further validation. A data collection 
plan is created and data are collected to establish the
causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 
to use basic tools if these are ap

Improve Phase: Improve the process by eliminating defects.

Control Phase: Control future process performance.

As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 
gather is said to be the heart of the process.

Then, what data should be gathered is the first problem. And the second 
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 

Fishbone Diagram and 5-Why analysis are important tools for Statistical Quality Control and DMAIC 
process to identify true causes. However

On the other hand, items range of data gathering is (to be exaggerate) infinite, because the conditi
and situation of the problem occurred is countless numbers. 

it is necessary to get a compromise the elements of data gathering even though the 
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa
to allow "Trial and Error", as PDCA in Production Gemba.

In my lecture, I always teach on this way:

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 
s is very fresh data and 3G (Gemba, Genbutsu and Genjitsu).  

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control.

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 
and taking immediate action. It is, indeed, the practice of QRQ
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Analyse Phase: Analyse and determine the root cause(s) of the defects. And.

The purpose of this step is to identify, validate and select root cause for 
number of potential root causes (process inputs, X) of the project problem are 
root cause analysis (for example a fishbone diagram). The top 3

voting or other consensus tool for further validation. A data collection 
plan is created and data are collected to establish the
causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 
to use basic tools if these are appropriate.

Improve Phase: Improve the process by eliminating defects.

Control Phase: Control future process performance.

As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 
t of the process.

Then, what data should be gathered is the first problem. And the second 
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 

Why analysis are important tools for Statistical Quality Control and DMAIC 
process to identify true causes. However,

items range of data gathering is (to be exaggerate) infinite, because the conditi
and situation of the problem occurred is countless numbers. 

it is necessary to get a compromise the elements of data gathering even though the 
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa
to allow "Trial and Error", as PDCA in Production Gemba.

In my lecture, I always teach on this way: 

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 
s is very fresh data and 3G (Gemba, Genbutsu and Genjitsu).  

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control.

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 
and taking immediate action. It is, indeed, the practice of QRQ
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Analyse Phase: Analyse and determine the root cause(s) of the defects. And.

The purpose of this step is to identify, validate and select root cause for 
number of potential root causes (process inputs, X) of the project problem are 
root cause analysis (for example a fishbone diagram). The top 3

voting or other consensus tool for further validation. A data collection 
plan is created and data are collected to establish the
causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 

propriate. 

Improve Phase: Improve the process by eliminating defects.

Control Phase: Control future process performance.

As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 
t of the process. 

Then, what data should be gathered is the first problem. And the second 
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 

Why analysis are important tools for Statistical Quality Control and DMAIC 
, these are also in "assumption".  

items range of data gathering is (to be exaggerate) infinite, because the conditi
and situation of the problem occurred is countless numbers. 

it is necessary to get a compromise the elements of data gathering even though the 
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa
to allow "Trial and Error", as PDCA in Production Gemba.

 

“Data and Sashimi

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 
s is very fresh data and 3G (Gemba, Genbutsu and Genjitsu).  

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control.

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 
and taking immediate action. It is, indeed, the practice of QRQ
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Analyse Phase: Analyse and determine the root cause(s) of the defects. And.

The purpose of this step is to identify, validate and select root cause for 
number of potential root causes (process inputs, X) of the project problem are 
root cause analysis (for example a fishbone diagram). The top 3

voting or other consensus tool for further validation. A data collection 
plan is created and data are collected to establish the relative contribution of each root 
causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 

Improve Phase: Improve the process by eliminating defects.

Control Phase: Control future process performance. 

As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 

Then, what data should be gathered is the first problem. And the second 
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 

Why analysis are important tools for Statistical Quality Control and DMAIC 
these are also in "assumption".  

items range of data gathering is (to be exaggerate) infinite, because the conditi
and situation of the problem occurred is countless numbers.  

it is necessary to get a compromise the elements of data gathering even though the 
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa
to allow "Trial and Error", as PDCA in Production Gemba. 

“Data and Sashimi

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 
s is very fresh data and 3G (Gemba, Genbutsu and Genjitsu).  

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control.

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 
and taking immediate action. It is, indeed, the practice of QRQC & QRKA.
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Analyse Phase: Analyse and determine the root cause(s) of the defects. And.

The purpose of this step is to identify, validate and select root cause for 
number of potential root causes (process inputs, X) of the project problem are 
root cause analysis (for example a fishbone diagram). The top 3-4 potential root causes are 

voting or other consensus tool for further validation. A data collection 
relative contribution of each root 

causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 

Improve Phase: Improve the process by eliminating defects. 

As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 

Then, what data should be gathered is the first problem. And the second id the
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 

Why analysis are important tools for Statistical Quality Control and DMAIC 
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items range of data gathering is (to be exaggerate) infinite, because the conditi

it is necessary to get a compromise the elements of data gathering even though the 
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa

“Data and Sashimi11; the fresher, the better”.

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 
s is very fresh data and 3G (Gemba, Genbutsu and Genjitsu).   

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control.

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 

C & QRKA. 
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Analyse Phase: Analyse and determine the root cause(s) of the defects. And. 

The purpose of this step is to identify, validate and select root cause for  elimination. A large 
number of potential root causes (process inputs, X) of the project problem are identified via 

4 potential root causes are 
voting or other consensus tool for further validation. A data collection 

relative contribution of each root 
causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 

As you understand Statistic Quality Control is based on Data Gathering & Data Gathered. And, Data 

id the technique in order to 
gather the effective data. But, I say it is never sufficient. Because these data gathering items are in 

Why analysis are important tools for Statistical Quality Control and DMAIC 

items range of data gathering is (to be exaggerate) infinite, because the conditi

it is necessary to get a compromise the elements of data gathering even though the 
proper method to select the data gathering items is used. And, therefore even DMAIC, it is necessa

; the fresher, the better”.

One data should be fresh in order to analyse the causes. Because the easiest way to approach to true 

Again, just Statistic Quality Control is sufficient to problem solving? … I said “Pitfall of Statistic Quality 
Control” and it is not sufficient for problem solving activity and factory control. 

So, What is another necessary way?... It is QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) or QRKA (Quick 
Response Kaizen Activity). On this way, TOYOTA encourage to stop line when occurring problems, 
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elimination. A large 
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4 potential root causes are 
voting or other consensus tool for further validation. A data collection 

relative contribution of each root 
causes to the project metric, Y. This process is repeated until "valid" root causes can be 
identified. Within Six Sigma, often complex analysis tools are used. However, it is acceptable 
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QRQC & QRKA
Again, don't fall into the trap. Both of Statistic approach and QRQC & QRKA are required for keeping 
or improving sound factory condition.  

Let's return to the story of the quality manager. 

This quality department manager (of cours
wrong way of statistic quality control.

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

In fact
order, because of the quality concern. And, this company required my help.

Then, I advised following theme for the quality manager:

●
●
●
●

Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it.

However,
time to wait his improvement as a manager. 

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.

Data Gathering
Data Gathering has 2 
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QRQC & QRKA
Again, don't fall into the trap. Both of Statistic approach and QRQC & QRKA are required for keeping 
or improving sound factory condition.  

Let's return to the story of the quality manager. 

This quality department manager (of cours
wrong way of statistic quality control.

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

In fact, this company fell in a serious problem which a main custo
order, because of the quality concern. And, this company required my help.

Then, I advised following theme for the quality manager:

● Making "Gemba Walk as the first step of QRQC & QRKA and;
● Looking at truth in Gemba;
● Studying the necessary data collection;
● Identifying the temporal or permanent data gathering. 

Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it.

However, and unfortunately, this quality manager was fired soon, because this compa
time to wait his improvement as a manager. 

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.

Data Gathering
Data Gathering has 2 

Backward 

For a problem solving, data gathering is required. In this case, the data gathering is actually 
called “Backward data gathering

This is the characteristic of to be temporal. Of course, the data should be used for not only 
the problem s

Forward 

On the other hand, Looking for the future improvement and factory control, data gathering is 
made. So, in this case it is called “

Last one is the characteristic of 
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Again, don't fall into the trap. Both of Statistic approach and QRQC & QRKA are required for keeping 
or improving sound factory condition.  

Let's return to the story of the quality manager. 

This quality department manager (of cours
wrong way of statistic quality control.

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

this company fell in a serious problem which a main custo
order, because of the quality concern. And, this company required my help.

Then, I advised following theme for the quality manager:

Making "Gemba Walk as the first step of QRQC & QRKA and;
Looking at truth in Gemba;

ng the necessary data collection;
Identifying the temporal or permanent data gathering. 

Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it.

and unfortunately, this quality manager was fired soon, because this compa
time to wait his improvement as a manager. 

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.

Data Gathering 
Data Gathering has 2 dimensions which are Backward (

ward Gathering (

For a problem solving, data gathering is required. In this case, the data gathering is actually 
Backward data gathering

This is the characteristic of to be temporal. Of course, the data should be used for not only 
the problem solving, but also for a future improvement.  

Forward Gathering (

On the other hand, Looking for the future improvement and factory control, data gathering is 
made. So, in this case it is called “

Last one is the characteristic of 
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Again, don't fall into the trap. Both of Statistic approach and QRQC & QRKA are required for keeping 
or improving sound factory condition.    

Let's return to the story of the quality manager. 

This quality department manager (of cours
wrong way of statistic quality control. 

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

this company fell in a serious problem which a main custo
order, because of the quality concern. And, this company required my help.

Then, I advised following theme for the quality manager:

Making "Gemba Walk as the first step of QRQC & QRKA and;
Looking at truth in Gemba; 

ng the necessary data collection;
Identifying the temporal or permanent data gathering. 

Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it.

and unfortunately, this quality manager was fired soon, because this compa
time to wait his improvement as a manager. 

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.

dimensions which are Backward (

Gathering (⇐) 

For a problem solving, data gathering is required. In this case, the data gathering is actually 
Backward data gathering”.

This is the characteristic of to be temporal. Of course, the data should be used for not only 
olving, but also for a future improvement.  

Gathering (⇒) 

On the other hand, Looking for the future improvement and factory control, data gathering is 
made. So, in this case it is called “

Last one is the characteristic of to be permanent and universal. 
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Again, don't fall into the trap. Both of Statistic approach and QRQC & QRKA are required for keeping 
 

Let's return to the story of the quality manager.  

This quality department manager (of course) hadn't been doing the QRQC & QRKA, but been doing 

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

this company fell in a serious problem which a main custo
order, because of the quality concern. And, this company required my help.

Then, I advised following theme for the quality manager:

Making "Gemba Walk as the first step of QRQC & QRKA and;

ng the necessary data collection; 
Identifying the temporal or permanent data gathering. 

Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it.

and unfortunately, this quality manager was fired soon, because this compa
time to wait his improvement as a manager.  

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.

dimensions which are Backward (

 

For a problem solving, data gathering is required. In this case, the data gathering is actually 
”. 

This is the characteristic of to be temporal. Of course, the data should be used for not only 
olving, but also for a future improvement.  

On the other hand, Looking for the future improvement and factory control, data gathering is 
made. So, in this case it is called “Forward data gatherin

to be permanent and universal. 
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Again, don't fall into the trap. Both of Statistic approach and QRQC & QRKA are required for keeping 

e) hadn't been doing the QRQC & QRKA, but been doing 

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

this company fell in a serious problem which a main custo
order, because of the quality concern. And, this company required my help.

Then, I advised following theme for the quality manager: 

Making "Gemba Walk as the first step of QRQC & QRKA and;

Identifying the temporal or permanent data gathering.  
Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it.

and unfortunately, this quality manager was fired soon, because this compa

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.

dimensions which are Backward (•  ) and Forward ( 

For a problem solving, data gathering is required. In this case, the data gathering is actually 

This is the characteristic of to be temporal. Of course, the data should be used for not only 
olving, but also for a future improvement.   

On the other hand, Looking for the future improvement and factory control, data gathering is 
Forward data gathering”.

to be permanent and universal. 
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Again, don't fall into the trap. Both of Statistic approach and QRQC & QRKA are required for keeping 

e) hadn't been doing the QRQC & QRKA, but been doing 

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

this company fell in a serious problem which a main customer had announced the breaking of 
order, because of the quality concern. And, this company required my help. 

Making "Gemba Walk as the first step of QRQC & QRKA and; 

Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it.

and unfortunately, this quality manager was fired soon, because this compa

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.

) and Forward ( ⇒  ) .

For a problem solving, data gathering is required. In this case, the data gathering is actually 

This is the characteristic of to be temporal. Of course, the data should be used for not only 
 

On the other hand, Looking for the future improvement and factory control, data gathering is 
g”. 

to be permanent and universal.  
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e) hadn't been doing the QRQC & QRKA, but been doing 

And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering.

mer had announced the breaking of 

Actually, I don't like the word of Gemba Walk. But it might be necessary to use it. 

and unfortunately, this quality manager was fired soon, because this company hadn't the 

So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering.
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And he couldn't feel the deviation from the true quality situation including the data gathering. 

mer had announced the breaking of 
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So is it difficult to choose data gathering items? …let's go back to the story about data gathering. 

For a problem solving, data gathering is required. In this case, the data gathering is actually 

This is the characteristic of to be temporal. Of course, the data should be used for not only 

On the other hand, Looking for the future improvement and factory control, data gathering is 
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Then, these group of engineers classified a

1.
2.
3.
4.

The next step, they discussed and tried to define each cla
useful, understandable and easy to record by Gemba operator. There were so many disputes that 
they could not come to a decision.

For instance, Sudden & unexpected trouble? or, How is it different to heavy tro

― In first place, Is a machine trouble a sudden and unexpected trouble, isn't it? and, Isn't there a 
Chronic trouble in a case of heavy trouble?

― In first place, is it possible to be used and understood by operator? Because we ourselves also 
have ma

Then, I explained the standard of my previous company. Which are Breakdown Rate, Machine stop 
Frequency Index (and Machine performance with Speed Index).

There were pros and con
breakdown is more than 15 minutes stop in machine trouble. And, the definition of 
(Machine stop Frequency) is less than 15 minutes in machine trouble.

― These are just my st
condi on ―I said them and con nued― If you like, the par on of 15 is acceptable to change into 5, 
10 minutes or whatever. The important thing is What the purpose of the KPIs is.

So, the second step of PM is to decide the suitable KPIs.
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Then, these group of engineers classified a

1. "Sudden & unexpected trouble";
2. "Chronic trouble";
3. "Heavy troubles" and;
4. "Minor troubles".

The next step, they discussed and tried to define each cla
useful, understandable and easy to record by Gemba operator. There were so many disputes that 
they could not come to a decision.

For instance, Sudden & unexpected trouble? or, How is it different to heavy tro

― In first place, Is a machine trouble a sudden and unexpected trouble, isn't it? and, Isn't there a 
Chronic trouble in a case of heavy trouble?

― In first place, is it possible to be used and understood by operator? Because we ourselves also 
have many dispute. And the long round argument which there were no sign of finishing.

Then, I explained the standard of my previous company. Which are Breakdown Rate, Machine stop 
Frequency Index (and Machine performance with Speed Index).

There were pros and con
breakdown is more than 15 minutes stop in machine trouble. And, the definition of 
(Machine stop Frequency) is less than 15 minutes in machine trouble.

― These are just my st
condi on ―I said them and con nued― If you like, the par on of 15 is acceptable to change into 5, 
10 minutes or whatever. The important thing is What the purpose of the KPIs is.

the second step of PM is to decide the suitable KPIs.
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Then, these group of engineers classified a

"Sudden & unexpected trouble";
"Chronic trouble"; 
"Heavy troubles" and;
"Minor troubles". 

The next step, they discussed and tried to define each cla
useful, understandable and easy to record by Gemba operator. There were so many disputes that 
they could not come to a decision.

For instance, Sudden & unexpected trouble? or, How is it different to heavy tro

― In first place, Is a machine trouble a sudden and unexpected trouble, isn't it? and, Isn't there a 
Chronic trouble in a case of heavy trouble?

― In first place, is it possible to be used and understood by operator? Because we ourselves also 
ny dispute. And the long round argument which there were no sign of finishing.

Then, I explained the standard of my previous company. Which are Breakdown Rate, Machine stop 
Frequency Index (and Machine performance with Speed Index).

There were pros and cons about the partition in 15 minutes because of the definition of machine 
breakdown is more than 15 minutes stop in machine trouble. And, the definition of 
(Machine stop Frequency) is less than 15 minutes in machine trouble.

― These are just my standard. And you can decide freely based on your machine and activity 
condi on ―I said them and con nued― If you like, the par on of 15 is acceptable to change into 5, 
10 minutes or whatever. The important thing is What the purpose of the KPIs is.

the second step of PM is to decide the suitable KPIs.
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Then, these group of engineers classified a

"Sudden & unexpected trouble"; 

"Heavy troubles" and; 

The next step, they discussed and tried to define each cla
useful, understandable and easy to record by Gemba operator. There were so many disputes that 
they could not come to a decision. 

For instance, Sudden & unexpected trouble? or, How is it different to heavy tro

― In first place, Is a machine trouble a sudden and unexpected trouble, isn't it? and, Isn't there a 
Chronic trouble in a case of heavy trouble?

― In first place, is it possible to be used and understood by operator? Because we ourselves also 
ny dispute. And the long round argument which there were no sign of finishing.

Then, I explained the standard of my previous company. Which are Breakdown Rate, Machine stop 
Frequency Index (and Machine performance with Speed Index).

s about the partition in 15 minutes because of the definition of machine 
breakdown is more than 15 minutes stop in machine trouble. And, the definition of 
(Machine stop Frequency) is less than 15 minutes in machine trouble.

andard. And you can decide freely based on your machine and activity 
condi on ―I said them and con nued― If you like, the par on of 15 is acceptable to change into 5, 
10 minutes or whatever. The important thing is What the purpose of the KPIs is.

the second step of PM is to decide the suitable KPIs.
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Then, these group of engineers classified all the machine troubles as next

 

The next step, they discussed and tried to define each cla
useful, understandable and easy to record by Gemba operator. There were so many disputes that 

For instance, Sudden & unexpected trouble? or, How is it different to heavy tro

― In first place, Is a machine trouble a sudden and unexpected trouble, isn't it? and, Isn't there a 
Chronic trouble in a case of heavy trouble? 

― In first place, is it possible to be used and understood by operator? Because we ourselves also 
ny dispute. And the long round argument which there were no sign of finishing.

Then, I explained the standard of my previous company. Which are Breakdown Rate, Machine stop 
Frequency Index (and Machine performance with Speed Index).

s about the partition in 15 minutes because of the definition of machine 
breakdown is more than 15 minutes stop in machine trouble. And, the definition of 
(Machine stop Frequency) is less than 15 minutes in machine trouble.

andard. And you can decide freely based on your machine and activity 
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10 minutes or whatever. The important thing is What the purpose of the KPIs is.

the second step of PM is to decide the suitable KPIs.
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ll the machine troubles as next

The next step, they discussed and tried to define each classification in the essential condition which is 
useful, understandable and easy to record by Gemba operator. There were so many disputes that 
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(Machine stop Frequency) is less than 15 minutes in machine trouble.
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10 minutes or whatever. The important thing is What the purpose of the KPIs is.
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breakdown is more than 15 minutes stop in machine trouble. And, the definition of 
(Machine stop Frequency) is less than 15 minutes in machine trouble. 

andard. And you can decide freely based on your machine and activity 
condi on ―I said them and con nued― If you like, the par on of 15 is acceptable to change into 5, 
10 minutes or whatever. The important thing is What the purpose of the KPIs is.
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Machinery Developing & Making:

By the way, one book of JIPM is written with the base which a machinery also is made and 

developed by "company himself".

Therefore

of Products and Equipment" in Nakajima's 12 steps and also is in 8 Pillars of JIPM TPM.

Moreover

is: 

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development?

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity i
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However
these are limited in just giant company such Toyota and some mediums.

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
develop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine
maker provided better price and reliability. 

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
do by themselves, but f
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Machinery Developing & Making:

By the way, one book of JIPM is written with the base which a machinery also is made and 

developed by "company himself".

Therefore, there is

of Products and Equipment" in Nakajima's 12 steps and also is in 8 Pillars of JIPM TPM.

Moreover, JIPM recommends to implement MP activity (Maintenance Prevention activity) whic

"MP Activity is an activity to improve the reliability, maintainability, economic efficiency, 

operability and safety of facilities by feeding back the technical data of the maintenance 

department and information sufficiently studied the weaknesses of

to the equipment design department."  

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development?

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity i
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However
these are limited in just giant company such Toyota and some mediums.

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
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Machinery Developing & Making:

By the way, one book of JIPM is written with the base which a machinery also is made and 

developed by "company himself".

there is the pillar which is the step of "8. Establish Development & Management system 

of Products and Equipment" in Nakajima's 12 steps and also is in 8 Pillars of JIPM TPM.

JIPM recommends to implement MP activity (Maintenance Prevention activity) whic

"MP Activity is an activity to improve the reliability, maintainability, economic efficiency, 

operability and safety of facilities by feeding back the technical data of the maintenance 

department and information sufficiently studied the weaknesses of

to the equipment design department."  

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development?

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity i
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However
these are limited in just giant company such Toyota and some mediums.

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
velop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine

maker provided better price and reliability. 

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
do by themselves, but for other 97% companies who cannot have such functions and capacity.
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Machinery Developing & Making: 

By the way, one book of JIPM is written with the base which a machinery also is made and 

developed by "company himself". 

the pillar which is the step of "8. Establish Development & Management system 

of Products and Equipment" in Nakajima's 12 steps and also is in 8 Pillars of JIPM TPM.

JIPM recommends to implement MP activity (Maintenance Prevention activity) whic

"MP Activity is an activity to improve the reliability, maintainability, economic efficiency, 

operability and safety of facilities by feeding back the technical data of the maintenance 

department and information sufficiently studied the weaknesses of

to the equipment design department."  

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development?

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity i
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However
these are limited in just giant company such Toyota and some mediums.

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
velop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine

maker provided better price and reliability. 

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
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By the way, one book of JIPM is written with the base which a machinery also is made and 

the pillar which is the step of "8. Establish Development & Management system 

of Products and Equipment" in Nakajima's 12 steps and also is in 8 Pillars of JIPM TPM.

JIPM recommends to implement MP activity (Maintenance Prevention activity) whic

"MP Activity is an activity to improve the reliability, maintainability, economic efficiency, 

operability and safety of facilities by feeding back the technical data of the maintenance 

department and information sufficiently studied the weaknesses of

to the equipment design department."  From a book of JIPM

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development?

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity i
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However
these are limited in just giant company such Toyota and some mediums.

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
velop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine

maker provided better price and reliability.  

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
or other 97% companies who cannot have such functions and capacity.
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organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However
these are limited in just giant company such Toyota and some mediums.

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
velop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
or other 97% companies who cannot have such functions and capacity.
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the pillar which is the step of "8. Establish Development & Management system 
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JIPM recommends to implement MP activity (Maintenance Prevention activity) whic

"MP Activity is an activity to improve the reliability, maintainability, economic efficiency, 

operability and safety of facilities by feeding back the technical data of the maintenance 

department and information sufficiently studied the weaknesses of the current equipment 

From a book of JIPM 

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development?

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity i
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However
these are limited in just giant company such Toyota and some mediums. 

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
velop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
or other 97% companies who cannot have such functions and capacity.
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JIPM recommends to implement MP activity (Maintenance Prevention activity) whic

"MP Activity is an activity to improve the reliability, maintainability, economic efficiency, 

operability and safety of facilities by feeding back the technical data of the maintenance 

the current equipment 

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development?

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity i
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
velop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
or other 97% companies who cannot have such functions and capacity.
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Flying notes by Kimura-san 

By the way, one book of JIPM is written with the base which a machinery also is made and 

the pillar which is the step of "8. Establish Development & Management system 

JIPM recommends to implement MP activity (Maintenance Prevention activity) which 

"MP Activity is an activity to improve the reliability, maintainability, economic efficiency, 

operability and safety of facilities by feeding back the technical data of the maintenance 

the current equipment 

Now one question… Has your company the department of machinery design & development? 

I believe that most of industrial company in the world hasn’t such function and capacity in his 
organization. Yes, there are such companies who has such department and capacity. However, 

My previous company, Sumitomo Wiring Systems have it? …Of course not. We have tried to 
velop our own, but given up, because of economic reasons and the reliability. A machine-tool 

Then, I write my documents for not giant companies who have the function and capacity and can 
or other 97% companies who cannot have such functions and capacity. 

Koichi Kimura 
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The necessary level of Factory Management
By the way, in the last description TPM
I don't obey this step.

Then, I described the reason and also the importance of OJT (On the Job Training) and Committee 
activity as the standing position of a teacher.

In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
Nakaj
Management and Gembas.

I never deny these steps. But it is impossible to follow 
achieve up to the 75% score of my Factory Management Checklist.

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
matter is the participation by Gemba. And any policy must be imple

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 
exercise. Then, it is carried out. Although, i
which is the lack of physical fitness and finally, this someone, gives up.  

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
when deploying it in involv
the Gemba

After this, I need to write 
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The necessary level of Factory Management
By the way, in the last description TPM
I don't obey this step.

Then, I described the reason and also the importance of OJT (On the Job Training) and Committee 
activity as the standing position of a teacher.

In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
Nakajima's 12-steps are written to apply in companies which have a certain level of Factory 
Management and Gembas.

Step of Introduction Preparation 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step of Introduction. 
6.

Step of Introduction Implementation. 
7.
7.1.
7.2.
7.3.
7.4

8.- Establish Development & Management system of Products and Equipment. 
9.- Establish Quality maintenance system. 
10.- Establish 
11.- Establish Control system of health & safety and environment. 
Step of fixing. 
12.- Implement TPM fully and level up. 

I never deny these steps. But it is impossible to follow 
achieve up to the 75% score of my Factory Management Checklist.

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
matter is the participation by Gemba. And any policy must be imple

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 
exercise. Then, it is carried out. Although, i
which is the lack of physical fitness and finally, this someone, gives up.  

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
when deploying it in involv

Gemba-Ryoku

After this, I need to write 
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The necessary level of Factory Management
By the way, in the last description TPM
I don't obey this step. 

Then, I described the reason and also the importance of OJT (On the Job Training) and Committee 
activity as the standing position of a teacher.

In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
steps are written to apply in companies which have a certain level of Factory 

Management and Gembas. 

Step of Introduction Preparation 
1.- Declaration of TPM Introduction by Top. 
2.-  TPM education and Champaign.
3.-  TPM promotion organization a
4.-  Establish basic TPM policy and Goals. 
5.-  TPM deployment master plan. 

Step of Introduction. 
6.- TPM Kick

Step of Introduction Implementation. 
7.- Establish system of Effective production department. 
7.1.- Individual (Kobetsu) Kaizen.
7.2.- Autonomous maintenance. 
7.3.- Planned preventive maintenance. 
7.4 Education and Training. 
Establish Development & Management system of Products and Equipment. 
Establish Quality maintenance system. 
Establish System of effective administration and indirect departments. 
Establish Control system of health & safety and environment. 

Step of fixing.  
Implement TPM fully and level up. 

I never deny these steps. But it is impossible to follow 
achieve up to the 75% score of my Factory Management Checklist.

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
matter is the participation by Gemba. And any policy must be imple

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 
exercise. Then, it is carried out. Although, i
which is the lack of physical fitness and finally, this someone, gives up.  

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
when deploying it in involving the Gemba, they realise the lack of physical fitness of Gemba which is 

Ryoku and it is the mind of "all people's participation" and 

After this, I need to write Jishu
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The necessary level of Factory Management
By the way, in the last description TPM-2, I introduced the famous step of S. Nakajima, and I told that 

Then, I described the reason and also the importance of OJT (On the Job Training) and Committee 
activity as the standing position of a teacher.

In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
steps are written to apply in companies which have a certain level of Factory 

Step of Introduction Preparation 
Declaration of TPM Introduction by Top. 
TPM education and Champaign.
TPM promotion organization a
Establish basic TPM policy and Goals. 
TPM deployment master plan. 

Step of Introduction.  
TPM Kick-off.  

Step of Introduction Implementation. 
Establish system of Effective production department. 

vidual (Kobetsu) Kaizen.
Autonomous maintenance. 
Planned preventive maintenance. 
Education and Training. 

Establish Development & Management system of Products and Equipment. 
Establish Quality maintenance system. 

System of effective administration and indirect departments. 
Establish Control system of health & safety and environment. 

Implement TPM fully and level up. 

I never deny these steps. But it is impossible to follow 
achieve up to the 75% score of my Factory Management Checklist.

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
matter is the participation by Gemba. And any policy must be imple

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 
exercise. Then, it is carried out. Although, i
which is the lack of physical fitness and finally, this someone, gives up.  

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
ing the Gemba, they realise the lack of physical fitness of Gemba which is 

and it is the mind of "all people's participation" and 

Jishu-Hozen by operator.
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The necessary level of Factory Management
2, I introduced the famous step of S. Nakajima, and I told that 

Then, I described the reason and also the importance of OJT (On the Job Training) and Committee 
activity as the standing position of a teacher. 

In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
steps are written to apply in companies which have a certain level of Factory 

Step of Introduction Preparation  
Declaration of TPM Introduction by Top. 
TPM education and Champaign.
TPM promotion organization a
Establish basic TPM policy and Goals. 
TPM deployment master plan. 

Step of Introduction Implementation.  
Establish system of Effective production department. 

vidual (Kobetsu) Kaizen. 
Autonomous maintenance.  
Planned preventive maintenance. 
Education and Training.  

Establish Development & Management system of Products and Equipment. 
Establish Quality maintenance system. 

System of effective administration and indirect departments. 
Establish Control system of health & safety and environment. 

Implement TPM fully and level up.  

I never deny these steps. But it is impossible to follow 
achieve up to the 75% score of my Factory Management Checklist.

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
matter is the participation by Gemba. And any policy must be imple

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 
exercise. Then, it is carried out. Although, in the middle of the process, someone realise the problem 
which is the lack of physical fitness and finally, this someone, gives up.  

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
ing the Gemba, they realise the lack of physical fitness of Gemba which is 

and it is the mind of "all people's participation" and 
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The necessary level of Factory Management
2, I introduced the famous step of S. Nakajima, and I told that 

Then, I described the reason and also the importance of OJT (On the Job Training) and Committee 

In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
steps are written to apply in companies which have a certain level of Factory 

Declaration of TPM Introduction by Top.  
TPM education and Champaign. 
TPM promotion organization and staff organization model. 
Establish basic TPM policy and Goals.  
TPM deployment master plan.  

Establish system of Effective production department. 
 
 

Planned preventive maintenance.  

Establish Development & Management system of Products and Equipment. 
Establish Quality maintenance system.  

System of effective administration and indirect departments. 
Establish Control system of health & safety and environment. 

I never deny these steps. But it is impossible to follow these ways
achieve up to the 75% score of my Factory Management Checklist.

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
matter is the participation by Gemba. And any policy must be imple

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 

n the middle of the process, someone realise the problem 
which is the lack of physical fitness and finally, this someone, gives up.  

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
ing the Gemba, they realise the lack of physical fitness of Gemba which is 

and it is the mind of "all people's participation" and 
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In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
steps are written to apply in companies which have a certain level of Factory 

 

nd staff organization model. 
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Establish Development & Management system of Products and Equipment. 

System of effective administration and indirect departments. 
Establish Control system of health & safety and environment. 

these ways by the companies who cannot 
achieve up to the 75% score of my Factory Management Checklist. 

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
matter is the participation by Gemba. And any policy must be implemented in Gemba

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 

n the middle of the process, someone realise the problem 
which is the lack of physical fitness and finally, this someone, gives up.   

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
ing the Gemba, they realise the lack of physical fitness of Gemba which is 

and it is the mind of "all people's participation" and Kaizen
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From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
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Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 

n the middle of the process, someone realise the problem 

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
ing the Gemba, they realise the lack of physical fitness of Gemba which is 
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2, I introduced the famous step of S. Nakajima, and I told that 

Then, I described the reason and also the importance of OJT (On the Job Training) and Committee 

In first place it is not possible to follow this step by ordinal foreign companies. Why?... Because these 
steps are written to apply in companies which have a certain level of Factory 

Establish Development & Management system of Products and Equipment.  

the companies who cannot 

From 1 to 6 are the step of brain exercise by office people including management. And the difficult 
Ryoku. 

Sometimes we compare a business to mountain climbing: Which mountain, how high, how much 
time it will take, which route, cost, when carry out, etc. This is the planning stage and a brain 

n the middle of the process, someone realise the problem 

As you understand, most of the case the brain exercise is enjoyable and can be succeeded. And, 
ing the Gemba, they realise the lack of physical fitness of Gemba which is 
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“The purpose to pursue best perf
to achieve the necessary capacity of JIT”
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“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is 
to achieve the necessary capacity of JIT”
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VI. 
●
●

I always suggest to bring
difficult thin
condition of sharing sense of value with Gemba. Then based on this effort, it is possible to expect the 
"Step of Introduction Implementation and Step of fixing".

In the 1
importance of committee activity in parallel. And with the committee activity, it is essential to bring 
up the mind of "all people's participation". 

Again, t
these 12
certain level of 

I wrote that I willingly listed up the n
Frame, even though it is true that PM is one process of TPM.

Because actually, there are areas or employee's character or area character which it is so difficult to 
establish the situation of sharing the
sounding talk about TPM & TPM.

For instance, I have worked in Maquiladora
I have tried to establish the TPM, but couldn't. The highest hurdle
more than 20% in a month. Additionally
engineer.

When introducing the early stage of 
the other hand, t
atmosphere of introduction of TPM.

I succeeded to introduce QC Circle activity 
for quality improvement. I could succeed 
the team discussion… Why? I couldn't 
introduce TPM in all 
even though succeeded circle activity?

For instance, the photo of right
of Mexican factory. In it one line
(blue working ware) explains the activity of 
QC-Circle to his group member.

As you look at, the line member
young generation. And, some members 
might not graduate even secondary school. 
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 Jishu
● Jishu:  Autonomous.
● Hozen: Maintenance.

I always suggest to bring
difficult thing. But it is necessary to take the mind
condition of sharing sense of value with Gemba. Then based on this effort, it is possible to expect the 
"Step of Introduction Implementation and Step of fixing".

In the 12 Steps, there is project activity. A project activity is one of good means. However
importance of committee activity in parallel. And with the committee activity, it is essential to bring 
up the mind of "all people's participation". 

Again, these 12-Steps assume the companies which have certain level of 
these 12-Steps are not suitable for other companies which are overwhelming majority and, haven't 
certain level of Gemba

I wrote that I willingly listed up the n
Frame, even though it is true that PM is one process of TPM.

Because actually, there are areas or employee's character or area character which it is so difficult to 
establish the situation of sharing the
sounding talk about TPM & TPM.

For instance, I have worked in Maquiladora
I have tried to establish the TPM, but couldn't. The highest hurdle
more than 20% in a month. Additionally
engineer. 

When introducing the early stage of 
the other hand, the group of maintenance engineers also opposed. Then I couldn't establish the 
atmosphere of introduction of TPM.

I succeeded to introduce QC Circle activity 
for quality improvement. I could succeed 
the team discussion… Why? I couldn't 
introduce TPM in all 
even though succeeded circle activity?

For instance, the photo of right
of Mexican factory. In it one line
(blue working ware) explains the activity of 

Circle to his group member.

As you look at, the line member
young generation. And, some members 
might not graduate even secondary school. 
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Jishu-Hozen
Autonomous.
Maintenance.

I always suggest to bring-up th
g. But it is necessary to take the mind

condition of sharing sense of value with Gemba. Then based on this effort, it is possible to expect the 
"Step of Introduction Implementation and Step of fixing".

2 Steps, there is project activity. A project activity is one of good means. However
importance of committee activity in parallel. And with the committee activity, it is essential to bring 
up the mind of "all people's participation". 

Steps assume the companies which have certain level of 
Steps are not suitable for other companies which are overwhelming majority and, haven't 

Gemba-Ryoku

I wrote that I willingly listed up the n
Frame, even though it is true that PM is one process of TPM.

Because actually, there are areas or employee's character or area character which it is so difficult to 
establish the situation of sharing the
sounding talk about TPM & TPM.

For instance, I have worked in Maquiladora
I have tried to establish the TPM, but couldn't. The highest hurdle
more than 20% in a month. Additionally

When introducing the early stage of 
he group of maintenance engineers also opposed. Then I couldn't establish the 

atmosphere of introduction of TPM.

I succeeded to introduce QC Circle activity 
for quality improvement. I could succeed 
the team discussion… Why? I couldn't 
introduce TPM in all people's participation 
even though succeeded circle activity?

For instance, the photo of right
of Mexican factory. In it one line
(blue working ware) explains the activity of 

Circle to his group member.

As you look at, the line member
young generation. And, some members 
might not graduate even secondary school. 
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Maintenance. 

up the share of sense of value with G
g. But it is necessary to take the mind

condition of sharing sense of value with Gemba. Then based on this effort, it is possible to expect the 
"Step of Introduction Implementation and Step of fixing".

2 Steps, there is project activity. A project activity is one of good means. However
importance of committee activity in parallel. And with the committee activity, it is essential to bring 
up the mind of "all people's participation". 

Steps assume the companies which have certain level of 
Steps are not suitable for other companies which are overwhelming majority and, haven't 

Ryoku. 

I wrote that I willingly listed up the name of PM outside of TPM & TPM in Factory Management 
Frame, even though it is true that PM is one process of TPM.

Because actually, there are areas or employee's character or area character which it is so difficult to 
establish the situation of sharing the sense of values. And, there is no meaning to talk the high
sounding talk about TPM & TPM. 

For instance, I have worked in Maquiladora
I have tried to establish the TPM, but couldn't. The highest hurdle
more than 20% in a month. Additionally, the resistance of both side; Operator and maintenance 

When introducing the early stage of Jishu
he group of maintenance engineers also opposed. Then I couldn't establish the 

atmosphere of introduction of TPM. 

I succeeded to introduce QC Circle activity 
for quality improvement. I could succeed 
the team discussion… Why? I couldn't 

people's participation 
even though succeeded circle activity? 

For instance, the photo of right-hand is one 
of Mexican factory. In it one line-leader 
(blue working ware) explains the activity of 

Circle to his group member. 

As you look at, the line members are very 
young generation. And, some members 
might not graduate even secondary school. 
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e share of sense of value with G
g. But it is necessary to take the mind-set and effort of management to establish the 

condition of sharing sense of value with Gemba. Then based on this effort, it is possible to expect the 
"Step of Introduction Implementation and Step of fixing".

2 Steps, there is project activity. A project activity is one of good means. However
importance of committee activity in parallel. And with the committee activity, it is essential to bring 
up the mind of "all people's participation".  

Steps assume the companies which have certain level of 
Steps are not suitable for other companies which are overwhelming majority and, haven't 

ame of PM outside of TPM & TPM in Factory Management 
Frame, even though it is true that PM is one process of TPM.

Because actually, there are areas or employee's character or area character which it is so difficult to 
sense of values. And, there is no meaning to talk the high

For instance, I have worked in Maquiladora12 in Juarez Chihuahua Mexico (at 1970s and 1990s). And, 
I have tried to establish the TPM, but couldn't. The highest hurdle

the resistance of both side; Operator and maintenance 

Jishu-Hozen by operator, they required the salary increase. On 
he group of maintenance engineers also opposed. Then I couldn't establish the 
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people's participation 
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2 Steps, there is project activity. A project activity is one of good means. However
importance of committee activity in parallel. And with the committee activity, it is essential to bring 

Steps assume the companies which have certain level of 
Steps are not suitable for other companies which are overwhelming majority and, haven't 

ame of PM outside of TPM & TPM in Factory Management 
Frame, even though it is true that PM is one process of TPM. 

Because actually, there are areas or employee's character or area character which it is so difficult to 
sense of values. And, there is no meaning to talk the high

in Juarez Chihuahua Mexico (at 1970s and 1990s). And, 
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the resistance of both side; Operator and maintenance 
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set and effort of management to establish the 

condition of sharing sense of value with Gemba. Then based on this effort, it is possible to expect the 

2 Steps, there is project activity. A project activity is one of good means. However
importance of committee activity in parallel. And with the committee activity, it is essential to bring 

Steps assume the companies which have certain level of Gemba
Steps are not suitable for other companies which are overwhelming majority and, haven't 

ame of PM outside of TPM & TPM in Factory Management 

Because actually, there are areas or employee's character or area character which it is so difficult to 
sense of values. And, there is no meaning to talk the high

in Juarez Chihuahua Mexico (at 1970s and 1990s). And, 
I have tried to establish the TPM, but couldn't. The highest hurdle was the labour turnover which was 

the resistance of both side; Operator and maintenance 

by operator, they required the salary increase. On 
he group of maintenance engineers also opposed. Then I couldn't establish the 
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC
coincide to their sense of value.

They also didn't hate thinking 
they could leave from their working line.

On the other 
of value of them. They quit the compan
welfare. For 
piece of meat of breakfast. I experienced such situation in India and China.

Both of them also w

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level.

Unfortunately
on cheap labour.

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
operator. Because and unfortunately, it was not possible to leave the
operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 
themselves.

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
however is more economic
knowledge.

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ
outside of TPM in the Factory Management Framework.

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 
opportunity to bring up the mind
overdone.

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
reasonable TPM level and intends to higher level and
Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 
intends to achieve highe
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself.

In the last column TPM
introduct
was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
wished. Again why? Why do I say that this 12
experience in my previous company SWS (Sumitomo Wiring Systems). 
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC
coincide to their sense of value.

They also didn't hate thinking 
they could leave from their working line.

On the other hand,
of value of them. They quit the compan
welfare. For instance,
piece of meat of breakfast. I experienced such situation in India and China.

Both of them also w

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level.

Unfortunately, it is a fact that a co
on cheap labour. 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
operator. Because and unfortunately, it was not possible to leave the
operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 
themselves. 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
however is more economic
knowledge. 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ
outside of TPM in the Factory Management Framework.

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 
opportunity to bring up the mind
overdone. 

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
reasonable TPM level and intends to higher level and
Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 
intends to achieve highe
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself.

In the last column TPM
introduction for getting and increasing profit internally. In this case, also I followed my style which 
was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
wished. Again why? Why do I say that this 12
experience in my previous company SWS (Sumitomo Wiring Systems). 
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC
coincide to their sense of value.

They also didn't hate thinking 
they could leave from their working line.

hand, such measures of "all people's participation" couldn't win against another sense 
of value of them. They quit the compan

instance, contents of breakfast and lunch reasons. It was indeed they quit easily by a 
piece of meat of breakfast. I experienced such situation in India and China.

Both of them also were very high labour turnover.

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level.

it is a fact that a co
 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
operator. Because and unfortunately, it was not possible to leave the
operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
however is more economical than breakdown the machine by the operator in poor skill and 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ
outside of TPM in the Factory Management Framework.

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 
opportunity to bring up the mind

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
reasonable TPM level and intends to higher level and
Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 
intends to achieve higher and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself.

In the last column TPM-2 I described the story of M company. And, I accepted to help the TPM 
ion for getting and increasing profit internally. In this case, also I followed my style which 

was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
wished. Again why? Why do I say that this 12
experience in my previous company SWS (Sumitomo Wiring Systems). 
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC
coincide to their sense of value. 

They also didn't hate thinking activity and getting satisfaction in it. And even though, for a short time, 
they could leave from their working line. 

such measures of "all people's participation" couldn't win against another sense 
of value of them. They quit the company very easy, because of very small difference of salary and 

contents of breakfast and lunch reasons. It was indeed they quit easily by a 
piece of meat of breakfast. I experienced such situation in India and China.

ere very high labour turnover.

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level.

it is a fact that a corporate wishes to deploy industrial business in such area in relying 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
operator. Because and unfortunately, it was not possible to leave the
operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
al than breakdown the machine by the operator in poor skill and 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ
outside of TPM in the Factory Management Framework.

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 
opportunity to bring up the mind-set and mind of employees by doing this. However, it is too 

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
reasonable TPM level and intends to higher level and
Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 

r and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself.

2 I described the story of M company. And, I accepted to help the TPM 
ion for getting and increasing profit internally. In this case, also I followed my style which 

was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
wished. Again why? Why do I say that this 12
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC

activity and getting satisfaction in it. And even though, for a short time, 
 

such measures of "all people's participation" couldn't win against another sense 
y very easy, because of very small difference of salary and 

contents of breakfast and lunch reasons. It was indeed they quit easily by a 
piece of meat of breakfast. I experienced such situation in India and China.

ere very high labour turnover. 

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level.

rporate wishes to deploy industrial business in such area in relying 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
operator. Because and unfortunately, it was not possible to leave the
operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
al than breakdown the machine by the operator in poor skill and 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ
outside of TPM in the Factory Management Framework.

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 

set and mind of employees by doing this. However, it is too 

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
reasonable TPM level and intends to higher level and 
Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 

r and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself.

2 I described the story of M company. And, I accepted to help the TPM 
ion for getting and increasing profit internally. In this case, also I followed my style which 

was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
wished. Again why? Why do I say that this 12-steps is too overdo
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC

activity and getting satisfaction in it. And even though, for a short time, 

such measures of "all people's participation" couldn't win against another sense 
y very easy, because of very small difference of salary and 

contents of breakfast and lunch reasons. It was indeed they quit easily by a 
piece of meat of breakfast. I experienced such situation in India and China.

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level.

rporate wishes to deploy industrial business in such area in relying 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
operator. Because and unfortunately, it was not possible to leave the
operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
al than breakdown the machine by the operator in poor skill and 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ
outside of TPM in the Factory Management Framework. 

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 

set and mind of employees by doing this. However, it is too 

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
 to gain (for instance) the award of TPM World 

Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 

r and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself.

2 I described the story of M company. And, I accepted to help the TPM 
ion for getting and increasing profit internally. In this case, also I followed my style which 

was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
steps is too overdone? … The biggest reason is my 

experience in my previous company SWS (Sumitomo Wiring Systems). 
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC

activity and getting satisfaction in it. And even though, for a short time, 

such measures of "all people's participation" couldn't win against another sense 
y very easy, because of very small difference of salary and 

contents of breakfast and lunch reasons. It was indeed they quit easily by a 
piece of meat of breakfast. I experienced such situation in India and China. 

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level.

rporate wishes to deploy industrial business in such area in relying 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
operator. Because and unfortunately, it was not possible to leave the changeover of machine to an 
operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
al than breakdown the machine by the operator in poor skill and 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 

set and mind of employees by doing this. However, it is too 

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
to gain (for instance) the award of TPM World 

Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
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r and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself.
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ne? … The biggest reason is my 

experience in my previous company SWS (Sumitomo Wiring Systems).  
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But it is quite true that they had the interest to the QC Circle activity, because QC-Circle activity 

activity and getting satisfaction in it. And even though, for a short time, 

such measures of "all people's participation" couldn't win against another sense 
y very easy, because of very small difference of salary and 

contents of breakfast and lunch reasons. It was indeed they quit easily by a 

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 
seller's market, relatively young generation labour and relatively low education level. 

rporate wishes to deploy industrial business in such area in relying 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set
changeover of machine to an 

operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
al than breakdown the machine by the operator in poor skill and 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categ

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one 

set and mind of employees by doing this. However, it is too 

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
to gain (for instance) the award of TPM World 

Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 

r and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 
above step. Because you have achieved the level which you can do by yourself. 

2 I described the story of M company. And, I accepted to help the TPM 
ion for getting and increasing profit internally. In this case, also I followed my style which 

was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
ne? … The biggest reason is my 
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activity and getting satisfaction in it. And even though, for a short time, 

such measures of "all people's participation" couldn't win against another sense 
y very easy, because of very small difference of salary and 

contents of breakfast and lunch reasons. It was indeed they quit easily by a 

All these labour market areas have similar characteristics which are: Cheap labour targeted, labour 

rporate wishes to deploy industrial business in such area in relying 

In the Mexican case, the factory was required to provide a job organization in Gemba which is set-up 
changeover of machine to an 

operator. And some time the maintenance engineer also required to implement the changeover by 

And during waiting a changeover, the operator is just looking and waiting. It is very much Muda, 
al than breakdown the machine by the operator in poor skill and 

Anyway, in such area, because I never say country, but areas in country, and for better machine 
maintenance PM and TPM is required another different approach. Then I needed to categorize PM 

Now, in here I introduce another reason why I do not obey these 12 Steps of Nakajima. Why?... In 
first place, it is too overdoing or exaggerated. I don't deny to do this, because it can be a one of good 

set and mind of employees by doing this. However, it is too 

By the way of caution, I describe this column for not the company who has already achieved a 
to gain (for instance) the award of TPM World 

Class, but for the beginner who intends to improve from the level of Breakdown Maintenance or 
Preventive Maintenance to TPM. And if your company has achieved a certain level of TPM and 

r and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 

2 I described the story of M company. And, I accepted to help the TPM 
ion for getting and increasing profit internally. In this case, also I followed my style which 

was the committee activity and OJT rather than the project activity which initially this company 
ne? … The biggest reason is my 

 

activity and getting satisfaction in it. And even though, for a short time, 

r and highest TPM, it is no necessary to read my documents and follows even 
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In the past description TPM
of Sumitomo as next:

On the other hand
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor th
learn. Much more there wasn't the Nakajima's 12 steps.

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM?

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
companie

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 
very much overdone and excessive.

The materials of JIPM also I
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stab
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project.
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In the past description TPM
of Sumitomo as next:

When I joined to my previous company 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 
participation".

At 1971 we started the first project of Toyota production system introduction in 
of Suzumura group. However
failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
"Operator is the person who breaks machine and the maintenance engineer is th
who repairs".

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
was a good thing which was the start of self

The start of 5Ss activity was this timing. And, at 19
5Ss introduction.

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 
maintenance training of au
5Ss and "All people's participation" level. 

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were.

When I joined to my previous company, the company name was 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 
Electric Wire wasn't big company as today, but mid
special company, but ordinary.

On the other hand
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor th
learn. Much more there wasn't the Nakajima's 12 steps.

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM?

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
companies who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference.

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 
very much overdone and excessive.

The materials of JIPM also I
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stab
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project.
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In the past description TPM-1, I introduced the historical background and introduced the short story 
of Sumitomo as next: 

When I joined to my previous company 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 
participation". 

At 1971 we started the first project of Toyota production system introduction in 
Suzumura group. However

failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
"Operator is the person who breaks machine and the maintenance engineer is th
who repairs". 

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
was a good thing which was the start of self

The start of 5Ss activity was this timing. And, at 19
5Ss introduction. 

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 
maintenance training of au
5Ss and "All people's participation" level. 

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were.

When I joined to my previous company, the company name was 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 
Electric Wire wasn't big company as today, but mid
special company, but ordinary.

On the other hand, JIPE (Japan Institute of Plant Engineering) was established at 1968 and was 
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor th
learn. Much more there wasn't the Nakajima's 12 steps.

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM?

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
s who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference.

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 
very much overdone and excessive.

The materials of JIPM also I feel to be overstating. Therefore, in case you intend to try to gain the 
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stab
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project.
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1, I introduced the historical background and introduced the short story 

When I joined to my previous company 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 

At 1971 we started the first project of Toyota production system introduction in 
Suzumura group. However, as I wrote in Making Stream of Production, it was finished in 

failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
"Operator is the person who breaks machine and the maintenance engineer is th

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
was a good thing which was the start of self

The start of 5Ss activity was this timing. And, at 19

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 
maintenance training of autonomous repair & education & evaluation system in reasonable 
5Ss and "All people's participation" level. 

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were.

When I joined to my previous company, the company name was 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 
Electric Wire wasn't big company as today, but mid
special company, but ordinary. 

PE (Japan Institute of Plant Engineering) was established at 1968 and was 
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor th
learn. Much more there wasn't the Nakajima's 12 steps.

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM?

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
s who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference.

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 
very much overdone and excessive. 

feel to be overstating. Therefore, in case you intend to try to gain the 
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stab
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project.
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1, I introduced the historical background and introduced the short story 

When I joined to my previous company (at 1968), there was the system of PM already. But 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 

At 1971 we started the first project of Toyota production system introduction in 
as I wrote in Making Stream of Production, it was finished in 

failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
"Operator is the person who breaks machine and the maintenance engineer is th

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
was a good thing which was the start of self-education of 4Ss (5Ss, and in SUMITOMO 6Ss).

The start of 5Ss activity was this timing. And, at 19

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 

tonomous repair & education & evaluation system in reasonable 
5Ss and "All people's participation" level.  

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were.

When I joined to my previous company, the company name was 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 
Electric Wire wasn't big company as today, but mid

PE (Japan Institute of Plant Engineering) was established at 1968 and was 
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor th
learn. Much more there wasn't the Nakajima's 12 steps.

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM?

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
s who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference.

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 

feel to be overstating. Therefore, in case you intend to try to gain the 
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stab
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project.
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1, I introduced the historical background and introduced the short story 

(at 1968), there was the system of PM already. But 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 

At 1971 we started the first project of Toyota production system introduction in 
as I wrote in Making Stream of Production, it was finished in 

failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
"Operator is the person who breaks machine and the maintenance engineer is th

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
education of 4Ss (5Ss, and in SUMITOMO 6Ss).

The start of 5Ss activity was this timing. And, at 1971, my previous company was the level of 

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 

tonomous repair & education & evaluation system in reasonable 

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were.

When I joined to my previous company, the company name was 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 
Electric Wire wasn't big company as today, but mid-size company. And it wasn't so

PE (Japan Institute of Plant Engineering) was established at 1968 and was 
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor th
learn. Much more there wasn't the Nakajima's 12 steps. 

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM?

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
s who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference.

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 

feel to be overstating. Therefore, in case you intend to try to gain the 
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stab
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project.
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1, I introduced the historical background and introduced the short story 

(at 1968), there was the system of PM already. But 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 

At 1971 we started the first project of Toyota production system introduction in 
as I wrote in Making Stream of Production, it was finished in 

failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
"Operator is the person who breaks machine and the maintenance engineer is th

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
education of 4Ss (5Ss, and in SUMITOMO 6Ss).

71, my previous company was the level of 

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 

tonomous repair & education & evaluation system in reasonable 

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were.

When I joined to my previous company, the company name was Tokai Electric Wire. And at 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 

size company. And it wasn't so

PE (Japan Institute of Plant Engineering) was established at 1968 and was 
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor th

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM?

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
s who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference.

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 

feel to be overstating. Therefore, in case you intend to try to gain the 
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stab
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project.
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1, I introduced the historical background and introduced the short story 

(at 1968), there was the system of PM already. But 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 

At 1971 we started the first project of Toyota production system introduction in  the teaching 
as I wrote in Making Stream of Production, it was finished in 

failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
"Operator is the person who breaks machine and the maintenance engineer is the person 

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
education of 4Ss (5Ss, and in SUMITOMO 6Ss).

71, my previous company was the level of 

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 

tonomous repair & education & evaluation system in reasonable 

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were.

Tokai Electric Wire. And at 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 

size company. And it wasn't so

PE (Japan Institute of Plant Engineering) was established at 1968 and was 
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 
neither the idea which it is necessary to organize a project to establish TPM, nor the suitable book to 

If so, how could I and my previous company could achieve the certain level of TPM? 

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
s who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference.

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 

feel to be overstating. Therefore, in case you intend to try to gain the 
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 
be necessary to organize a project and top down leadership. However, if intends to stabilize TPM 
from PM level or Breakdown Maintenance level, it is no necessary such heavy project. 

age 35 of 60 

1, I introduced the historical background and introduced the short story 

(at 1968), there was the system of PM already. But 
still it was very far from the Total Preventive Maintenance in the concept of "All people's 

the teaching 
as I wrote in Making Stream of Production, it was finished in 

failure. At that time the level of machinery maintenance was still poor PM level which was 
e person 

I wrote that the introduction of Kanban system in Suzumura teaching was failed. But there 
education of 4Ss (5Ss, and in SUMITOMO 6Ss). 

71, my previous company was the level of 

At 1980's I could establish Total Preventive Maintenance with daily & weekly & monthly 
checklists by operator, standardization of simple maintenance & repair by operator, 

tonomous repair & education & evaluation system in reasonable 

During the period of primitive PM level (1968) to TPM achieved (1980's), what there were. 

Tokai Electric Wire. And at 
1985 the company name was changed to Sumitomo Wiring Systems. As I wrote before, Tokai 

size company. And it wasn't so-called 

PE (Japan Institute of Plant Engineering) was established at 1968 and was 
changed the name to JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance) at 1981. At that time, there was 

e suitable book to 

This is the theme of this time. And, the case of such ordinary company might encourage the 
s who do not achieve the certain level of TPM and might be able to be a good reference. 

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 

feel to be overstating. Therefore, in case you intend to try to gain the 
award of TPM World Class from the normal company who implements TPM in a certain level, it may 

ilize TPM 

 

the teaching 

Again, I didn't follow the famous Nakajima's steps. I understand the contents of it, however I feel it is 
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VII. 
My recommend steps are as next:

 

1.- 
I believe there is no doubt about the manager's mind of improving 
in any company. Then, it is quite natural to be brought up the necessary
improvement activity, because of:

●

●

●

And above step
things and what are difficult things?
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 Introduction of TPM
My recommend steps are as next:

1. Decide KPIs in factory management.

2. To incorporate these KPIs in "management". 

3. To establish committee KAIZEN in "Gemba". 5Ss, Safety and Kaizen.

4. Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abn
movement, Vibration, V
Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 
Rust, Scar, 5

5. Skill level Evaluation & Skill level Table in Gemba.

6. To transfer the additional simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 
transfer the knowledge and skill.

 

 Decide KPIs in factory management.
I believe there is no doubt about the manager's mind of improving 
in any company. Then, it is quite natural to be brought up the necessary
improvement activity, because of:

● In order to keep 
customer), it is quite natural to think better machinery control.

● In order to reduce or eliminate a customer's
Quality in better machinery control.

● In order to reduce 
reduction in better machinery control by a normal company.

And above steps are very reasonable. So, Is it difficult to follow these steps? ...and, 
things and what are difficult things?
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Introduction of TPM
My recommend steps are as next:

Decide KPIs in factory management.

To incorporate these KPIs in "management". 

To establish committee KAIZEN in "Gemba". 5Ss, Safety and Kaizen.

Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abn
movement, Vibration, V
Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 
Rust, Scar, 5-Whys, Breakdown.

Skill level Evaluation & Skill level Table in Gemba.

transfer the additional simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 
transfer the knowledge and skill.

Decide KPIs in factory management.
I believe there is no doubt about the manager's mind of improving 
in any company. Then, it is quite natural to be brought up the necessary
improvement activity, because of:

In order to keep Delivery
customer), it is quite natural to think better machinery control.
In order to reduce or eliminate a customer's

in better machinery control.
In order to reduce Cost
reduction in better machinery control by a normal company.

s are very reasonable. So, Is it difficult to follow these steps? ...and, 
things and what are difficult things?
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Introduction of TPM
My recommend steps are as next: 

Decide KPIs in factory management.

To incorporate these KPIs in "management". 

To establish committee KAIZEN in "Gemba". 5Ss, Safety and Kaizen.

Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abn
movement, Vibration, V-belt, Bend, Tilt, Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, 
Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 

Whys, Breakdown.

Skill level Evaluation & Skill level Table in Gemba.

transfer the additional simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 
transfer the knowledge and skill.

Decide KPIs in factory management.
I believe there is no doubt about the manager's mind of improving 
in any company. Then, it is quite natural to be brought up the necessary
improvement activity, because of: 

Delivery date and to improve the 
customer), it is quite natural to think better machinery control.
In order to reduce or eliminate a customer's

in better machinery control.
Cost and improve profitability, it is quite natural thinking to improve cost 

reduction in better machinery control by a normal company.
s are very reasonable. So, Is it difficult to follow these steps? ...and, 

things and what are difficult things? 
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Introduction of TPM

Decide KPIs in factory management. 

To incorporate these KPIs in "management". 

To establish committee KAIZEN in "Gemba". 5Ss, Safety and Kaizen.

Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abn
belt, Bend, Tilt, Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, 

Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 
Whys, Breakdown. 

Skill level Evaluation & Skill level Table in Gemba.

transfer the additional simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 
transfer the knowledge and skill. But as much as possible it should be done.

Decide KPIs in factory management.
I believe there is no doubt about the manager's mind of improving 
in any company. Then, it is quite natural to be brought up the necessary

date and to improve the 
customer), it is quite natural to think better machinery control.
In order to reduce or eliminate a customer's concern, it is quite natural to think to improve 

in better machinery control. 
and improve profitability, it is quite natural thinking to improve cost 

reduction in better machinery control by a normal company.
s are very reasonable. So, Is it difficult to follow these steps? ...and, 
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Introduction of TPM 

To incorporate these KPIs in "management".  

To establish committee KAIZEN in "Gemba". 5Ss, Safety and Kaizen.

Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abn
belt, Bend, Tilt, Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, 

Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 

Skill level Evaluation & Skill level Table in Gemba. 

transfer the additional simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 

But as much as possible it should be done.

Decide KPIs in factory management.
I believe there is no doubt about the manager's mind of improving 
in any company. Then, it is quite natural to be brought up the necessary

date and to improve the Delivery Time Observance Rate
customer), it is quite natural to think better machinery control.

concern, it is quite natural to think to improve 

and improve profitability, it is quite natural thinking to improve cost 
reduction in better machinery control by a normal company.

s are very reasonable. So, Is it difficult to follow these steps? ...and, 
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To establish committee KAIZEN in "Gemba". 5Ss, Safety and Kaizen.

Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abn
belt, Bend, Tilt, Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, 

Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 

transfer the additional simple maintenance job to Gemba: 

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 

But as much as possible it should be done.

Decide KPIs in factory management. 
I believe there is no doubt about the manager's mind of improving QCD (Quality
in any company. Then, it is quite natural to be brought up the necessary KPIs, target control and 

Delivery Time Observance Rate
customer), it is quite natural to think better machinery control. 

concern, it is quite natural to think to improve 

and improve profitability, it is quite natural thinking to improve cost 
reduction in better machinery control by a normal company. 

s are very reasonable. So, Is it difficult to follow these steps? ...and, 
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To establish committee KAIZEN in "Gemba". 5Ss, Safety and Kaizen. 

Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba:

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abnormal 
belt, Bend, Tilt, Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, 

Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 

 

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 

But as much as possible it should be done.

Quality, Cost and 
KPIs, target control and 

Delivery Time Observance Rate

concern, it is quite natural to think to improve 

and improve profitability, it is quite natural thinking to improve cost 

s are very reasonable. So, Is it difficult to follow these steps? ...and, what are easy 
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Education & training and to transfer the simple maintenance job to Gemba: 

ormal 
belt, Bend, Tilt, Looseness, Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, 

Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, Dropout, Trash, Dirty, 

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, 
Rotating system, Control box, Hydraulic system, Crack. (In fact there is a limit to 

But as much as possible it should be done. 

and Delivery) 
KPIs, target control and 

Delivery Time Observance Rate (to a 

concern, it is quite natural to think to improve 

and improve profitability, it is quite natural thinking to improve cost 

are easy 
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Decide KPIs

I already described necessary KPIs in the last description TPM

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 
by other

DTO Rate

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
machinery DTO Rate. So, DTO Rate (to a customer) is calculated as next:

 

And, DTO Rate of machin
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Decide KPIs 

I already described necessary KPIs in the last description TPM

● DTO Rate (Delivery Time Observance Ratio) 
● Hourly Ou
● Machine Operation Rate
● Machine Performance Rate.
● Machine Performance with Speed Rate.
● Breakdown Rate
● Machine Stop Frequency Index
● Changeover Time

For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 
by other hand, respective KPI for individual machine’s figures. 

DTO Rate 

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
machinery DTO Rate. So, DTO Rate (to a customer) is calculated as next:

And, DTO Rate of machin
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I already described necessary KPIs in the last description TPM

DTO Rate (Delivery Time Observance Ratio) 
Hourly Output 
Machine Operation Rate
Machine Performance Rate.
Machine Performance with Speed Rate.
Breakdown Rate 
Machine Stop Frequency Index
Changeover Time 

For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 
hand, respective KPI for individual machine’s figures. 

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
machinery DTO Rate. So, DTO Rate (to a customer) is calculated as next:

And, DTO Rate of machinery was explained in before lectures as next:
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I already described necessary KPIs in the last description TPM

DTO Rate (Delivery Time Observance Ratio) 

Machine Operation Rate 
Machine Performance Rate. 
Machine Performance with Speed Rate.

Machine Stop Frequency Index 

For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 
hand, respective KPI for individual machine’s figures. 

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
machinery DTO Rate. So, DTO Rate (to a customer) is calculated as next:

ery was explained in before lectures as next:
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I already described necessary KPIs in the last description TPM

DTO Rate (Delivery Time Observance Ratio)  

Machine Performance with Speed Rate. 

For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 
hand, respective KPI for individual machine’s figures. 

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
machinery DTO Rate. So, DTO Rate (to a customer) is calculated as next:

ery was explained in before lectures as next:
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I already described necessary KPIs in the last description TPM-2. 

 

For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 
hand, respective KPI for individual machine’s figures.  

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
machinery DTO Rate. So, DTO Rate (to a customer) is calculated as next:

ery was explained in before lectures as next:
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For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
machinery DTO Rate. So, DTO Rate (to a customer) is calculated as next: 

ery was explained in before lectures as next: 
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For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 

I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 
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I already described the DTO Rate of machinery. But DTO Rate (to a customer) is different to 

 

For machinery management, above KPIs should be essential: One by each category of machinery and, 
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Are KPIs no necessary?

There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o
(Theory of Constraint).

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 
section must pursue the p
performance. And the manager needs to encourage its activity.

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
of Hourly Output is qu
to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare.

For instance,
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Are KPIs no necessary?

There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o
(Theory of Constraint).

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 
section must pursue the p
performance. And the manager needs to encourage its activity.

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
of Hourly Output is qu
to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare.

instance,. Machine Operation Rate is calculated as:
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Are KPIs no necessary?

There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o
(Theory of Constraint). 

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 
section must pursue the partial optimization of his/her area for keeping the condition of best 
performance. And the manager needs to encourage its activity.

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
of Hourly Output is quite important for a section of the factory. However, it must be never accepted 
to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare.

. Machine Operation Rate is calculated as:
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Are KPIs no necessary? 

There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 

artial optimization of his/her area for keeping the condition of best 
performance. And the manager needs to encourage its activity.

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
ite important for a section of the factory. However, it must be never accepted 

to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare.

. Machine Operation Rate is calculated as:
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There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 

artial optimization of his/her area for keeping the condition of best 
performance. And the manager needs to encourage its activity.

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
ite important for a section of the factory. However, it must be never accepted 

to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare.

. Machine Operation Rate is calculated as:
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There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 

artial optimization of his/her area for keeping the condition of best 
performance. And the manager needs to encourage its activity. 

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
ite important for a section of the factory. However, it must be never accepted 

to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare.

. Machine Operation Rate is calculated as: 
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There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 

artial optimization of his/her area for keeping the condition of best 

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
ite important for a section of the factory. However, it must be never accepted 

to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare.
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There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence o

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 

artial optimization of his/her area for keeping the condition of best 

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
ite important for a section of the factory. However, it must be never accepted 

to produce unnecessary output, just because the machines have the capacity to spare. 
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There was a conversation that KPI is no necessary and moreover KPI is one of root cause of Partial 
Optimization which harms Overall Optimization. This concept might be one of influence of TOC 

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 
“The Goal”) forgets the importance of consideration & proper use of Partial or Overall. So, each 

artial optimization of his/her area for keeping the condition of best 

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
ite important for a section of the factory. However, it must be never accepted 

 

The issue of Partial and Overall Optimization is manager's matter. A stupid manager (like Alex Logo in 

On the other hand, it is required to consider the Overall Optimization. For instance, the improvement 
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To disguise this rate as apparentl
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime
case of delay the Overtime

And...

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 

In first place, in case of there is no KPIs…, How is it possible t

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 
against the investment.

In second place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 
possible to see the footprint and effect against the effort.

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 
immediately.

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
operators. But it was on that way, but 
development of computer software.

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
system in Gemba. Therefore, all of record by operator was by manual work
nowadays it is not difficult to manage.

2.- 
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 
meeting (managers meeting), Production meeting and Qu

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
managers are required to present their KPIs in graphs and One

The performances of relevant managers are presented and the sc

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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To disguise this rate as apparentl
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime
case of delay the Overtime

“One

And... 

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 

In first place, in case of there is no KPIs…, How is it possible t

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 
against the investment.

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 
possible to see the footprint and effect against the effort.

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 
immediately. 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
operators. But it was on that way, but 
development of computer software.

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
system in Gemba. Therefore, all of record by operator was by manual work
nowadays it is not difficult to manage.

 Incorporation of these KPIs in management
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 
meeting (managers meeting), Production meeting and Qu

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
managers are required to present their KPIs in graphs and One

The performances of relevant managers are presented and the sc

1. Problem performance & KPIs are explained deeply.
2. The contents of presentation.
3. Past data and current situation.
4. Prospect of current month and next month.
5. Countermeasures for current month and next month
6. Not only the past & current

required to explain deeply.
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To disguise this rate as apparentl
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime
case of delay the Overtime-Working were necessary, the Planned Hours also must be changed.

“One manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data”

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 

In first place, in case of there is no KPIs…, How is it possible t

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 
against the investment. 

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 
possible to see the footprint and effect against the effort.

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
operators. But it was on that way, but 
development of computer software.

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
system in Gemba. Therefore, all of record by operator was by manual work
nowadays it is not difficult to manage.

Incorporation of these KPIs in management
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 
meeting (managers meeting), Production meeting and Qu

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
managers are required to present their KPIs in graphs and One

The performances of relevant managers are presented and the sc

Problem performance & KPIs are explained deeply.
The contents of presentation.
Past data and current situation.
Prospect of current month and next month.
Countermeasures for current month and next month
Not only the past & current
required to explain deeply.
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To disguise this rate as apparently better condition, it must be never accepted to increase just 
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime

Working were necessary, the Planned Hours also must be changed.

manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data”

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 

In first place, in case of there is no KPIs…, How is it possible t

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 
possible to see the footprint and effect against the effort.

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
operators. But it was on that way, but nowadays, it is not a difficult matter because of the 
development of computer software. 

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
system in Gemba. Therefore, all of record by operator was by manual work
nowadays it is not difficult to manage. 

Incorporation of these KPIs in management
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 
meeting (managers meeting), Production meeting and Qu

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
managers are required to present their KPIs in graphs and One

The performances of relevant managers are presented and the sc

Problem performance & KPIs are explained deeply.
The contents of presentation. 
Past data and current situation. 
Prospect of current month and next month.
Countermeasures for current month and next month
Not only the past & current situation, but also the countermeasures against the target are 
required to explain deeply. 
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y better condition, it must be never accepted to increase just 
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime

Working were necessary, the Planned Hours also must be changed.

manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data”

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 

In first place, in case of there is no KPIs…, How is it possible t

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 
possible to see the footprint and effect against the effort.

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
nowadays, it is not a difficult matter because of the 

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
system in Gemba. Therefore, all of record by operator was by manual work

Incorporation of these KPIs in management
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 
meeting (managers meeting), Production meeting and Qu

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
managers are required to present their KPIs in graphs and One

The performances of relevant managers are presented and the sc

Problem performance & KPIs are explained deeply.

Prospect of current month and next month. 
Countermeasures for current month and next month

situation, but also the countermeasures against the target are 
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y better condition, it must be never accepted to increase just 
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime

Working were necessary, the Planned Hours also must be changed.

manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data”

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 

In first place, in case of there is no KPIs…, How is it possible to make the target control?

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 
possible to see the footprint and effect against the effort. 

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
nowadays, it is not a difficult matter because of the 

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
system in Gemba. Therefore, all of record by operator was by manual work

Incorporation of these KPIs in management
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 
meeting (managers meeting), Production meeting and Quality review meeting.

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
managers are required to present their KPIs in graphs and One-Page

The performances of relevant managers are presented and the sc

Problem performance & KPIs are explained deeply. 

 
Countermeasures for current month and next month 

situation, but also the countermeasures against the target are 
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y better condition, it must be never accepted to increase just 
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime

Working were necessary, the Planned Hours also must be changed.

manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data”

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 

o make the target control?

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
nowadays, it is not a difficult matter because of the 

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
system in Gemba. Therefore, all of record by operator was by manual work in work daily report. So, 

Incorporation of these KPIs in management
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 

ality review meeting.

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
Page-Report. 

The performances of relevant managers are presented and the scheme of this meeting is: 

situation, but also the countermeasures against the target are 
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y better condition, it must be never accepted to increase just 
Operative Hours in working more than Planned Hours. For instance: Overtime-Working. Of course, in 

Working were necessary, the Planned Hours also must be changed.

manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data”

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 
capacity of JIT”

o make the target control? 

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the child
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
nowadays, it is not a difficult matter because of the 

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
in work daily report. So, 

Incorporation of these KPIs in management 
I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 

ality review meeting. 

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
 

heme of this meeting is: 

situation, but also the countermeasures against the target are 
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y better condition, it must be never accepted to increase just 
Working. Of course, in 

Working were necessary, the Planned Hours also must be changed. 

manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data”

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 
capacity of JIT”

It is quite true that if there is no target control, there is no improvement activity, because it is not 
possible to know the degree of improvement and also, it is not not possible to judge the effect 

econd place, nobody can have got an incentive to improve by him/herself, in case of it were not 

Again, the issue of Partial or Overall is the driving matter of the car (factory) and not the children's 
(section) matter in the car. So, in case of the manager cannot drive the car, then, fire him 

Is it difficult to provide KPIs? ...It was difficult, because of increasing the recording job of machine 
nowadays, it is not a difficult matter because of the 

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 
in work daily report. So, 

I teach THREE important monthly meetings in Factory Management. These are Management team 

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 

heme of this meeting is:  

situation, but also the countermeasures against the target are 

 

Working. Of course, in 

manager is required to have the eyes capable to discover such fake data” 

“The purpose to pursue best performance in KPI & Target Control is to achieve the necessary 
capacity of JIT” 

At the age of my experience as production department manager, there wasn't convenient computing 

In the monthly management team meeting which is held within 5 days of the beginning month, every 
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7.

8.

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 
Management about the days ahead.

With through these THREE important monthly meeting, all necessary
reviewed and of course incorporate managerial KPIs in management.

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 
team meeting.

Is it difficult to establish a management team and to incor
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 
experience.

3.- 
Kaizen.
Above "To incorporate these KPIs in ma
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 
establishment in Gemba. So, the committee name is 

And, in this committee there are T
which handles a suggestion scheme & kaizen, 
Production Gemba and in Office Gemba.

In the 5Ss in office Gemba, not only the 5Ss of workplace is developed,
handles filing of materials & data in computer are involved. 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
but it is also very important factor for TPM introduction. Therefo

These are detailed the steps of committee introduction:

1.
2.
3.

1.- Preparation step.

FIRST STEP:

Choose leaders in every sections (supervisor & line leader cl
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7. The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 
improvement is explained shortly.

8. This management team meeting is attended by
managers.

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 
Management about the days ahead.

With through these THREE important monthly meeting, all necessary
reviewed and of course incorporate managerial KPIs in management.

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 
team meeting. 

Is it difficult to establish a management team and to incor
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 
experience. 

 Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 
Kaizen. 
Above "To incorporate these KPIs in ma
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 
establishment in Gemba. So, the committee name is 

And, in this committee there are T
which handles a suggestion scheme & kaizen, 
Production Gemba and in Office Gemba.

In the 5Ss in office Gemba, not only the 5Ss of workplace is developed,
handles filing of materials & data in computer are involved. 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
but it is also very important factor for TPM introduction. Therefo

These are detailed the steps of committee introduction:

1. Preparation step
2. Establishment step
3. Start and 5Ss activity by each group

Preparation step.

FIRST STEP: 

Choose leaders in every sections (supervisor & line leader cl
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The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 
improvement is explained shortly.
This management team meeting is attended by
managers. 

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 
Management about the days ahead.

With through these THREE important monthly meeting, all necessary
reviewed and of course incorporate managerial KPIs in management.

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 

Is it difficult to establish a management team and to incor
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 

Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 

Above "To incorporate these KPIs in ma
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 
establishment in Gemba. So, the committee name is 

And, in this committee there are T
which handles a suggestion scheme & kaizen, 
Production Gemba and in Office Gemba.

In the 5Ss in office Gemba, not only the 5Ss of workplace is developed,
handles filing of materials & data in computer are involved. 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
but it is also very important factor for TPM introduction. Therefo

These are detailed the steps of committee introduction:

Preparation step 
Establishment step 
Start and 5Ss activity by each group

Preparation step. 

Choose leaders in every sections (supervisor & line leader cl
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The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 
improvement is explained shortly.
This management team meeting is attended by

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 
Management about the days ahead. 

With through these THREE important monthly meeting, all necessary
reviewed and of course incorporate managerial KPIs in management.

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 

Is it difficult to establish a management team and to incor
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 

Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 

Above "To incorporate these KPIs in management" is the issue of managerial side. On the other hand, 
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 
establishment in Gemba. So, the committee name is 

And, in this committee there are THREE subcommittees which are 
which handles a suggestion scheme & kaizen, 
Production Gemba and in Office Gemba. 

In the 5Ss in office Gemba, not only the 5Ss of workplace is developed,
handles filing of materials & data in computer are involved. 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
but it is also very important factor for TPM introduction. Therefo

These are detailed the steps of committee introduction:

Start and 5Ss activity by each group

Choose leaders in every sections (supervisor & line leader cl
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The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 
improvement is explained shortly. 
This management team meeting is attended by

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 

With through these THREE important monthly meeting, all necessary
reviewed and of course incorporate managerial KPIs in management.

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 

Is it difficult to establish a management team and to incor
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 

Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 

nagement" is the issue of managerial side. On the other hand, 
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 
establishment in Gemba. So, the committee name is Kaizen Committee

HREE subcommittees which are 
which handles a suggestion scheme & kaizen, The Safety committee

 

In the 5Ss in office Gemba, not only the 5Ss of workplace is developed,
handles filing of materials & data in computer are involved. 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
but it is also very important factor for TPM introduction. Therefo

These are detailed the steps of committee introduction:

Start and 5Ss activity by each group 

Choose leaders in every sections (supervisor & line leader cl
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The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 

This management team meeting is attended by the president (and or responsible director) to 

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 

With through these THREE important monthly meeting, all necessary
reviewed and of course incorporate managerial KPIs in management.

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 

Is it difficult to establish a management team and to incorporate KPIs in 
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 

Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 

nagement" is the issue of managerial side. On the other hand, 
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 

Kaizen Committee

HREE subcommittees which are 
The Safety committee

In the 5Ss in office Gemba, not only the 5Ss of workplace is developed,
handles filing of materials & data in computer are involved.  

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
but it is also very important factor for TPM introduction. Therefore

These are detailed the steps of committee introduction: 

Choose leaders in every sections (supervisor & line leader class) as a pilot committee activity.
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The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 

the president (and or responsible director) to 

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 

With through these THREE important monthly meeting, all necessary performance & KPIs are 
reviewed and of course incorporate managerial KPIs in management. 

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 

porate KPIs in  management? ...It is not 
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 

Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 

nagement" is the issue of managerial side. On the other hand, 
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 

Kaizen Committee. 

HREE subcommittees which are The Gemba Kaizen committee
The Safety committee and, The 5Ss Committee

In the 5Ss in office Gemba, not only the 5Ss of workplace is developed, but also the data 5Ss which 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
re, in here I would explain it.

ass) as a pilot committee activity.
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The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 

the president (and or responsible director) to 

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 

performance & KPIs are 

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 

management? ...It is not 
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 

Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 

nagement" is the issue of managerial side. On the other hand, 
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 

The Gemba Kaizen committee
The 5Ss Committee

but also the data 5Ss which 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
in here I would explain it.

ass) as a pilot committee activity.

age 41 of 60 

The prospect of performance & KPI improvement is required to explain and Succeeded KPI 

the president (and or responsible director) to 

I will describe the detailed contents and operations of 3 important monthly meetings in the Factory 

performance & KPIs are 

Of course machinery management & control is one of essential theme in the monthly management 

management? ...It is not 
possible to be the best from the beginning. However, the difficulties could be resolved by time and 

Establish KAIZEN committee in Gemba: 5Ss, Safety and 

nagement" is the issue of managerial side. On the other hand, 
it is essential to improve the condition of Gemba side. And, my recommendation is committee 

The Gemba Kaizen committee 
The 5Ss Committee in 

but also the data 5Ss which 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
in here I would explain it. 

ass) as a pilot committee activity. 

 

the president (and or responsible director) to 

nagement" is the issue of managerial side. On the other hand, 

I describe the committee establishment in Factory Management. This might be duplicate description, 
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SECOND STEP:

Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 
necessary to educate a

THIRD STEP:

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 
(training by above managers).

One of important issue is to share

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers.

FOURTH STEP:

Decide the frame of committee and decide subcommittees.

●
●

Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 
in large scale company, S

The task of each subcommittee.

a) Kaizen subcommittee:
suggestion, maintenance of graphs and charts, display of kaizen examples.

●
●

b) Safety subcommittee:
information. Maintenance of the safety information board.

●

●
About Safety Audit, the timing is:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
solving to management. Particularly, when a new product introduction,
the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

c) 5Ss subcommittee:

●
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SECOND STEP: 

Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 
necessary to educate a

THIRD STEP: 

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 
(training by above managers).

One of important issue is to share

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers.

FOURTH STEP: 

Decide the frame of committee and decide subcommittees.

● Kaizen committee as total. 
● Subcommittees: Kaizen subcom

Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 
in large scale company, S

The task of each subcommittee.

a) Kaizen subcommittee:
suggestion, maintenance of graphs and charts, display of kaizen examples.

● Education of kaiz
● Information of QC Circles.

b) Safety subcommittee:
information. Maintenance of the safety information board.

● Safety information: Total accident, Accident but "not Off from wor
from work", photo of accident.

● Maintenance of graph & charts and detailed accident description & photo.
About Safety Audit, the timing is:

1. Safety patrol: Once per month. One monthly regular patrol;
2. New product introduction;
3. New mach
4. At the occurrence of "Off from work" accident. 

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
solving to management. Particularly, when a new product introduction,
the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

c) 5Ss subcommittee:

● Revision & Repeal of 5Ss 
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Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 
necessary to educate about TPM and do not touch the issue of welfare even if there is a question.

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 
(training by above managers).

One of important issue is to share

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers.

 

Decide the frame of committee and decide subcommittees.

Kaizen committee as total. 
Subcommittees: Kaizen subcom

Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 
in large scale company, Safety and 5Ss are separated in each section.

The task of each subcommittee.

a) Kaizen subcommittee: Maintenance of Kaizen board information, Collection of number of 
suggestion, maintenance of graphs and charts, display of kaizen examples.

Education of kaizen to Gemba.
Information of QC Circles.

b) Safety subcommittee: Safety Patrol & Safety Audit (Once per month). Collection of safety 
information. Maintenance of the safety information board.

Safety information: Total accident, Accident but "not Off from wor
from work", photo of accident.
Maintenance of graph & charts and detailed accident description & photo.

About Safety Audit, the timing is:

Safety patrol: Once per month. One monthly regular patrol;
New product introduction;
New machine & new working method introduction and;
At the occurrence of "Off from work" accident. 

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
solving to management. Particularly, when a new product introduction,
the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

c) 5Ss subcommittee: Weekly or twice per month, the 5Ss patrol, and 5S

Revision & Repeal of 5Ss 
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Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 

bout TPM and do not touch the issue of welfare even if there is a question.

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 
(training by above managers). 

One of important issue is to share the sense of values with through communication.

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers.

Decide the frame of committee and decide subcommittees.

Kaizen committee as total.  
Subcommittees: Kaizen subcommittee, Safety subcommittee and 5Ss subcommittee.

Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 

afety and 5Ss are separated in each section.

The task of each subcommittee. 

Maintenance of Kaizen board information, Collection of number of 
suggestion, maintenance of graphs and charts, display of kaizen examples.

en to Gemba. 
Information of QC Circles. 

Safety Patrol & Safety Audit (Once per month). Collection of safety 
information. Maintenance of the safety information board.

Safety information: Total accident, Accident but "not Off from wor
from work", photo of accident. 
Maintenance of graph & charts and detailed accident description & photo.

About Safety Audit, the timing is: 

Safety patrol: Once per month. One monthly regular patrol;
New product introduction; 

ine & new working method introduction and;
At the occurrence of "Off from work" accident. 

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
solving to management. Particularly, when a new product introduction,
the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

Weekly or twice per month, the 5Ss patrol, and 5S

Revision & Repeal of 5Ss checklists. Collection of audit results. 
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Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 

bout TPM and do not touch the issue of welfare even if there is a question.

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 

the sense of values with through communication.

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers.

Decide the frame of committee and decide subcommittees.

mittee, Safety subcommittee and 5Ss subcommittee.
Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 

afety and 5Ss are separated in each section.

Maintenance of Kaizen board information, Collection of number of 
suggestion, maintenance of graphs and charts, display of kaizen examples.

Safety Patrol & Safety Audit (Once per month). Collection of safety 
information. Maintenance of the safety information board.

Safety information: Total accident, Accident but "not Off from wor

Maintenance of graph & charts and detailed accident description & photo.

Safety patrol: Once per month. One monthly regular patrol;

ine & new working method introduction and;
At the occurrence of "Off from work" accident. 

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
solving to management. Particularly, when a new product introduction,
the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

Weekly or twice per month, the 5Ss patrol, and 5S

checklists. Collection of audit results. 
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Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 

bout TPM and do not touch the issue of welfare even if there is a question.

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 

the sense of values with through communication.

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers.

Decide the frame of committee and decide subcommittees. 

mittee, Safety subcommittee and 5Ss subcommittee.
Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 

afety and 5Ss are separated in each section.

Maintenance of Kaizen board information, Collection of number of 
suggestion, maintenance of graphs and charts, display of kaizen examples.

Safety Patrol & Safety Audit (Once per month). Collection of safety 
information. Maintenance of the safety information board. 

Safety information: Total accident, Accident but "not Off from wor

Maintenance of graph & charts and detailed accident description & photo.

Safety patrol: Once per month. One monthly regular patrol;

ine & new working method introduction and; 
At the occurrence of "Off from work" accident.  

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
solving to management. Particularly, when a new product introduction,
the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

Weekly or twice per month, the 5Ss patrol, and 5S

checklists. Collection of audit results. 
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Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 

bout TPM and do not touch the issue of welfare even if there is a question.

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 

the sense of values with through communication.

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers.

mittee, Safety subcommittee and 5Ss subcommittee.
Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 

afety and 5Ss are separated in each section. 

Maintenance of Kaizen board information, Collection of number of 
suggestion, maintenance of graphs and charts, display of kaizen examples. 

Safety Patrol & Safety Audit (Once per month). Collection of safety 

Safety information: Total accident, Accident but "not Off from work" and Accident in "Off 

Maintenance of graph & charts and detailed accident description & photo.

Safety patrol: Once per month. One monthly regular patrol; 

 

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
solving to management. Particularly, when a new product introduction, if there is no acceptance by 
the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

Weekly or twice per month, the 5Ss patrol, and 5S-Audit moreover Kaizen.  

checklists. Collection of audit results.  
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Education by managers: The meaning & necessity of kaizen, 5Ss and safety by managers 
(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 

bout TPM and do not touch the issue of welfare even if there is a question.

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 

the sense of values with through communication. 

5Ss checklist making in Gemba discussion by leaders: Observing by above managers. 

mittee, Safety subcommittee and 5Ss subcommittee.
Depend upon the scale of the company, these are decided flexibly. For instance, Kaizen 
subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 

Maintenance of Kaizen board information, Collection of number of 

Safety Patrol & Safety Audit (Once per month). Collection of safety 

k" and Accident in "Off 

Maintenance of graph & charts and detailed accident description & photo. 

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
if there is no acceptance by 

the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re

Audit moreover Kaizen.  
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(Departments of Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production, Sales and others.) Here it is not 
bout TPM and do not touch the issue of welfare even if there is a question. 

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 

mittee, Safety subcommittee and 5Ss subcommittee. 

subcommittee in just Office Gemba and Safety + 5Ss subcommittee in production Gemba. However, 

Maintenance of Kaizen board information, Collection of number of 

Safety Patrol & Safety Audit (Once per month). Collection of safety 

k" and Accident in "Off 

Both the Safety Patrol and, the Safety Audit, have the authority of requiring immediate problem 
if there is no acceptance by 

the Safety audit, it cannot be started up to the resolution of pointed potential problems and re-audit. 

Audit moreover Kaizen.   

 

Training by managers: Finding irregularities (abnormalities) of Safety, 5Ss and difficult work in Gemba 

audit.  
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●

In the 5Ss and Safety subcommittee, 
there are the word of kaizen. These 
subcommittee also are required kaizen 
activity.

When making audit, they need to 
provide a digital camera to
problems and problems solved. And 
after the audit, the groups need to 
make up the Process Kaizen Diagram 
(Diagrama de Desarrollo de Proceso).

When making 5Ss and Safety audit, 
they can possible to find many irregular points. And it is quite clear t
all at once. Therefore
themselves.

So, Yes. These subcommittee groups are one kind of kaizen team. 

2.- Establishment step

The Members

The member

●

●

●

●

●
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● Maintenance of graph and 
charts.  

In the 5Ss and Safety subcommittee, 
there are the word of kaizen. These 
subcommittee also are required kaizen 
activity. 

When making audit, they need to 
provide a digital camera to
problems and problems solved. And 
after the audit, the groups need to 
make up the Process Kaizen Diagram 
(Diagrama de Desarrollo de Proceso).

When making 5Ss and Safety audit, 
they can possible to find many irregular points. And it is quite clear t
all at once. Therefore
themselves. 

So, Yes. These subcommittee groups are one kind of kaizen team. 

Establishment step

The Members 

The members of these committees do not work on full time into them.

● Chairperson: One year term.
○ Kaizen Committee.

○ Kaizen, safety & 5S Subcommittee.

● Advisors: One year term.
○ Kaizen + 

● Secretariats: Half year term.
○ Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.

● Leaders: Half
○ Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety &

● Members: Half year term.
○ Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.
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Maintenance of graph and 

In the 5Ss and Safety subcommittee, 
there are the word of kaizen. These 
subcommittee also are required kaizen 

When making audit, they need to 
provide a digital camera to record 
problems and problems solved. And 
after the audit, the groups need to 
make up the Process Kaizen Diagram 
(Diagrama de Desarrollo de Proceso).

When making 5Ss and Safety audit, 
they can possible to find many irregular points. And it is quite clear t
all at once. Therefore, one of rule is to choose 5 to 10 cases. And these cases are resolved by 

So, Yes. These subcommittee groups are one kind of kaizen team. 

Establishment step 

s of these committees do not work on full time into them.

Chairperson: One year term.
Kaizen Committee.

■ One Manager class is nominated.
Kaizen, safety & 5S Subcommittee.

■ One per Subcommittee supervisor class is nominated.
Advisors: One year term.

Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.
■ Above managers nominate the Advisors.

Secretariats: Half year term.
Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.

■ One or Two 
Leaders: Half year term.

Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety &
■ Leader Workers from each section.

Members: Half year term.
Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.

■ Kaizen, Safety & 5S Working Groups in each section constituted by Five 
Workers 
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Maintenance of graph and 

In the 5Ss and Safety subcommittee, 
there are the word of kaizen. These 
subcommittee also are required kaizen 

When making audit, they need to 
record 

problems and problems solved. And 
after the audit, the groups need to 
make up the Process Kaizen Diagram 
(Diagrama de Desarrollo de Proceso). 

When making 5Ss and Safety audit, 
they can possible to find many irregular points. And it is quite clear t

one of rule is to choose 5 to 10 cases. And these cases are resolved by 

So, Yes. These subcommittee groups are one kind of kaizen team. 

 

s of these committees do not work on full time into them.

Chairperson: One year term. 
Kaizen Committee. 

One Manager class is nominated.
Kaizen, safety & 5S Subcommittee.

One per Subcommittee supervisor class is nominated.
Advisors: One year term. 

Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.
Above managers nominate the Advisors.

Secretariats: Half year term. 
Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.

One or Two part time m
year term. 

Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 
Leader Workers from each section.

Members: Half year term. 
Kaizen + Kaizen, Safety & 5S subcommittees.

Kaizen, Safety & 5S Working Groups in each section constituted by Five 
Workers  
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Education

The content of Education is: The meaning & n
(Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production and Sales.) and the Leaders, as the assistants of the 
education. The leaders, who were already educated, are as the assistants of the teachers (managers). 
But at the next time they can be the teachers.

Training in each section

The relevant matters are: Finding irregularities of 
members. And of course, the important thing is to share the 

The management side is required to respond faithfully. Never neglect, whether it is difficult to 
resolve in the current situation, in terms of time, cost and technologically speaking. So, it is necessary 
to discuss with th

Why 5Ss and Safety?... Because these are easiest ways to establish the sharing sense of value with 
Gemba people. Therefore, it is not good idea to teach what TPM is, at first, or making the education 
of TPM firstly, because it is a 
value with G

 

 

 

 

Faithful managerial mindset:

In above I wrote the necessity of "to 

To seek t
activity. And vice versa, for seeking the sharing sense of value, we use the committee 
establishment and activity. But it is quite true that it is not possible
all people.

Then, my advice is to make continuous greatest effort to make it.

If you cannot take such faithful managerial mindset, you must not challenge to establish 
committee.
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The content of Education is: The meaning & necessity of Kaizen, 5Ss and Safety by Managers 
(Engineering, Quality, HR, Accounting, Production and Sales.) and the Leaders, as the assistants of the 
education. The leaders, who were already educated, are as the assistants of the teachers (managers). 

at the next time they can be the teachers. 

Internal Managers ⇒  Internal Leaders 
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The management side is required to respond faithfully. Never neglect, whether it is difficult to 
resolve in the current situation, in terms of time, cost and technologically speaking. So, it is necessary 
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Making organization charts in

The organization charts are displayed in each Gemba Kaizen Board.

It is necessary to prepare Kaizen Board which should be used for the updated suggestion scheme 
information, Kaizen implementation examples, Safety activity, safety suggestion 
score chart and, in near future, Graphs of Quality, TPM and KPIs improvement graphs and charts. 

3.- Start and 5Ss activity by each group.

It is quite true that in order to maintain such committee activity, as Safety and Kaizen, it take
costs, because the G
meetings.

If the member is machine operator, the machine is stopped or requires substituting operator. If the 
member is a line worker, the line formation sh

Therefore, as once time I have described, the persons who disturb such activity are managers and 
supervisors who bear the duties of improving productivity and daily production to shipments. 

To avoid such manager's negative mind, the case

Anyway, it is necessary to establish the system which doesn't allow the excuse of managers in 
management meeting. And again, the monthly management meeting is 
Gemba activities.

Again committee activity...

Why is the committee activity required?

Once time I have described that I recommend committee activity rather than a project. Because the 
most important thing is to bring up the capaci
committee activity is much better than project style. 

Why do I recommend committee activity than project?... Now I digress from the subject and tell my 
failure story. So, 
bitter experience.
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score chart and, in near future, Graphs of Quality, TPM and KPIs improvement graphs and charts. 
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It is quite true that in order to maintain such committee activity, as Safety and Kaizen, it take
emba people need to leave from their job for 30 to 60 minutes during the 

If the member is machine operator, the machine is stopped or requires substituting operator. If the 
member is a line worker, the line formation should be adjusted.

Therefore, as once time I have described, the persons who disturb such activity are managers and 
supervisors who bear the duties of improving productivity and daily production to shipments. 

To avoid such manager's negative mind, the case of my previous company is as next:

Committee activity time of Gemba people: account as indirect hour which meaning is not to 
be involved in the efficiency calculation. But it is calculated as indirect cost which should be 

uction schedule is considered such committee activity and lack of G

Anyway, it is necessary to establish the system which doesn't allow the excuse of managers in 
management meeting. And again, the monthly management meeting is 

Why is the committee activity required? 

Once time I have described that I recommend committee activity rather than a project. Because the 
most important thing is to bring up the capacity of improvement in the factory and for this mission, 
committee activity is much better than project style.  

Why do I recommend committee activity than project?... Now I digress from the subject and tell my 
do I recommend committee style development? ...Just because I have had a 
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This is the story: 

When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
by a company. I was very much glad with this consulting job, because 
known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 
of operation and also the establis

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 
kanban, Production End kanban, Make to Or
detail in Making Stream of Production

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
establishment of a model line which the method was planned to expand t
smooth and my job as a consultant had been done in 4 months of teaching.

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 
introduction. Then I finished and left from the company.

About o
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system whi
couldn't understand. 

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't.

On that way, I offered my re

Then I re
as the result.

The conclusion of reasons:

The factory had the problem of irregularities quite often in a day.

●
●

●

●

I was fool. So, in Japan there is a proverb as next.
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This is the story: 

When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
by a company. I was very much glad with this consulting job, because 
known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 
of operation and also the establis

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 
kanban, Production End kanban, Make to Or
detail in Making Stream of Production

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
establishment of a model line which the method was planned to expand t
smooth and my job as a consultant had been done in 4 months of teaching.

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 
introduction. Then I finished and left from the company.

About one year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system whi
couldn't understand. 

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't.

On that way, I offered my re

Then I re-visited the factory and I und
as the result. 

The conclusion of reasons:

The factory had the problem of irregularities quite often in a day.

● Because, the process capability in quality, production and production control was
● Then, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

process capability in quality, machine and production control.
● Additionally

○ Muri:
● As the result

it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 
(work in progress). 

I was fool. So, in Japan there is a proverb as next.
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This is the story:  

When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
by a company. I was very much glad with this consulting job, because 
known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 
of operation and also the establis

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 
kanban, Production End kanban, Make to Or
detail in Making Stream of Production

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
establishment of a model line which the method was planned to expand t
smooth and my job as a consultant had been done in 4 months of teaching.

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 
introduction. Then I finished and left from the company.

ne year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system whi
couldn't understand.  

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't.

On that way, I offered my re-visit to the company to the director in no consulting charge.

visited the factory and I und

The conclusion of reasons:

The factory had the problem of irregularities quite often in a day.

, the process capability in quality, production and production control was
, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

process capability in quality, machine and production control.
Additionally, express kanban was issued when getting Muri order received.

Muri: Requirement which is r
As the result, the inventory turnover and cash
it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 
(work in progress).  

I was fool. So, in Japan there is a proverb as next.

...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns.
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When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
by a company. I was very much glad with this consulting job, because 
known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 
of operation and also the establishment of a model line.

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 
kanban, Production End kanban, Make to Or
detail in Making Stream of Production-13.

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
establishment of a model line which the method was planned to expand t
smooth and my job as a consultant had been done in 4 months of teaching.

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 
introduction. Then I finished and left from the company.

ne year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system whi

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't.

visit to the company to the director in no consulting charge.

visited the factory and I understood the situation. I desired to learn why the project failed 

The conclusion of reasons: 

The factory had the problem of irregularities quite often in a day.

, the process capability in quality, production and production control was
, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

process capability in quality, machine and production control.
, express kanban was issued when getting Muri order received.

Requirement which is r
, the inventory turnover and cash

it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 

I was fool. So, in Japan there is a proverb as next.

...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns.
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When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
by a company. I was very much glad with this consulting job, because 
known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 
hment of a model line.

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 
kanban, Production End kanban, Make to Order kanban).  I described all these kanban system in 

13. 

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
establishment of a model line which the method was planned to expand t
smooth and my job as a consultant had been done in 4 months of teaching.

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 
introduction. Then I finished and left from the company.

ne year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system whi

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't.

visit to the company to the director in no consulting charge.

erstood the situation. I desired to learn why the project failed 

The factory had the problem of irregularities quite often in a day.

, the process capability in quality, production and production control was
, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

process capability in quality, machine and production control.
, express kanban was issued when getting Muri order received.

Requirement which is required the production which is more than capacity.
, the inventory turnover and cash

it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 

I was fool. So, in Japan there is a proverb as next. 

“A wise person perceives all in first failure.
...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns.
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When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
by a company. I was very much glad with this consulting job, because 
known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 
hment of a model line. 

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 

der kanban).  I described all these kanban system in 

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
establishment of a model line which the method was planned to expand t
smooth and my job as a consultant had been done in 4 months of teaching.

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 
introduction. Then I finished and left from the company. 

ne year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system whi

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't.

visit to the company to the director in no consulting charge.

erstood the situation. I desired to learn why the project failed 

The factory had the problem of irregularities quite often in a day. 

, the process capability in quality, production and production control was
, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

process capability in quality, machine and production control.
, express kanban was issued when getting Muri order received.

equired the production which is more than capacity.
, the inventory turnover and cash-flow worsened, because there was nothing for 

it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 

A wise person perceives all in first failure.
...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns.
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When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
by a company. I was very much glad with this consulting job, because this was my favorite and well
known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 

der kanban).  I described all these kanban system in 

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
establishment of a model line which the method was planned to expand to entire. It was very 
smooth and my job as a consultant had been done in 4 months of teaching. 

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 

ne year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system whi

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't.

visit to the company to the director in no consulting charge.

erstood the situation. I desired to learn why the project failed 

 

, the process capability in quality, production and production control was
, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

process capability in quality, machine and production control. 
, express kanban was issued when getting Muri order received.

equired the production which is more than capacity.
flow worsened, because there was nothing for 

it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 

A wise person perceives all in first failure.
...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns.
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When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
this was my favorite and well

known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started.

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 

der kanban).  I described all these kanban system in 

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
o entire. It was very 

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 

ne year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition.

Was Kanban system given up? Worsened managerial situation in kanban system which I taught? ...I 

Anyway this contract had been done. And I tried to forget this issue. But I couldn't. 

visit to the company to the director in no consulting charge. 

erstood the situation. I desired to learn why the project failed 

, the process capability in quality, production and production control was
, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

, express kanban was issued when getting Muri order received. 
equired the production which is more than capacity.

flow worsened, because there was nothing for 
it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 

A wise person perceives all in first failure.
...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns.
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When I was a fledgling consultant, I was asked to lead the project of introduction of Kanban system 
this was my favorite and well-

known theme. So, when I visited this company, the project had already established and started. 

Then, I began my job from the lecture of kanban system and taught the kind of kanban, the method 

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 
and special kanbans (Temporary kanban, Express kanban, Through (or Tunnel) kanban, Common use 

der kanban).  I described all these kanban system in 

This project member learned very much from me. And, the project activity progressed to the 
o entire. It was very 

The client company was satisfied with my job and also the result which was mainly the model line 

ne year later, I got a phone call from the financial director and was informed that this 
company gave up to maintain the kanban system, because of worsened managerial condition. 

ch I taught? ...I 

 

erstood the situation. I desired to learn why the project failed 

, the process capability in quality, production and production control was low. 
, temporary kanban and Express kanban were used in a daily basis, because of low 

equired the production which is more than capacity. 
flow worsened, because there was nothing for 

it but to cover such low process capability and Muri order receiving with inventory and WIP 

A wise person perceives all in first failure.
...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns.

 

There are several Kanban kinds: Process kanban, Signal kanban, Withdrawal kanban, Supplier kanban 

flow worsened, because there was nothing for 

A wise person perceives all in first failure. 
...Not until a second failure does an ordinary person learns. 
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I'm an ordinary person… Then I ma

Once time was the Suzumura teaching. At that 
the system which ignored the process & products characteristics and the factory's process capacity.

At the i
criticism of Gemba, because it was new and unknown experience.

One day a Gemba worker came our office and put down bundles of cut circuits. Because of there 
were a

It was the problem of Material Lead Time. Because of Kanban system is basically to have stock and 
WIP even though these are minimized and controlled. Therefore, it is 
point of view of Material LT, when considering to introduce Kanban.

Another worker claimed about the increased handling of cut circuits. And, another worker claimed 
and said that thanks for the beautiful forest of circuits han
working space. At that time, all circuits of several car types were stocked in the special hanger stands 
which were so many and like as deep forest. 

We were criticized severely and mercilessly. And, as I wrote, aft
up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system.

I had learned in this failure, and I thought so. 
foreign factory.

I helped to introduce Kanban sy
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 
to improve the process reliability, organization capacity and 

I kept the mindset which my helping job must be not only the new system i
system), but also bringing up the capacity in the client factory in my mind o way of doing.

Again, Why I recommend committee style than project? ...One new system introduction, for instance 
Kanban system, is not difficult. Rather t
to stabilize or improve the

Unfortunately, one project 
suffic
shouldn't be recommended.

Again, Kanban system introduction is "technically" easier than bringing up process capability and 
Gemba
an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
has the characteristics of short and limited time.
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I'm an ordinary person… Then I ma

Once time was the Suzumura teaching. At that 
the system which ignored the process & products characteristics and the factory's process capacity.

At the initial stage of the introduction, we thought that it was commonplace and normal to have such 
criticism of Gemba, because it was new and unknown experience.

One day a Gemba worker came our office and put down bundles of cut circuits. Because of there 
were already had the rusts in both side terminals. Of course these were not acceptable to use.

It was the problem of Material Lead Time. Because of Kanban system is basically to have stock and 
WIP even though these are minimized and controlled. Therefore, it is 
point of view of Material LT, when considering to introduce Kanban.

Another worker claimed about the increased handling of cut circuits. And, another worker claimed 
and said that thanks for the beautiful forest of circuits han
working space. At that time, all circuits of several car types were stocked in the special hanger stands 
which were so many and like as deep forest. 

We were criticized severely and mercilessly. And, as I wrote, aft
up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system.

I had learned in this failure, and I thought so. 
foreign factory. 

I helped to introduce Kanban sy
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 
to improve the process reliability, organization capacity and 

I kept the mindset which my helping job must be not only the new system i
system), but also bringing up the capacity in the client factory in my mind o way of doing.

Again, Why I recommend committee style than project? ...One new system introduction, for instance 
Kanban system, is not difficult. Rather t
to stabilize or improve the

Unfortunately, one project 
sufficient process capability and 
shouldn't be recommended.

Again, Kanban system introduction is "technically" easier than bringing up process capability and 
Gemba-Ryoku. And, bringing up of 
an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
has the characteristics of short and limited time.
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I'm an ordinary person… Then I ma

Once time was the Suzumura teaching. At that 
the system which ignored the process & products characteristics and the factory's process capacity.

nitial stage of the introduction, we thought that it was commonplace and normal to have such 
criticism of Gemba, because it was new and unknown experience.

One day a Gemba worker came our office and put down bundles of cut circuits. Because of there 
lready had the rusts in both side terminals. Of course these were not acceptable to use.

It was the problem of Material Lead Time. Because of Kanban system is basically to have stock and 
WIP even though these are minimized and controlled. Therefore, it is 
point of view of Material LT, when considering to introduce Kanban.

Another worker claimed about the increased handling of cut circuits. And, another worker claimed 
and said that thanks for the beautiful forest of circuits han
working space. At that time, all circuits of several car types were stocked in the special hanger stands 
which were so many and like as deep forest. 

We were criticized severely and mercilessly. And, as I wrote, aft
up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system.

I had learned in this failure, and I thought so. 

I helped to introduce Kanban sy
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 
to improve the process reliability, organization capacity and 

I kept the mindset which my helping job must be not only the new system i
system), but also bringing up the capacity in the client factory in my mind o way of doing.

Again, Why I recommend committee style than project? ...One new system introduction, for instance 
Kanban system, is not difficult. Rather t
to stabilize or improve the Gemba

Unfortunately, one project implies
ient process capability and 

shouldn't be recommended. 

Again, Kanban system introduction is "technically" easier than bringing up process capability and 
. And, bringing up of 

an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
has the characteristics of short and limited time.
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...A fool doesn't use a failure as a nourishment of learn.”

I'm an ordinary person… Then I made same mistake twice in kanban system introduction.

Once time was the Suzumura teaching. At that 
the system which ignored the process & products characteristics and the factory's process capacity.

nitial stage of the introduction, we thought that it was commonplace and normal to have such 
criticism of Gemba, because it was new and unknown experience.

One day a Gemba worker came our office and put down bundles of cut circuits. Because of there 
lready had the rusts in both side terminals. Of course these were not acceptable to use.

It was the problem of Material Lead Time. Because of Kanban system is basically to have stock and 
WIP even though these are minimized and controlled. Therefore, it is 
point of view of Material LT, when considering to introduce Kanban.

Another worker claimed about the increased handling of cut circuits. And, another worker claimed 
and said that thanks for the beautiful forest of circuits han
working space. At that time, all circuits of several car types were stocked in the special hanger stands 
which were so many and like as deep forest. 

We were criticized severely and mercilessly. And, as I wrote, aft
up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system.

I had learned in this failure, and I thought so. 

I helped to introduce Kanban system in accordance with the requirement. And as the results, I 
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 
to improve the process reliability, organization capacity and 

I kept the mindset which my helping job must be not only the new system i
system), but also bringing up the capacity in the client factory in my mind o way of doing.

Again, Why I recommend committee style than project? ...One new system introduction, for instance 
Kanban system, is not difficult. Rather than the new system introduction, to maintain the system or 

Gemba-Ryoku

implies generally a short period. 
ient process capability and Gemba-Ryoku

 

Again, Kanban system introduction is "technically" easier than bringing up process capability and 
. And, bringing up of Gemba

an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
has the characteristics of short and limited time.
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...A fool doesn't use a failure as a nourishment of learn.”

de same mistake twice in kanban system introduction.

Once time was the Suzumura teaching. At that time, we got boos by the Gemba people, because of 
the system which ignored the process & products characteristics and the factory's process capacity.

nitial stage of the introduction, we thought that it was commonplace and normal to have such 
criticism of Gemba, because it was new and unknown experience.

One day a Gemba worker came our office and put down bundles of cut circuits. Because of there 
lready had the rusts in both side terminals. Of course these were not acceptable to use.

It was the problem of Material Lead Time. Because of Kanban system is basically to have stock and 
WIP even though these are minimized and controlled. Therefore, it is 
point of view of Material LT, when considering to introduce Kanban.

Another worker claimed about the increased handling of cut circuits. And, another worker claimed 
and said that thanks for the beautiful forest of circuits han
working space. At that time, all circuits of several car types were stocked in the special hanger stands 
which were so many and like as deep forest.  

We were criticized severely and mercilessly. And, as I wrote, aft
up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system.

I had learned in this failure, and I thought so. However,

stem in accordance with the requirement. And as the results, I 
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 
to improve the process reliability, organization capacity and 

I kept the mindset which my helping job must be not only the new system i
system), but also bringing up the capacity in the client factory in my mind o way of doing.

Again, Why I recommend committee style than project? ...One new system introduction, for instance 
han the new system introduction, to maintain the system or 

Ryoku is much more difficult and to be required longer time.

generally a short period. 
Ryoku, project style activity is effective, whether not, it 

Again, Kanban system introduction is "technically" easier than bringing up process capability and 
Gemba-Ryoku requires long term. Moreover, in order to improve 

an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
has the characteristics of short and limited time. 
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...A fool doesn't use a failure as a nourishment of learn.”

de same mistake twice in kanban system introduction.

we got boos by the Gemba people, because of 
the system which ignored the process & products characteristics and the factory's process capacity.

nitial stage of the introduction, we thought that it was commonplace and normal to have such 
criticism of Gemba, because it was new and unknown experience.

One day a Gemba worker came our office and put down bundles of cut circuits. Because of there 
lready had the rusts in both side terminals. Of course these were not acceptable to use.

It was the problem of Material Lead Time. Because of Kanban system is basically to have stock and 
WIP even though these are minimized and controlled. Therefore, it is 
point of view of Material LT, when considering to introduce Kanban.

Another worker claimed about the increased handling of cut circuits. And, another worker claimed 
and said that thanks for the beautiful forest of circuits hanger stands, but please keep our possible 
working space. At that time, all circuits of several car types were stocked in the special hanger stands 

We were criticized severely and mercilessly. And, as I wrote, after the Suzumura teaching, we gave 
up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system.

However, and again, I made same mistake in the 

stem in accordance with the requirement. And as the results, I 
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 
to improve the process reliability, organization capacity and Gemba Ryoku

I kept the mindset which my helping job must be not only the new system i
system), but also bringing up the capacity in the client factory in my mind o way of doing.

Again, Why I recommend committee style than project? ...One new system introduction, for instance 
han the new system introduction, to maintain the system or 

is much more difficult and to be required longer time.

generally a short period. Therefore,
, project style activity is effective, whether not, it 

Again, Kanban system introduction is "technically" easier than bringing up process capability and 
requires long term. Moreover, in order to improve 

an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
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...A fool doesn't use a failure as a nourishment of learn.”

de same mistake twice in kanban system introduction.

we got boos by the Gemba people, because of 
the system which ignored the process & products characteristics and the factory's process capacity.

nitial stage of the introduction, we thought that it was commonplace and normal to have such 
criticism of Gemba, because it was new and unknown experience. 

One day a Gemba worker came our office and put down bundles of cut circuits. Because of there 
lready had the rusts in both side terminals. Of course these were not acceptable to use.

It was the problem of Material Lead Time. Because of Kanban system is basically to have stock and 
WIP even though these are minimized and controlled. Therefore, it is required to consider from the 
point of view of Material LT, when considering to introduce Kanban. 

Another worker claimed about the increased handling of cut circuits. And, another worker claimed 
ger stands, but please keep our possible 

working space. At that time, all circuits of several car types were stocked in the special hanger stands 

er the Suzumura teaching, we gave 
up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system.

and again, I made same mistake in the 

stem in accordance with the requirement. And as the results, I 
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 

Gemba Ryoku. 

I kept the mindset which my helping job must be not only the new system introduction (such kanban 
system), but also bringing up the capacity in the client factory in my mind o way of doing.

Again, Why I recommend committee style than project? ...One new system introduction, for instance 
han the new system introduction, to maintain the system or 

is much more difficult and to be required longer time.

Therefore, whether the company has 
, project style activity is effective, whether not, it 

Again, Kanban system introduction is "technically" easier than bringing up process capability and 
requires long term. Moreover, in order to improve 

an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
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up and stop the kanban system and reinstate the past and original our system. 

and again, I made same mistake in the 

stem in accordance with the requirement. And as the results, I 
promoted the failure in ignoring the process capacity. Then, I decided firmly that I never be "a fool".

I decided to diagnose in the Factory Management Checklist when I got a consulting require
if the diagnose result is less than 75%, I recommend to supplement the part of Factory management 
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requires long term. Moreover, in order to improve 

an organization capacity and gemba capacity, committee style is much better than a project which 
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I have written in “Making Stream of Production” tha
but educating management organization and Gemba.       

4.- 
MAINTENANCE JOB to Gemba. 
The education & training items are as next.

A.
B.

I describe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the 
And, in here please understand the total flow of TPM. 

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 
educatio

In the education & training, the teaching of 
step of TPM. So, 
mind

As you understand these items are 
"visual aid & visual standard".

 

5.- 
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 
speed and defects & causes are taught.

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
(abnormalities), set
piece or products handling, Andon & call of set
and 5Ss are taught.

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5
taught in Gemba and in OJT (On the Job Training).

At first a new operator should gain the skill & kno
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
inform or call a maintenance engineer.
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I have written in “Making Stream of Production” tha
but educating management organization and Gemba.       

 Education & training and to transfer the SIMPLE 
MAINTENANCE JOB to Gemba. 
The education & training items are as next.

A. Daily, Weekly & Monthly c
B. Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abnormal movement, Vibration, V

Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 
Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakdown, 5

escribe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the 
And, in here please understand the total flow of TPM. 

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 
education & training of “B”: Oil system, …, Breakdown.

In the education & training, the teaching of 
step of TPM. So, Seiso
mind-set which is that 

As you understand these items are 
"visual aid & visual standard".

 Skill Level
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 
speed and defects & causes are taught.

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
(abnormalities), set
piece or products handling, Andon & call of set
and 5Ss are taught.

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5
taught in Gemba and in OJT (On the Job Training).

At first a new operator should gain the skill & kno
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
inform or call a maintenance engineer.
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I have written in “Making Stream of Production” tha
but educating management organization and Gemba.       

Education & training and to transfer the SIMPLE 
MAINTENANCE JOB to Gemba. 
The education & training items are as next.

Daily, Weekly & Monthly c
Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abnormal movement, Vibration, V
Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 
Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakdown, 5

escribe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the 
And, in here please understand the total flow of TPM. 

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 
n & training of “B”: Oil system, …, Breakdown.

In the education & training, the teaching of 
Seiso points, the degree, corrective tools are taught in

set which is that Seiso activity is the searching of imperfection is taught. 

As you understand these items are 
"visual aid & visual standard".

Level Evaluation & Skill le
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 
speed and defects & causes are taught.

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
(abnormalities), set-up, materials, material supply, operation, tools, measuring instrument, work 
piece or products handling, Andon & call of set
and 5Ss are taught. 

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5
taught in Gemba and in OJT (On the Job Training).

At first a new operator should gain the skill & kno
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
inform or call a maintenance engineer.
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I have written in “Making Stream of Production” tha
but educating management organization and Gemba.       

Education & training and to transfer the SIMPLE 
MAINTENANCE JOB to Gemba. 
The education & training items are as next.

Daily, Weekly & Monthly check sheet and;
Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abnormal movement, Vibration, V
Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 
Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakdown, 5

escribe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the 
And, in here please understand the total flow of TPM. 

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 
n & training of “B”: Oil system, …, Breakdown.

In the education & training, the teaching of 
points, the degree, corrective tools are taught in

activity is the searching of imperfection is taught. 

As you understand these items are depending
"visual aid & visual standard". 

Evaluation & Skill le
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 
speed and defects & causes are taught.  

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
up, materials, material supply, operation, tools, measuring instrument, work 

piece or products handling, Andon & call of set

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5
taught in Gemba and in OJT (On the Job Training).

At first a new operator should gain the skill & kno
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
inform or call a maintenance engineer. 
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I have written in “Making Stream of Production” that true difficulty is not a new system introduction, 
but educating management organization and Gemba.       

Education & training and to transfer the SIMPLE 
MAINTENANCE JOB to Gemba.  
The education & training items are as next. 

heck sheet and; 
Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abnormal movement, Vibration, V
Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 
Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakdown, 5

escribe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the 
And, in here please understand the total flow of TPM. 

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 
n & training of “B”: Oil system, …, Breakdown.

In the education & training, the teaching of Seiso is essential. In Japan it is said that Seiso is the first 
points, the degree, corrective tools are taught in

activity is the searching of imperfection is taught. 

depending on the 5 senses. Then, it is recommendable idea to use 

Evaluation & Skill le
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 

 

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
up, materials, material supply, operation, tools, measuring instrument, work 

piece or products handling, Andon & call of set-up operator or m

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5
taught in Gemba and in OJT (On the Job Training). 

At first a new operator should gain the skill & knowledge which he doesn't break the machine and 
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
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t true difficulty is not a new system introduction, 
but educating management organization and Gemba.        

Education & training and to transfer the SIMPLE 
 

Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abnormal movement, Vibration, V
Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 
Falling out, Trash, Dirty, Rust, Scar, Breakdown, 5-Whys. 

escribe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the 
And, in here please understand the total flow of TPM.  

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 
n & training of “B”: Oil system, …, Breakdown. 

is essential. In Japan it is said that Seiso is the first 
points, the degree, corrective tools are taught in

activity is the searching of imperfection is taught. 

on the 5 senses. Then, it is recommendable idea to use 

Evaluation & Skill level Table in Gemba.
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
up, materials, material supply, operation, tools, measuring instrument, work 

up operator or maintenance engineer, daily record 

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5

wledge which he doesn't break the machine and 
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
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Education & training and to transfer the SIMPLE 

Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss), Abnormal movement, Vibration, V-belt, Bend, 
Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 

 
escribe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the 

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 

is essential. In Japan it is said that Seiso is the first 
points, the degree, corrective tools are taught in Seiso 

activity is the searching of imperfection is taught. 

on the 5 senses. Then, it is recommendable idea to use 

vel Table in Gemba.
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
up, materials, material supply, operation, tools, measuring instrument, work 

aintenance engineer, daily record 

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5

wledge which he doesn't break the machine and 
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
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Education & training and to transfer the SIMPLE 

belt, Bend,  Tilt, Looseness, 
Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 

escribe later in detail, how to educate and train the operators on these items in the Jishu

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 

is essential. In Japan it is said that Seiso is the first 
 training. And, also 

activity is the searching of imperfection is taught.  

on the 5 senses. Then, it is recommendable idea to use 

vel Table in Gemba. 
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
up, materials, material supply, operation, tools, measuring instrument, work 

aintenance engineer, daily record 

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5

wledge which he doesn't break the machine and 
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
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Tilt, Looseness, 
Rattle, Heat, Wear, Shake, Leak, Scattering, Abnormal smell, Noise, Discolouring, Chips, 

Jishu-Hozen. 

And, the recording in the Daily, Weekly & Monthly Check Sheet is done by operators, after the 

is essential. In Japan it is said that Seiso is the first 
training. And, also the 

on the 5 senses. Then, it is recommendable idea to use 

 
When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 
vocational education, the products including design, the element work & standard including the 

In the case of machine operator, machine structure & name & function, safety, irregularities 
up, materials, material supply, operation, tools, measuring instrument, work 

aintenance engineer, daily record 

And after these items of vocational education, Oil system, Seiso (in 5Ss) ~ Breakdown and 5-Whys are 

wledge which he doesn't break the machine and 
produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 

 

t true difficulty is not a new system introduction, 

on the 5 senses. Then, it is recommendable idea to use 

When getting a new operator or worker it is quite natural to provide the vocational education. In the 

Whys are 

produce defect. Then, the new operator is required to find above irregularities (abnormalities) and to 
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Skill level evaluation and incentive.

After, for instance, 6 
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is u

The method of evaluation

There are TEN ranks evaluation. When I teach evalu

●

●

●

●

1, 2, 3 and 4 have 2 ranks (

Next, is one of evaluation idea. It is just reference and is
machine type by yourself.

Rank

0

1

2
  
  

3

4

5
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Skill level evaluation and incentive.

After, for instance, 6 
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is u

The method of evaluation

There are TEN ranks evaluation. When I teach evalu

● 0 ⇒ Start of evalua on. For 
the scheme. Then the first record is 0.

● 1, 2 ⇒ This level is that he has the necessary knowledge about abnormali es.
○ 1

understanding, he is recognized as 
○ 1+ 

is evaluated his knowledge and his mind
● 3, 4 ⇒ This

by himself. Also he can understand and use 5
○ Also these have

● 5 ⇒ This level is that he knows not
teaching and "repair" in limited area by himself.  

1, 2, 3 and 4 have 2 ranks (

Next, is one of evaluation idea. It is just reference and is
machine type by yourself.

Rank Necessary ability

0 Start of evaluation.

1 
The ability of recognizing 
abnormality condition as
abnormality.2 

 
 

3 The ability of basic 
correction 
of abnormality.

4 

5 
The ability of repair in 
limited 
part. 
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Skill level evaluation and incentive.

After, for instance, 6 months’
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is u

The method of evaluation

There are TEN ranks evaluation. When I teach evalu

 Start of evalua on. For 
the scheme. Then the first record is 0.

 This level is that he has the necessary knowledge about abnormali es.
1-0 ⇒ After One month from 0. Checking the knowledge. Then if he has necessary 
understanding, he is recognized as 
1+ ⇒ After additional One month from 
is evaluated his knowledge and his mind

This level is that he has necessary knowledge and can "recover" simple abnormalities 
by himself. Also he can understand and use 5

Also these have
 This level is that he knows not

teaching and "repair" in limited area by himself.  
1, 2, 3 and 4 have 2 ranks (-0 

Next, is one of evaluation idea. It is just reference and is
machine type by yourself. 

Necessary ability

Start of evaluation. 

The ability of recognizing 
abnormality condition as
abnormality. 

The ability of basic 
correction  
of abnormality. 

The ability of repair in 
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Skill level evaluation and incentive.

months’ experience, the new operator is offered to join to the incentive scheme 
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is u

The method of evaluation 

There are TEN ranks evaluation. When I teach evalu

 Start of evalua on. For instance,
the scheme. Then the first record is 0.

 This level is that he has the necessary knowledge about abnormali es.
One month from 0. Checking the knowledge. Then if he has necessary 

understanding, he is recognized as 
additional One month from 

is evaluated his knowledge and his mind
level is that he has necessary knowledge and can "recover" simple abnormalities 

by himself. Also he can understand and use 5
Also these have 3-0, 3+ and 

 This level is that he knows not
teaching and "repair" in limited area by himself.  

 and +). Then there are 10 ranks including 0 and 5 rank.

Next, is one of evaluation idea. It is just reference and is

Necessary ability 

   

The ability of recognizing  
abnormality condition as 

Hazardous points, Leak of oil, 
Abnormal movement, Abnormal vibratio
Shake, Smell, Noise, Discolouring, Rust, Chips, Dirty.
Breakdown

Lack of oil or lubricant, Kinds of oil, Dropout, Wear, V
corrective condition, Bend, Tilt, Scar, Looseness, Superficial 
crack, Recording check shee

Oiling point, Kind of oil, Oil quantity, Timing of oiling, Seiso, 
Understanding of Cause of abnormal situation (Movement, 
Smell, Noise, Scar, Rattle, Shake and Heat)
Correction of V
Seiso, P

Understanding Structure diagram, Understanding Air system, 
Repairing simple Electric wiring, Investigation of defect causes

The ability of repair in Sensor exchange, Adjustment of Gear, Exchange of shaft and 
Centring, Exchange of Bearing, Mesh cleaning or exchange of 
hydraulic liquid.
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Skill level evaluation and incentive. 

experience, the new operator is offered to join to the incentive scheme 
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is u

There are TEN ranks evaluation. When I teach evaluation, I teach 10 ranks evaluation.

instance, after 6 months, a new operator is recommended to join 
the scheme. Then the first record is 0. 

 This level is that he has the necessary knowledge about abnormali es.
One month from 0. Checking the knowledge. Then if he has necessary 

understanding, he is recognized as 1-
additional One month from 

is evaluated his knowledge and his mind
level is that he has necessary knowledge and can "recover" simple abnormalities 

by himself. Also he can understand and use 5
and 4-0, 4+. 

 This level is that he knows not only the contents of level 3, and also 
teaching and "repair" in limited area by himself.  

). Then there are 10 ranks including 0 and 5 rank.

Next, is one of evaluation idea. It is just reference and is

Hazardous points, Leak of oil, 
Abnormal movement, Abnormal vibratio
Shake, Smell, Noise, Discolouring, Rust, Chips, Dirty.
Breakdown 

Lack of oil or lubricant, Kinds of oil, Dropout, Wear, V
corrective condition, Bend, Tilt, Scar, Looseness, Superficial 
crack, Recording check shee

Oiling point, Kind of oil, Oil quantity, Timing of oiling, Seiso, 
Understanding of Cause of abnormal situation (Movement, 
Smell, Noise, Scar, Rattle, Shake and Heat)
Correction of V-
Seiso, Prevention of scattering, 5

Understanding Structure diagram, Understanding Air system, 
Repairing simple Electric wiring, Investigation of defect causes
Sensor exchange, Adjustment of Gear, Exchange of shaft and 
Centring, Exchange of Bearing, Mesh cleaning or exchange of 
hydraulic liquid.
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experience, the new operator is offered to join to the incentive scheme 
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is u

ation, I teach 10 ranks evaluation.

after 6 months, a new operator is recommended to join 

 This level is that he has the necessary knowledge about abnormali es.
One month from 0. Checking the knowledge. Then if he has necessary 

0. 
additional One month from 1-0, this means Two months from 0, again he 

is evaluated his knowledge and his mind-set and can be recognized
level is that he has necessary knowledge and can "recover" simple abnormalities 

-Whys analysis for seeking true causes.

only the contents of level 3, and also 
teaching and "repair" in limited area by himself.   

). Then there are 10 ranks including 0 and 5 rank.

Next, is one of evaluation idea. It is just reference and is necessary to make depending upon the 

Hazardous points, Leak of oil, 
Abnormal movement, Abnormal vibratio
Shake, Smell, Noise, Discolouring, Rust, Chips, Dirty.

Lack of oil or lubricant, Kinds of oil, Dropout, Wear, V
corrective condition, Bend, Tilt, Scar, Looseness, Superficial 
crack, Recording check shee

Oiling point, Kind of oil, Oil quantity, Timing of oiling, Seiso, 
Understanding of Cause of abnormal situation (Movement, 
Smell, Noise, Scar, Rattle, Shake and Heat)

-belt, Tightening bolt & nut, Correcting dropout, 
revention of scattering, 5

Understanding Structure diagram, Understanding Air system, 
Repairing simple Electric wiring, Investigation of defect causes
Sensor exchange, Adjustment of Gear, Exchange of shaft and 
Centring, Exchange of Bearing, Mesh cleaning or exchange of 
hydraulic liquid. 
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experience, the new operator is offered to join to the incentive scheme 
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is u

ation, I teach 10 ranks evaluation.

after 6 months, a new operator is recommended to join 

 This level is that he has the necessary knowledge about abnormali es.
One month from 0. Checking the knowledge. Then if he has necessary 

, this means Two months from 0, again he 
set and can be recognized

level is that he has necessary knowledge and can "recover" simple abnormalities 
Whys analysis for seeking true causes.

only the contents of level 3, and also 

). Then there are 10 ranks including 0 and 5 rank.

necessary to make depending upon the 

Items 

Hazardous points, Leak of oil,  
Abnormal movement, Abnormal vibratio
Shake, Smell, Noise, Discolouring, Rust, Chips, Dirty.

Lack of oil or lubricant, Kinds of oil, Dropout, Wear, V
corrective condition, Bend, Tilt, Scar, Looseness, Superficial 
crack, Recording check sheets,. 

Oiling point, Kind of oil, Oil quantity, Timing of oiling, Seiso, 
Understanding of Cause of abnormal situation (Movement, 
Smell, Noise, Scar, Rattle, Shake and Heat)

htening bolt & nut, Correcting dropout, 
revention of scattering, 5-Whys.

Understanding Structure diagram, Understanding Air system, 
Repairing simple Electric wiring, Investigation of defect causes
Sensor exchange, Adjustment of Gear, Exchange of shaft and 
Centring, Exchange of Bearing, Mesh cleaning or exchange of 
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experience, the new operator is offered to join to the incentive scheme 
in skill level evaluation. So, evaluation must be fair and objective, because it is used for the incentive.

ation, I teach 10 ranks evaluation. 

after 6 months, a new operator is recommended to join 

 This level is that he has the necessary knowledge about abnormali es. 
One month from 0. Checking the knowledge. Then if he has necessary 

, this means Two months from 0, again he 
set and can be recognized as 1+.

level is that he has necessary knowledge and can "recover" simple abnormalities 
Whys analysis for seeking true causes.

only the contents of level 3, and also  the capacity of 

). Then there are 10 ranks including 0 and 5 rank. 

necessary to make depending upon the 

Abnormal movement, Abnormal vibration, Rattle, Heat,  
Shake, Smell, Noise, Discolouring, Rust, Chips, Dirty.

Lack of oil or lubricant, Kinds of oil, Dropout, Wear, V
corrective condition, Bend, Tilt, Scar, Looseness, Superficial 

Oiling point, Kind of oil, Oil quantity, Timing of oiling, Seiso, 
Understanding of Cause of abnormal situation (Movement, 
Smell, Noise, Scar, Rattle, Shake and Heat) 

htening bolt & nut, Correcting dropout, 
Whys. 

Understanding Structure diagram, Understanding Air system, 
Repairing simple Electric wiring, Investigation of defect causes
Sensor exchange, Adjustment of Gear, Exchange of shaft and 
Centring, Exchange of Bearing, Mesh cleaning or exchange of 
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And, the important thing, in this process, is to 
prepare the Skill 

The left hand pho
Mexican factory. And it is displayed in the wall of 
Gemba. There is a blank space in picture listing. 
This blank space shows that the operator already 
left the company. So, this company also apply the 
incentiv

Next photo
famous company in Thailand.

This factory makes the skill level evaluation 
each month and display the results in the 
information board.  So, the skill level 
evaluation results 

Of course it is decided what items to evaluate 
depending upon the characteristics of the 
production line. 
trouble kinds must be considered for skill 
level evaluation of PM. 

 

6.- 
Gemba. 
Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, Rotating system, 
Control box, Hydraulic system, Superficial Crack.
of above specialized field to 
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And, the important thing, in this process, is to 
prepare the Skill Level

The left hand pho
Mexican factory. And it is displayed in the wall of 
Gemba. There is a blank space in picture listing. 
This blank space shows that the operator already 
left the company. So, this company also apply the 
incentive based on 

Next photo is a production lines of a Japanese 
famous company in Thailand.

This factory makes the skill level evaluation 
each month and display the results in the 
information board.  So, the skill level 
evaluation results 

Of course it is decided what items to evaluate 
depending upon the characteristics of the 
production line. However,
trouble kinds must be considered for skill 
level evaluation of PM. 
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And, the important thing, in this process, is to 
Level Table. 

The left hand photo is a skill evaluation board in a 
Mexican factory. And it is displayed in the wall of 
Gemba. There is a blank space in picture listing. 
This blank space shows that the operator already 
left the company. So, this company also apply the 

e based on the skill level.

is a production lines of a Japanese 
famous company in Thailand.

This factory makes the skill level evaluation 
each month and display the results in the 
information board.  So, the skill level 
evaluation results are fed back to

Of course it is decided what items to evaluate 
depending upon the characteristics of the 

However, above machine 
trouble kinds must be considered for skill 
level evaluation of PM.  

Transfer the additional simple mainten

Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, Rotating system, 
Control box, Hydraulic system, Superficial Crack.
of above specialized field to operator. But I recommend to teach these themes also easily.
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And, the important thing, in this process, is to 
 

is a skill evaluation board in a 
Mexican factory. And it is displayed in the wall of 
Gemba. There is a blank space in picture listing. 
This blank space shows that the operator already 
left the company. So, this company also apply the 

the skill level. 

is a production lines of a Japanese 
famous company in Thailand. 

This factory makes the skill level evaluation 
each month and display the results in the 
information board.  So, the skill level 

fed back to the salary.   

Of course it is decided what items to evaluate 
depending upon the characteristics of the 

above machine 
trouble kinds must be considered for skill 
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Gemba. There is a blank space in picture listing. 
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Transfer the additional simple mainten
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Structural drawing, Electric system, Air system, Sensor, Shaft bearing, Gearing, Rotating system, 
In fact, it is difficult to transfer the maintenance job 

operator. But I recommend to teach these themes also easily.
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In fact, it is difficult to transfer the maintenance job 
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VIII. 
I would deviate from the main theme and respond to my friend's question about that why I'm telling 
that TPS and Lean method are different.

The excuse of my friends is that Lean teaches TP
TPS. Therefore,

Their assertion is correct and Lean doesn't deviate from TPS. But, there are some different thoughts 
and one of fatal thing in thought is Jidoka.

As you know Jidoka is 

Firstly,

In fact,
technique of J

The above description is correc
However, one of unrealistic point is 
the "machine design". Generally an 
industrial company who can design 
his machine internally is quite rare 
and just Toyota or other giant 
companies can do it.

Moreover,
to make full and c
autonomation
automation process and (for 
instance) press process. And even in “Body
Photo is the process of body press parts inspection by manual operators in Toyota line.
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 JIDOKA
I would deviate from the main theme and respond to my friend's question about that why I'm telling 
that TPS and Lean method are different.

The excuse of my friends is that Lean teaches TP
Therefore, Lean is same to TPS.

Their assertion is correct and Lean doesn't deviate from TPS. But, there are some different thoughts 
and one of fatal thing in thought is Jidoka.

As you know Jidoka is 

Firstly, I tell the fatal point which Lean doesn't use this essential thought of TPS. 

fact, in Lean the word and the thought are taught. 
technique of Jidoka how to implement in production line, so let's look at what Jidoka is.

In Wikipedia, Jidoka is explained as “Autonomation” and as next.

Autonomation describes a feature of machine design to effect the principle of jidoka (
used in the Toyota Produ
"intelligent automation" or "automation with a human touch". This type of automation 
implements some supervisory functions rather than production functions. At Toyota this 
usually means that
the production line. It is a quality control process that applies the following four principles:

1. Detect the abnormality.
2. Stop.
3. Fix or correct the immediate condition.
4. Investigate t

Autonomation aims to prevent the production of defective products, 
overproduction
not reoccur.

The above description is correc
However, one of unrealistic point is 
the "machine design". Generally an 
industrial company who can design 
his machine internally is quite rare 
and just Toyota or other giant 
companies can do it.

Moreover, even Toyota, it is difficult 
to make full and c
autonomation machine in 
automation process and (for 
instance) press process. And even in “Body
Photo is the process of body press parts inspection by manual operators in Toyota line.
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JIDOKA 
I would deviate from the main theme and respond to my friend's question about that why I'm telling 
that TPS and Lean method are different.

The excuse of my friends is that Lean teaches TP
Lean is same to TPS.

Their assertion is correct and Lean doesn't deviate from TPS. But, there are some different thoughts 
and one of fatal thing in thought is Jidoka.

As you know Jidoka is one of essential pillar in 2 pillars (Jidoka and JIT) in TPS.

I tell the fatal point which Lean doesn't use this essential thought of TPS. 

in Lean the word and the thought are taught. 
idoka how to implement in production line, so let's look at what Jidoka is.

In Wikipedia, Jidoka is explained as “Autonomation” and as next.

Autonomation describes a feature of machine design to effect the principle of jidoka (
used in the Toyota Produ
"intelligent automation" or "automation with a human touch". This type of automation 
implements some supervisory functions rather than production functions. At Toyota this 
usually means that if an abnormal situation arises the machine stops and the worker will stop 
the production line. It is a quality control process that applies the following four principles:

Detect the abnormality.
Stop. 
Fix or correct the immediate condition.
Investigate the root cause and install a countermeasure.

Autonomation aims to prevent the production of defective products, 
overproduction and focus attention on understanding the problems and ensuring that they do 
not reoccur. 

The above description is correc
However, one of unrealistic point is 
the "machine design". Generally an 
industrial company who can design 
his machine internally is quite rare 
and just Toyota or other giant 
companies can do it. 

even Toyota, it is difficult 
to make full and complete 

machine in 
automation process and (for 
instance) press process. And even in “Body
Photo is the process of body press parts inspection by manual operators in Toyota line.
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I would deviate from the main theme and respond to my friend's question about that why I'm telling 
that TPS and Lean method are different. 

The excuse of my friends is that Lean teaches TP
Lean is same to TPS. 

Their assertion is correct and Lean doesn't deviate from TPS. But, there are some different thoughts 
and one of fatal thing in thought is Jidoka.

one of essential pillar in 2 pillars (Jidoka and JIT) in TPS.

I tell the fatal point which Lean doesn't use this essential thought of TPS. 

in Lean the word and the thought are taught. 
idoka how to implement in production line, so let's look at what Jidoka is.

In Wikipedia, Jidoka is explained as “Autonomation” and as next.

Autonomation describes a feature of machine design to effect the principle of jidoka (
used in the Toyota Production System (TPS) and Lean manufacturing. It may be described as 
"intelligent automation" or "automation with a human touch". This type of automation 
implements some supervisory functions rather than production functions. At Toyota this 

if an abnormal situation arises the machine stops and the worker will stop 
the production line. It is a quality control process that applies the following four principles:

Detect the abnormality. 

Fix or correct the immediate condition.
he root cause and install a countermeasure.

Autonomation aims to prevent the production of defective products, 
and focus attention on understanding the problems and ensuring that they do 

The above description is correct. 
However, one of unrealistic point is 
the "machine design". Generally an 
industrial company who can design 
his machine internally is quite rare 
and just Toyota or other giant 

even Toyota, it is difficult 

instance) press process. And even in “Body
Photo is the process of body press parts inspection by manual operators in Toyota line.
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I would deviate from the main theme and respond to my friend's question about that why I'm telling 
 

The excuse of my friends is that Lean teaches TPS and its technique. And Lean doesn't deviate from 

Their assertion is correct and Lean doesn't deviate from TPS. But, there are some different thoughts 
and one of fatal thing in thought is Jidoka. 

one of essential pillar in 2 pillars (Jidoka and JIT) in TPS.

I tell the fatal point which Lean doesn't use this essential thought of TPS. 

in Lean the word and the thought are taught. However,
idoka how to implement in production line, so let's look at what Jidoka is.

In Wikipedia, Jidoka is explained as “Autonomation” and as next.

Autonomation describes a feature of machine design to effect the principle of jidoka (
ction System (TPS) and Lean manufacturing. It may be described as 

"intelligent automation" or "automation with a human touch". This type of automation 
implements some supervisory functions rather than production functions. At Toyota this 

if an abnormal situation arises the machine stops and the worker will stop 
the production line. It is a quality control process that applies the following four principles:

 

Fix or correct the immediate condition.
he root cause and install a countermeasure.

Autonomation aims to prevent the production of defective products, 
and focus attention on understanding the problems and ensuring that they do 

instance) press process. And even in “Body-in-white” parts inspection. The above left hand side 
Photo is the process of body press parts inspection by manual operators in Toyota line.
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and focus attention on understanding the problems and ensuring that they do 
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and focus attention on understanding the problems and ensuring that they do 

white” parts inspection. The above left hand side 
Photo is the process of body press parts inspection by manual operators in Toyota line.
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Their assertion is correct and Lean doesn't deviate from TPS. But, there are some different thoughts 
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ction System (TPS) and Lean manufacturing. It may be described as 

"intelligent automation" or "automation with a human touch". This type of automation 
implements some supervisory functions rather than production functions. At Toyota this 

if an abnormal situation arises the machine stops and the worker will stop 
the production line. It is a quality control process that applies the following four principles:
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I would deviate from the main theme and respond to my friend's question about that why I'm telling 

S and its technique. And Lean doesn't deviate from 

Their assertion is correct and Lean doesn't deviate from TPS. But, there are some different thoughts 

the concrete 

Autonomation describes a feature of machine design to effect the principle of jidoka (自働化) 
ction System (TPS) and Lean manufacturing. It may be described as 

"intelligent automation" or "automation with a human touch". This type of automation 
implements some supervisory functions rather than production functions. At Toyota this 

if an abnormal situation arises the machine stops and the worker will stop 
the production line. It is a quality control process that applies the following four principles: 

and focus attention on understanding the problems and ensuring that they do 

white” parts inspection. The above left hand side 
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and focus attention on understanding the problems and ensuring that they do 
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As I descri
3 as next: 

Toyota also is considering and 
accelerating to use the combination of 
robot and AI.

Press process of body parts.
For avoiding the defect of broken.
Gathering data with sensors and AI 
(deep learning).
Analysis by AI.
Usually the analysis and visual 
inspection are made by skilled 
operator in very long hours

Toyota is trying to realize the 
innovation of IoT x Robot x AI in next 4 
steps:

●
●
●
●

Now a day the utilization of AI & IoT is on the way. But even though it is progressed more, it might
difficult to expect full and complete autonomation. Match more it is impossible by general 
companies.

A Lean book also explains Jidoka as same to Wikipedia. Next is from SNS.
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As I described in Factory Management
3 as next:  

Toyota also is considering and 
accelerating to use the combination of 
robot and AI. 

Press process of body parts.
For avoiding the defect of broken.
Gathering data with sensors and AI 
(deep learning). 
Analysis by AI. 

ually the analysis and visual 
inspection are made by skilled 
operator in very long hours

Toyota is trying to realize the 
innovation of IoT x Robot x AI in next 4 
steps: 

● First Step: 
● Second Step: 
● Third Step: 
● Fourth Step:

Now a day the utilization of AI & IoT is on the way. But even though it is progressed more, it might
difficult to expect full and complete autonomation. Match more it is impossible by general 
companies. 

A Lean book also explains Jidoka as same to Wikipedia. Next is from SNS.

JIDOKA: Synonym(s):  Autonomation.

Providing machines and operators the abili
occurred and immediately stop work. This enables operations to build in quality at each 
process and to separate men and machines for more efficient work. Jidoka is one of the two 
pillars of the Toyota Production 

Jidoka highlights the causes of problems because work stops immediately when a problem 
first occurs. This leads to improvements in the processes that build in quality by eliminating 
the root causes of defects.

Jidoka sometim
is because it gives equipment the ability to distinguish good parts from bad autonomously, 
without being monitored by an operator. This eliminates the need for operators to 
continuously watch machines and leads in turn to large productivity gains because one 
operator can handle several machines, often termed multi

The concept of jidoka originated in the early 1900s when Sakichi Toyoda, founder of the 
Toyota Group, 
Previously, if a thread broke the loom would churn out mounds of defective fabric, so each 
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bed in Factory Management

Toyota also is considering and 
accelerating to use the combination of 

Press process of body parts. 
For avoiding the defect of broken.
Gathering data with sensors and AI 

 

ually the analysis and visual 
inspection are made by skilled 
operator in very long hours. 

Toyota is trying to realize the 
innovation of IoT x Robot x AI in next 4 

First Step: Automatic detailed data gathering in each process.
Second Step: Real time 
Third Step: Data Look
Fourth Step: In using AI and gathered big data, improve quality dramatically. 

Now a day the utilization of AI & IoT is on the way. But even though it is progressed more, it might
difficult to expect full and complete autonomation. Match more it is impossible by general 

A Lean book also explains Jidoka as same to Wikipedia. Next is from SNS.

JIDOKA: Synonym(s):  Autonomation.

Providing machines and operators the abili
occurred and immediately stop work. This enables operations to build in quality at each 
process and to separate men and machines for more efficient work. Jidoka is one of the two 
pillars of the Toyota Production 

Jidoka highlights the causes of problems because work stops immediately when a problem 
first occurs. This leads to improvements in the processes that build in quality by eliminating 
the root causes of defects.

Jidoka sometimes is called autonomation, meaning automation with human intelligence. This 
is because it gives equipment the ability to distinguish good parts from bad autonomously, 
without being monitored by an operator. This eliminates the need for operators to 

ously watch machines and leads in turn to large productivity gains because one 
operator can handle several machines, often termed multi

The concept of jidoka originated in the early 1900s when Sakichi Toyoda, founder of the 
Toyota Group, invented a textile loom that stopped automatically when any thread broke. 
Previously, if a thread broke the loom would churn out mounds of defective fabric, so each 
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For avoiding the defect of broken. 
Gathering data with sensors and AI 

ually the analysis and visual 
inspection are made by skilled 

 

Toyota is trying to realize the 
innovation of IoT x Robot x AI in next 4 

Automatic detailed data gathering in each process.
Real time data gathering.

Data Look-ahead for the sign of machine trouble.
In using AI and gathered big data, improve quality dramatically. 

Now a day the utilization of AI & IoT is on the way. But even though it is progressed more, it might
difficult to expect full and complete autonomation. Match more it is impossible by general 

A Lean book also explains Jidoka as same to Wikipedia. Next is from SNS.

JIDOKA: Synonym(s):  Autonomation.

Providing machines and operators the abili
occurred and immediately stop work. This enables operations to build in quality at each 
process and to separate men and machines for more efficient work. Jidoka is one of the two 
pillars of the Toyota Production System along with just

Jidoka highlights the causes of problems because work stops immediately when a problem 
first occurs. This leads to improvements in the processes that build in quality by eliminating 
the root causes of defects. 

es is called autonomation, meaning automation with human intelligence. This 
is because it gives equipment the ability to distinguish good parts from bad autonomously, 
without being monitored by an operator. This eliminates the need for operators to 

ously watch machines and leads in turn to large productivity gains because one 
operator can handle several machines, often termed multi

The concept of jidoka originated in the early 1900s when Sakichi Toyoda, founder of the 
invented a textile loom that stopped automatically when any thread broke. 

Previously, if a thread broke the loom would churn out mounds of defective fabric, so each 
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Automatic detailed data gathering in each process.
data gathering. 

ahead for the sign of machine trouble.
In using AI and gathered big data, improve quality dramatically. 

Now a day the utilization of AI & IoT is on the way. But even though it is progressed more, it might
difficult to expect full and complete autonomation. Match more it is impossible by general 

A Lean book also explains Jidoka as same to Wikipedia. Next is from SNS.

JIDOKA: Synonym(s):  Autonomation. 

Providing machines and operators the ability to detect when an abnormal condition has 
occurred and immediately stop work. This enables operations to build in quality at each 
process and to separate men and machines for more efficient work. Jidoka is one of the two 

System along with just

Jidoka highlights the causes of problems because work stops immediately when a problem 
first occurs. This leads to improvements in the processes that build in quality by eliminating 

es is called autonomation, meaning automation with human intelligence. This 
is because it gives equipment the ability to distinguish good parts from bad autonomously, 
without being monitored by an operator. This eliminates the need for operators to 

ously watch machines and leads in turn to large productivity gains because one 
operator can handle several machines, often termed multi

The concept of jidoka originated in the early 1900s when Sakichi Toyoda, founder of the 
invented a textile loom that stopped automatically when any thread broke. 

Previously, if a thread broke the loom would churn out mounds of defective fabric, so each 
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Toyota automatic loom example.

In Japan, about 200 machines are used on active service, since 102 years.

As you understand such descriptions of Wikipedia and Lean are assumed above old age machines 
and, it is possible to say that it is, very primitive

The thought of Toyota Jidoka isn't changed, but progressed as next:

1.
2.
3.

Therefore Toyota provides Andon and string to pull.

Again TPS and Lean are different, because Lean doesn't apply Jidoka concept. And, Lean is based on 
Statistical Quality Control such 6

Before TPS, K
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machine needed to be watched by an operator. Toyoda's innovation let one operator control 
many machines. In Japanese, jidoka is a Toyota
(and written in kanji almost the same) as the Japanese word for automation, but with the 
added connotations of humanistic and creating value.
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In Japan, about 200 machines are used on active service, since 102 years.

As you understand such descriptions of Wikipedia and Lean are assumed above old age machines 
and, it is possible to say that it is, very primitive

The thought of Toyota Jidoka isn't changed, but progressed as next:

1. Machine automatic stops when abnormality occurred (the same to above);
2. Operator stops machine immediately when he found abnormality. And;
3. Worker stops line or process when he 

Therefore Toyota provides Andon and string to pull.

Again TPS and Lean are different, because Lean doesn't apply Jidoka concept. And, Lean is based on 
Statistical Quality Control such 6
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In Japan, about 200 machines are used on active service, since 102 years.

As you understand such descriptions of Wikipedia and Lean are assumed above old age machines 
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The thought of Toyota Jidoka isn't changed, but progressed as next:

Machine automatic stops when abnormality occurred (the same to above);
Operator stops machine immediately when he found abnormality. And;
Worker stops line or process when he 

Therefore Toyota provides Andon and string to pull.
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(and written in kanji almost the same) as the Japanese word for automation, but with the 
added connotations of humanistic and creating value.

Toyota automatic loom example. 

In Japan, about 200 machines are used on active service, since 102 years.

As you understand such descriptions of Wikipedia and Lean are assumed above old age machines 
and, it is possible to say that it is, very primitive

The thought of Toyota Jidoka isn't changed, but progressed as next:

Machine automatic stops when abnormality occurred (the same to above);
Operator stops machine immediately when he found abnormality. And;
Worker stops line or process when he 

Therefore Toyota provides Andon and string to pull.

Again TPS and Lean are different, because Lean doesn't apply Jidoka concept. And, Lean is based on 
Statistical Quality Control such 6-Sigma for quality improvement.

aoru Ishikawa taught us as next:

“If we find the true causes, 80% of the problem solving is done.

80% of total effort is concentrated for seeking the true cause. Then the techniques 

tive method: 
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machine needed to be watched by an operator. Toyoda's innovation let one operator control 
any machines. In Japanese, jidoka is a Toyota

(and written in kanji almost the same) as the Japanese word for automation, but with the 
added connotations of humanistic and creating value.

In Japan, about 200 machines are used on active service, since 102 years.

As you understand such descriptions of Wikipedia and Lean are assumed above old age machines 
and, it is possible to say that it is, very primitive at present.

The thought of Toyota Jidoka isn't changed, but progressed as next:

Machine automatic stops when abnormality occurred (the same to above);
Operator stops machine immediately when he found abnormality. And;
Worker stops line or process when he or she found abnormality

Therefore Toyota provides Andon and string to pull. 

Again TPS and Lean are different, because Lean doesn't apply Jidoka concept. And, Lean is based on 
Sigma for quality improvement.

aoru Ishikawa taught us as next: 

“If we find the true causes, 80% of the problem solving is done.

80% of total effort is concentrated for seeking the true cause. Then the techniques 
which are 5
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machine needed to be watched by an operator. Toyoda's innovation let one operator control 
any machines. In Japanese, jidoka is a Toyota-created word pronounced exactly the same 

(and written in kanji almost the same) as the Japanese word for automation, but with the 
added connotations of humanistic and creating value. 

In Japan, about 200 machines are used on active service, since 102 years.

As you understand such descriptions of Wikipedia and Lean are assumed above old age machines 
at present. 

The thought of Toyota Jidoka isn't changed, but progressed as next:

Machine automatic stops when abnormality occurred (the same to above);
Operator stops machine immediately when he found abnormality. And;

or she found abnormality
 

Again TPS and Lean are different, because Lean doesn't apply Jidoka concept. And, Lean is based on 
Sigma for quality improvement. 

“If we find the true causes, 80% of the problem solving is done.

80% of total effort is concentrated for seeking the true cause. Then the techniques 
which are 5-Whys, Fishbone Diagram etc. are used”.
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Therefore,

I know there is a limit in QRQC fo

Because an inspection technique and finding abnormality techniques are not perfect. For 
above Toyota body parts inspection. Toyota also has the inspection process after the press process 
which is the meaning of not to be possible to stop press line until the inspection. 
Toyota, for preventing lot defect, very small batch production in quick exchange die is made (SMED). 
Which we call sensitive production line.

I would descri

QRQC & QRKA
QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) and QRKA (Quick Response Kaizen Activity)

When occurred some problem of Quality and Safety, it is required to stop the line and to take 
immediate action.

Stop line !... 

In Toyota anyone can and anyone is encouraged to stop line when occurred something of 
irregularity, quality problem, safety concern and some cause of working delay. And whe
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 "Worker (or inspector) stops line or process when he/she found abnormality" and 

Therefore, I teach QRQC & QRKA which is to apply the concept of Jidoka.

I know there is a limit in QRQC fo

Because an inspection technique and finding abnormality techniques are not perfect. For 
above Toyota body parts inspection. Toyota also has the inspection process after the press process 
which is the meaning of not to be possible to stop press line until the inspection. 
Toyota, for preventing lot defect, very small batch production in quick exchange die is made (SMED). 
Which we call sensitive production line.
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QRQC & QRKA
QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) and QRKA (Quick Response Kaizen Activity)

When occurred some problem of Quality and Safety, it is required to stop the line and to take 
immediate action.

Stop line !... Is it difficult? ...Yes it is, but in Toyota, it is the solemn rule as so called Jidoka.

In Toyota anyone can and anyone is encouraged to stop line when occurred something of 
irregularity, quality problem, safety concern and some cause of working delay. And whe
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Toyota, for preventing lot defect, very small batch production in quick exchange die is made (SMED). 
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"Worker (or inspector) stops line or process when he/she found abnormality" and 
look at the Gemba and get the very "fresh information".

instance, quality problem. 

Because an inspection technique and finding abnormality techniques are not perfect. For 
above Toyota body parts inspection. Toyota also has the inspection process after the press process 
which is the meaning of not to be possible to stop press line until the inspection. Therefore,
Toyota, for preventing lot defect, very small batch production in quick exchange die is made (SMED). 

QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control) and QRKA (Quick Response Kaizen Activity) 

When occurred some problem of Quality and Safety, it is required to stop the line and to take 

difficult? ...Yes it is, but in Toyota, it is the solemn rule as so called Jidoka.

In Toyota anyone can and anyone is encouraged to stop line when occurred something of 
irregularity, quality problem, safety concern and some cause of working delay. And when the string 
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(so called Andon cord) was pulled and Andon putting light, all relevant peoples are required to get 
together and to resolve this problem.

When an Andon code was pulled, firstly the leader comes immediately and if just a case of working 
delay o
code to put off the Andon. In case of more longer the Andon isn't put off, of course the line stops in 
Fixed
serious problem.)

As you know TPS (Toyota Production System) has 2 pillars philosophy. One is JIT (Just In Time) and 
another one is Jidoka. 

Again what is Jidoka?...

1.
And this thought was expanded as next.

2.

Stop line and immediate take action? ...In the lecture of Taiichi Ohn
occurred a problem, it must be resolved till tomorrow morning.

He taught as "till tomorrow morning". And, actually it is required to resolve the problem 
in temporary countermeasures for restarting line and fundamental
morning. 

Is it difficult to stop line?

When Fujio Choh
anybody. But nobody didn't want to stop line even though a problem occurred, because the US 
culture had taught that to stop line is a worst thing. Of course in this plant also the Andon system 
with pull

One day the Andon put light by a line worker pulling the string and the line stopped.  Then Mr. Choh 
went to the Gemba i
countermeasure, he thanked the worker who pulled the string and stopped line with shaked his hand 
and with gratitude.

A worker stopped the assembly line and, he has spoken his deep emotion 
this event.

In Toyota, the behaviour of "stop & call & wait (in not do anything) is one of culture.

Then, QRQC & QRKA is the thought of Jidoka.

                                        
13 Fuhio Choh: 
charge of the country's and world's largest automaker. Chō is only the second "outsider" to head T
Co. since the members of the founding Toyoda family stepped aside in 1995: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fujio_Cho
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(so called Andon cord) was pulled and Andon putting light, all relevant peoples are required to get 
together and to resolve this problem.

When an Andon code was pulled, firstly the leader comes immediately and if just a case of working 
delay or to be possible to resolve by them, after resolving the working delay by them and re
code to put off the Andon. In case of more longer the Andon isn't put off, of course the line stops in 
Fixed-Position Stop System
serious problem.)

As you know TPS (Toyota Production System) has 2 pillars philosophy. One is JIT (Just In Time) and 
another one is Jidoka. 

Again what is Jidoka?...

1. When occurred an irregula
And this thought was expanded as next.

2. When occurred an abnormality, the machine or line & process is stopped immediately by 
anybody.

Stop line and immediate take action? ...In the lecture of Taiichi Ohn
occurred a problem, it must be resolved till tomorrow morning.

He taught as "till tomorrow morning". And, actually it is required to resolve the problem 
in temporary countermeasures for restarting line and fundamental
morning.  

Is it difficult to stop line?

When Fujio Choh
anybody. But nobody didn't want to stop line even though a problem occurred, because the US 
culture had taught that to stop line is a worst thing. Of course in this plant also the Andon system 
with pull-string was provided.    

One day the Andon put light by a line worker pulling the string and the line stopped.  Then Mr. Choh 
went to the Gemba i
countermeasure, he thanked the worker who pulled the string and stopped line with shaked his hand 
and with gratitude.

A worker stopped the assembly line and, he has spoken his deep emotion 
this event. 

In Toyota, the behaviour of "stop & call & wait (in not do anything) is one of culture.

Then, QRQC & QRKA is the thought of Jidoka.

                                        
Fuhio Choh: He is honorary chairman of Toyota Motor Corporation. In the Japanese system, that puts him in 

charge of the country's and world's largest automaker. Chō is only the second "outsider" to head T
Co. since the members of the founding Toyoda family stepped aside in 1995: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fujio_Cho
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(so called Andon cord) was pulled and Andon putting light, all relevant peoples are required to get 
together and to resolve this problem.

When an Andon code was pulled, firstly the leader comes immediately and if just a case of working 
r to be possible to resolve by them, after resolving the working delay by them and re

code to put off the Andon. In case of more longer the Andon isn't put off, of course the line stops in 
Position Stop System and the relevant people are req

serious problem.) 

As you know TPS (Toyota Production System) has 2 pillars philosophy. One is JIT (Just In Time) and 
another one is Jidoka.  

Again what is Jidoka?... Jidoka original concept is:

When occurred an irregula
And this thought was expanded as next.

When occurred an abnormality, the machine or line & process is stopped immediately by 
anybody. 

Stop line and immediate take action? ...In the lecture of Taiichi Ohn
occurred a problem, it must be resolved till tomorrow morning.

He taught as "till tomorrow morning". And, actually it is required to resolve the problem 
in temporary countermeasures for restarting line and fundamental

Is it difficult to stop line?

When Fujio Choh13 was in Toyota Kentucky plant, he taught the importance of stopping line by 
anybody. But nobody didn't want to stop line even though a problem occurred, because the US 
culture had taught that to stop line is a worst thing. Of course in this plant also the Andon system 

string was provided.    

One day the Andon put light by a line worker pulling the string and the line stopped.  Then Mr. Choh 
went to the Gemba immediately and made OJT for relevant peoples. After the temporally 
countermeasure, he thanked the worker who pulled the string and stopped line with shaked his hand 
and with gratitude. 

A worker stopped the assembly line and, he has spoken his deep emotion 

In Toyota, the behaviour of "stop & call & wait (in not do anything) is one of culture.

Then, QRQC & QRKA is the thought of Jidoka.

                                                           
He is honorary chairman of Toyota Motor Corporation. In the Japanese system, that puts him in 

charge of the country's and world's largest automaker. Chō is only the second "outsider" to head T
Co. since the members of the founding Toyoda family stepped aside in 1995: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fujio_Cho
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(so called Andon cord) was pulled and Andon putting light, all relevant peoples are required to get 
together and to resolve this problem. 

When an Andon code was pulled, firstly the leader comes immediately and if just a case of working 
r to be possible to resolve by them, after resolving the working delay by them and re

code to put off the Andon. In case of more longer the Andon isn't put off, of course the line stops in 
and the relevant people are req

As you know TPS (Toyota Production System) has 2 pillars philosophy. One is JIT (Just In Time) and 

Jidoka original concept is:

When occurred an irregularity (abnormality), the machine 
And this thought was expanded as next. 

When occurred an abnormality, the machine or line & process is stopped immediately by 

Stop line and immediate take action? ...In the lecture of Taiichi Ohn
occurred a problem, it must be resolved till tomorrow morning.

He taught as "till tomorrow morning". And, actually it is required to resolve the problem 
in temporary countermeasures for restarting line and fundamental

Is it difficult to stop line? 

was in Toyota Kentucky plant, he taught the importance of stopping line by 
anybody. But nobody didn't want to stop line even though a problem occurred, because the US 
culture had taught that to stop line is a worst thing. Of course in this plant also the Andon system 

string was provided.     

One day the Andon put light by a line worker pulling the string and the line stopped.  Then Mr. Choh 
mmediately and made OJT for relevant peoples. After the temporally 

countermeasure, he thanked the worker who pulled the string and stopped line with shaked his hand 

A worker stopped the assembly line and, he has spoken his deep emotion 

In Toyota, the behaviour of "stop & call & wait (in not do anything) is one of culture.

Then, QRQC & QRKA is the thought of Jidoka.

                    
He is honorary chairman of Toyota Motor Corporation. In the Japanese system, that puts him in 

charge of the country's and world's largest automaker. Chō is only the second "outsider" to head T
Co. since the members of the founding Toyoda family stepped aside in 1995: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fujio_Cho  
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mmediately and made OJT for relevant peoples. After the temporally 
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When occurred an abnormality, the machine or line & process is stopped immediately by 
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A worker stopped the assembly line and, he has spoken his deep emotion in his retrospective about 
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He is honorary chairman of Toyota Motor Corporation. In the Japanese system, that puts him in 
charge of the country's and world's largest automaker. Chō is only the second "outsider" to head T
Co. since the members of the founding Toyoda family stepped aside in 1995: 
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Again, I wrote that TPS and Lean are different quite often and, I pointed out the dif
basic and decisive difference is the thought of Jidoka. And even in the “Lean
explanation of Jidoka, nevertheless there is no system to realize it. 

So, What is Jidoka in TPS?

The important concept is that anybody can

I introduced the episode of Fujio Cho in above. On that way, this episode explains the difficulty of 
stopping line, obviously by anybody.  

In excellent companies in Japan such Toyota, Nissan etc. have such system an
companies, I haven't seen stopping line or process by anybody even the companies say intending 
lean manufacturing.

Again, Lean teaches the word of Jidoka; Nevertheless doesn't teach the necessary system and also 
pursues different 

What is different way about, for instance, quality problem? ...It is 6
Control.

Therefore, Lean teaches Jidoka, but pursues 6
problems. Contrary, TPS solves problem with both
and statistic quality control.

The way of problem solving is different but decisively, because Jidoka teaches to stop line in any 
abnormalities which include 
possible to imagine that the line stops quite often.
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Again, I wrote that TPS and Lean are different quite often and, I pointed out the dif
basic and decisive difference is the thought of Jidoka. And even in the “Lean
explanation of Jidoka, nevertheless there is no system to realize it. 

So, What is Jidoka in TPS? 

The important concept is that anybody can

I introduced the episode of Fujio Cho in above. On that way, this episode explains the difficulty of 
stopping line, obviously by anybody.   

In excellent companies in Japan such Toyota, Nissan etc. have such system an
companies, I haven't seen stopping line or process by anybody even the companies say intending 

Again, Lean teaches the word of Jidoka; Nevertheless doesn't teach the necessary system and also 

What is different way about, for instance, quality problem? ...It is 6

Therefore, Lean teaches Jidoka, but pursues 6
problems. Contrary, TPS solves problem with both
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Again, I wrote that TPS and Lean are different quite often and, I pointed out the dif
basic and decisive difference is the thought of Jidoka. And even in the “Lean
explanation of Jidoka, nevertheless there is no system to realize it. 
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explanation of Jidoka, nevertheless there is no system to realize it. 
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Looking at assembly line work.

Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process 
worker's problem including working delay.

To deal 
next system.

The frame of Jidoka in assembly line is 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Toyota pr

●

●
●
●

Is Jidoka (QRQC & QRKA) difficult?

Which is easier QRQC & QRKA and Statistical Quality Control? ...QRQC & QRKA is much easier to 
identify the true cau

On the other hand, it is difficult to continue as to be a custom. And also it is quite true that there is a 
limit, because of the technical issue such finding problem (for instance defects) just on time when it 
was occurred. Most
normally in the end of the line.

Then, after a defect was made and still the process to be progressed and also finding defect becomes 
difficult, to become distant from QRQC an
(repair) cost.

Therefore,

I will describe it in TQM more deeply.

Statistical Quality Control is very difficult or almost impossible to iden
possible to make "assumption" in old information. Then it is difficult to find "true solution". But it is 
easy to continue relatively.

Isn't it possible to find true cause? ...In somewhere, I have written as next.

"It is imp
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Looking at assembly line work.

Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process 
worker's problem including working delay.

To deal with such line stop in a process abnormality and to keep Jidoka concept, Toyota provides the 
next system. 

The frame of Jidoka in assembly line is 

1. Andon and Andon cord.
2. Line leader system.
3. Fixed-Position Stop Device.
4. Self-check inspection system.

Toyota provides the system of "

● When working delay or quality problem 
help. But;

● The conveyer doesn't stop immediately, and;
● The conveyor stops after progressing to the fixed position;
● Then during to moving to the fixed position, most of the cases are resolved in supporting by 

line leader.

Is Jidoka (QRQC & QRKA) difficult?

Which is easier QRQC & QRKA and Statistical Quality Control? ...QRQC & QRKA is much easier to 
identify the true cau

On the other hand, it is difficult to continue as to be a custom. And also it is quite true that there is a 
limit, because of the technical issue such finding problem (for instance defects) just on time when it 
was occurred. Most
normally in the end of the line.

Then, after a defect was made and still the process to be progressed and also finding defect becomes 
difficult, to become distant from QRQC an
(repair) cost. 

Therefore, I teach self

I will describe it in TQM more deeply.

Statistical Quality Control is very difficult or almost impossible to iden
possible to make "assumption" in old information. Then it is difficult to find "true solution". But it is 
easy to continue relatively.

Isn't it possible to find true cause? ...In somewhere, I have written as next.

"It is impossible, because you don't have a time machine to go back to the time and watch 
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Looking at assembly line work.

Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process 
worker's problem including working delay.

with such line stop in a process abnormality and to keep Jidoka concept, Toyota provides the 

The frame of Jidoka in assembly line is 

Andon and Andon cord.
Line leader system. 

Position Stop Device.
check inspection system.

ovides the system of "

When working delay or quality problem 
help. But; 
The conveyer doesn't stop immediately, and;
The conveyor stops after progressing to the fixed position;
Then during to moving to the fixed position, most of the cases are resolved in supporting by 
line leader. 

Is Jidoka (QRQC & QRKA) difficult?

Which is easier QRQC & QRKA and Statistical Quality Control? ...QRQC & QRKA is much easier to 
identify the true cause and find the solution. 

On the other hand, it is difficult to continue as to be a custom. And also it is quite true that there is a 
limit, because of the technical issue such finding problem (for instance defects) just on time when it 
was occurred. Most of the case the defects are found in the inspection process which is positioned 
normally in the end of the line.

Then, after a defect was made and still the process to be progressed and also finding defect becomes 
difficult, to become distant from QRQC an

I teach self-check inspection and next process inspection.

I will describe it in TQM more deeply.

Statistical Quality Control is very difficult or almost impossible to iden
possible to make "assumption" in old information. Then it is difficult to find "true solution". But it is 
easy to continue relatively. 

Isn't it possible to find true cause? ...In somewhere, I have written as next.
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Looking at assembly line work. 

Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process 
worker's problem including working delay.
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Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process 
worker's problem including working delay. 

with such line stop in a process abnormality and to keep Jidoka concept, Toyota provides the 
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When working delay or quality problem occurred, the

The conveyer doesn't stop immediately, and; 
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Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process 

with such line stop in a process abnormality and to keep Jidoka concept, Toyota provides the 

Position Stop Device". 

occurred, the worker pulls the Andon cord and calls 

 
The conveyor stops after progressing to the fixed position;
Then during to moving to the fixed position, most of the cases are resolved in supporting by 

Which is easier QRQC & QRKA and Statistical Quality Control? ...QRQC & QRKA is much easier to 

On the other hand, it is difficult to continue as to be a custom. And also it is quite true that there is a 
limit, because of the technical issue such finding problem (for instance defects) just on time when it 

of the case the defects are found in the inspection process which is positioned 
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Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process 

with such line stop in a process abnormality and to keep Jidoka concept, Toyota provides the 

worker pulls the Andon cord and calls 

The conveyor stops after progressing to the fixed position; 
Then during to moving to the fixed position, most of the cases are resolved in supporting by 

Which is easier QRQC & QRKA and Statistical Quality Control? ...QRQC & QRKA is much easier to 

On the other hand, it is difficult to continue as to be a custom. And also it is quite true that there is a 
limit, because of the technical issue such finding problem (for instance defects) just on time when it 

of the case the defects are found in the inspection process which is positioned 

Then, after a defect was made and still the process to be progressed and also finding defect becomes 
d to become difficult to repair and of course to increase 

check inspection and next process inspection. 
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Isn't it possible to find true cause? ...In somewhere, I have written as next. 

ossible, because you don't have a time machine to go back to the time and watch 
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Line stop is the meaning of stopping all workers in the line in the cause of one process problem, one

with such line stop in a process abnormality and to keep Jidoka concept, Toyota provides the 

worker pulls the Andon cord and calls 

Then during to moving to the fixed position, most of the cases are resolved in supporting by 

Which is easier QRQC & QRKA and Statistical Quality Control? ...QRQC & QRKA is much easier to 

On the other hand, it is difficult to continue as to be a custom. And also it is quite true that there is a 
limit, because of the technical issue such finding problem (for instance defects) just on time when it 

of the case the defects are found in the inspection process which is positioned 

Then, after a defect was made and still the process to be progressed and also finding defect becomes 
d to become difficult to repair and of course to increase 

tify the "true cause", but just 
possible to make "assumption" in old information. Then it is difficult to find "true solution". But it is 

ossible, because you don't have a time machine to go back to the time and watch 
the problem occurred.
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problem, one 

with such line stop in a process abnormality and to keep Jidoka concept, Toyota provides the 

worker pulls the Andon cord and calls 

Then during to moving to the fixed position, most of the cases are resolved in supporting by 

Which is easier QRQC & QRKA and Statistical Quality Control? ...QRQC & QRKA is much easier to 

On the other hand, it is difficult to continue as to be a custom. And also it is quite true that there is a 
limit, because of the technical issue such finding problem (for instance defects) just on time when it 

of the case the defects are found in the inspection process which is positioned 

Then, after a defect was made and still the process to be progressed and also finding defect becomes 
d to become difficult to repair and of course to increase 

tify the "true cause", but just 
possible to make "assumption" in old information. Then it is difficult to find "true solution". But it is 

ossible, because you don't have a time machine to go back to the time and watch 
the problem occurred.

 

Then, after a defect was made and still the process to be progressed and also finding defect becomes 

ossible, because you don't have a time machine to go back to the time and watch 
the problem occurred. 
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 

So far, it has been difficult. 
AI and sensor) and price down of devises.

I present one familiar example next.

My wife bought a car which has VTR monitoring system which operates w
 
after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 
provide the trigger point or such sho

For instance,
machine.  

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
conventional statistic quality c
hardle at present.

QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka.

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
and Genjitsu. Then, it is possible to s
true causes.

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 
occurred, because many factors relating to the defect exist.

For instance, Condit
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 
possible to say that there is no constant production condition at any 

Therefore,
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

Now it is possible to see the true causes in using IoT and sensor
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Why implementation of QRQC & QRKA difficult?

That is because of the capacity of finding problems.

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
and system to find or to sense abnormality, it is not poss

Next I describe an example of an extreme case.
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 

So far, it has been difficult. 
AI and sensor) and price down of devises.

I present one familiar example next.

My wife bought a car which has VTR monitoring system which operates w
 feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 
after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 
provide the trigger point or such sho

instance, deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 
machine.   

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
conventional statistic quality c
hardle at present.

QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka.

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
and Genjitsu. Then, it is possible to s
true causes. 

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 
occurred, because many factors relating to the defect exist.

For instance, Condit
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 
possible to say that there is no constant production condition at any 

Therefore, sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

Now it is possible to see the true causes in using IoT and sensor
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Why implementation of QRQC & QRKA difficult?

That is because of the capacity of finding problems.

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
and system to find or to sense abnormality, it is not poss

Next I describe an example of an extreme case.
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 

So far, it has been difficult. However,
AI and sensor) and price down of devises.

I present one familiar example next.

My wife bought a car which has VTR monitoring system which operates w
feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 
provide the trigger point or such sho

deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
conventional statistic quality c
hardle at present. 

QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka.

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
and Genjitsu. Then, it is possible to s

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 
occurred, because many factors relating to the defect exist.

For instance, Condition of Electricity and Air pressure, Various kinds of machine condition, Various 
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 
possible to say that there is no constant production condition at any 

sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

Now it is possible to see the true causes in using IoT and sensor
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Why implementation of QRQC & QRKA difficult?

That is because of the capacity of finding problems.

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
and system to find or to sense abnormality, it is not poss

Next I describe an example of an extreme case.
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 
realistic to implement it, because of the investment issue

However, it is becoming possible, because of the technical progress (IoT, 
AI and sensor) and price down of devises.

I present one familiar example next. 

My wife bought a car which has VTR monitoring system which operates w
feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 
provide the trigger point or such shock, when occurred problem.

deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
conventional statistic quality control also should be changed. However, still there are very high 

QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka.

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
and Genjitsu. Then, it is possible to seek the "nearest assumption" in fresh information for seeking 

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 
occurred, because many factors relating to the defect exist.

ion of Electricity and Air pressure, Various kinds of machine condition, Various 
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 
possible to say that there is no constant production condition at any 

sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

Now it is possible to see the true causes in using IoT and sensor
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Why implementation of QRQC & QRKA difficult?

That is because of the capacity of finding problems.

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
and system to find or to sense abnormality, it is not poss

Next I describe an example of an extreme case.
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 
realistic to implement it, because of the investment issue

it is becoming possible, because of the technical progress (IoT, 
AI and sensor) and price down of devises. 

My wife bought a car which has VTR monitoring system which operates w
feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 
ck, when occurred problem.

deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
ontrol also should be changed. However, still there are very high 

QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka. 

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
eek the "nearest assumption" in fresh information for seeking 

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 
occurred, because many factors relating to the defect exist.

ion of Electricity and Air pressure, Various kinds of machine condition, Various 
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 
possible to say that there is no constant production condition at any 

sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

Now it is possible to see the true causes in using IoT and sensor
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Why implementation of QRQC & QRKA difficult?

That is because of the capacity of finding problems. 

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
and system to find or to sense abnormality, it is not poss

Next I describe an example of an extreme case. 
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 
realistic to implement it, because of the investment issue

it is becoming possible, because of the technical progress (IoT, 

My wife bought a car which has VTR monitoring system which operates w
feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 
ck, when occurred problem. 

deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
ontrol also should be changed. However, still there are very high 

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
eek the "nearest assumption" in fresh information for seeking 

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 
occurred, because many factors relating to the defect exist. 

ion of Electricity and Air pressure, Various kinds of machine condition, Various 
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 
possible to say that there is no constant production condition at any 

sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

Now it is possible to see the true causes in using IoT and sensor which I wrote above. But still it is not 
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Why implementation of QRQC & QRKA difficult? 

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
and system to find or to sense abnormality, it is not possible to implement it.
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 
realistic to implement it, because of the investment issue

it is becoming possible, because of the technical progress (IoT, 

My wife bought a car which has VTR monitoring system which operates with something of 
feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 
 

deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
ontrol also should be changed. However, still there are very high 

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
eek the "nearest assumption" in fresh information for seeking 

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 

ion of Electricity and Air pressure, Various kinds of machine condition, Various 
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 
possible to say that there is no constant production condition at any time. 

sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

which I wrote above. But still it is not 
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
ible to implement it. 
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 
realistic to implement it, because of the investment issue

it is becoming possible, because of the technical progress (IoT, 

ith something of 
feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 

deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
ontrol also should be changed. However, still there are very high 

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
eek the "nearest assumption" in fresh information for seeking 

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 

ion of Electricity and Air pressure, Various kinds of machine condition, Various 
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 

sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes.

which I wrote above. But still it is not 
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool.

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
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If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 
realistic to implement it, because of the investment issue."

it is becoming possible, because of the technical progress (IoT, 

ith something of 
feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

after of the shock.  This system is possible to apply in the production line. And one of difficulty is to 

deformation. It is possible to check with camera & image processor system and stop 

Just a little bit more... It could be possible to implement QRQC & QRKA everywhere. And, 
ontrol also should be changed. However, still there are very high 

Jidoka in QRQC & QRKA requires going to the Gemba immediately and look at the Gemba, Genbutsu 
eek the "nearest assumption" in fresh information for seeking 

Nearest assumption? ...It still is not possible to see the true causes of, for instance, the defect 

ion of Electricity and Air pressure, Various kinds of machine condition, Various 
condition of jig & tools, Various condition of the worker and Various condition of materials. And, it is 

sometimes I say that a Gemba is alive. However, so far only QRQC & QRKA can see the 
nearest condition of the problem occurred and can identify the nearest assumption causes. 

which I wrote above. But still it is not 
reasonable to install devices to detect in all processes. And, even though the age which IoT & AI & 
Sensor is provided in everywhere still QRQC & QRKA in the concept of Jidoka is an essential tool. 

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 

 

If you could provide sensor or VTR in everywhere it might be possible in the points. But is not 
." 

feeling shock. Then it is possible to record and to reappear the scene of 5 minutes before and 

which I wrote above. But still it is not 

Even though wishing to implement Quick Response Quality Control and Kaizen, if there is no capacity 
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One car has more than 1,000 circuits and the wiring harness has 12 processes. The first process, 
which is one of critical process, is cut & crimping process.

Sometimes terminal crimping d
assembly process. And the 
harness assembly was 
the quality. However sometimes crimping defects flew out to assembly process. Then, 5 days later, is 
it possible to say QRQC & QRKA? ...Of course it is not.

A critical defect of cutting & crimping process is terminal deformation. Now, terminal is
and very delicate. And, the machine is running at high speed. But this defect is critical as the function 
of wiring harness.

To prevent this defect, I tried various countermeasures… Cutting tip vacuum to prevent terminal 
cutting edge, lubricant
But still this critical defect wasn't prevented.

In parallel the self
detect this critical defect
concern occurred.

Basically self
regarding the defect of cut & crimp was 13 ppm (parts per million
that, 6

Anyway, about 20 points of cutting & crimping defects occurred in millions circuits in a month. I 
couldn't resolve this difficult problem. But, still and therefore I recommend next t

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
Something was wrong and the defect was occurred. 
Then… Permanent countermeasure in the day to prevent reoccurrence.

Anyway, improve one step. And, it is important to become a habit.  I will describe this theme in T
deeply in the future.

The implementation of QRQC is easier in assembly line, because the line speed is not so fast. 
However, the implementation of QRQC in high speed machine is difficult. Therefore, TPS 
recommends Takt Time Production and man

Next is an example picture of Toyota's man
work style is easy to implement QRQC.
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One car has more than 1,000 circuits and the wiring harness has 12 processes. The first process, 
which is one of critical process, is cut & crimping process.

Sometimes terminal crimping d
assembly process. And the 
harness assembly was 
the quality. However sometimes crimping defects flew out to assembly process. Then, 5 days later, is 
it possible to say QRQC & QRKA? ...Of course it is not.

A critical defect of cutting & crimping process is terminal deformation. Now, terminal is
and very delicate. And, the machine is running at high speed. But this defect is critical as the function 
of wiring harness.

To prevent this defect, I tried various countermeasures… Cutting tip vacuum to prevent terminal 
cutting edge, lubricant
But still this critical defect wasn't prevented.

In parallel the self
detect this critical defect
concern occurred.

Basically self-check
regarding the defect of cut & crimp was 13 ppm (parts per million
that, 6-sigma is equivalent to 3.4 ppm.

Anyway, about 20 points of cutting & crimping defects occurred in millions circuits in a month. I 
couldn't resolve this difficult problem. But, still and therefore I recommend next t

1. Small production batch size as much as possible to shorten LT and minimize doubtful batch.
2. Implement the system of Self
3. Stop process or line when problem found.
4. Immediate temporary countermeasure.
5. Re-inspection of the batch and the batches of same production condition.
6. Looking at the G

might be difficult, because different batch might be running. 
7. Making permanent countermeasures. 

Something was wrong and the defect was occurred. 
Then… Permanent countermeasure in the day to prevent reoccurrence.

Anyway, improve one step. And, it is important to become a habit.  I will describe this theme in T
deeply in the future.

The implementation of QRQC is easier in assembly line, because the line speed is not so fast. 
However, the implementation of QRQC in high speed machine is difficult. Therefore, TPS 
recommends Takt Time Production and man

Next is an example picture of Toyota's man
work style is easy to implement QRQC.
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One car has more than 1,000 circuits and the wiring harness has 12 processes. The first process, 
which is one of critical process, is cut & crimping process.

Sometimes terminal crimping d
assembly process. And the lead time
harness assembly was 5 days 
the quality. However sometimes crimping defects flew out to assembly process. Then, 5 days later, is 
it possible to say QRQC & QRKA? ...Of course it is not.

A critical defect of cutting & crimping process is terminal deformation. Now, terminal is
and very delicate. And, the machine is running at high speed. But this defect is critical as the function 
of wiring harness. 

To prevent this defect, I tried various countermeasures… Cutting tip vacuum to prevent terminal 
cutting edge, lubricant, Crimping die applicator history control etc. etc. etc. And, I got some effects. 
But still this critical defect wasn't prevented.

In parallel the self-check-inspection by the operator was essential. This system was effective to 
detect this critical defect and other visual defects. 
concern occurred. 

check-inspection is not solution of preventing defect itself. And my best record 
regarding the defect of cut & crimp was 13 ppm (parts per million

sigma is equivalent to 3.4 ppm.

Anyway, about 20 points of cutting & crimping defects occurred in millions circuits in a month. I 
couldn't resolve this difficult problem. But, still and therefore I recommend next t

Small production batch size as much as possible to shorten LT and minimize doubtful batch.
Implement the system of Self
Stop process or line when problem found.
Immediate temporary countermeasure.

inspection of the batch and the batches of same production condition.
Looking at the Gemba immediatel
might be difficult, because different batch might be running. 
Making permanent countermeasures. 

Something was wrong and the defect was occurred. 
Then… Permanent countermeasure in the day to prevent reoccurrence.

Anyway, improve one step. And, it is important to become a habit.  I will describe this theme in T
deeply in the future. 

The implementation of QRQC is easier in assembly line, because the line speed is not so fast. 
However, the implementation of QRQC in high speed machine is difficult. Therefore, TPS 
recommends Takt Time Production and man

Next is an example picture of Toyota's man
work style is easy to implement QRQC.
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One car has more than 1,000 circuits and the wiring harness has 12 processes. The first process, 
which is one of critical process, is cut & crimping process.

Sometimes terminal crimping defect was found in the final electrical inspection which is after the 
lead time between cut & crimping process to final inspection of wiring 

 at that time. Of course after cutting & crimping, the operato
the quality. However sometimes crimping defects flew out to assembly process. Then, 5 days later, is 
it possible to say QRQC & QRKA? ...Of course it is not.

A critical defect of cutting & crimping process is terminal deformation. Now, terminal is
and very delicate. And, the machine is running at high speed. But this defect is critical as the function 

To prevent this defect, I tried various countermeasures… Cutting tip vacuum to prevent terminal 
, Crimping die applicator history control etc. etc. etc. And, I got some effects. 

But still this critical defect wasn't prevented.

inspection by the operator was essential. This system was effective to 
and other visual defects. 

inspection is not solution of preventing defect itself. And my best record 
regarding the defect of cut & crimp was 13 ppm (parts per million

sigma is equivalent to 3.4 ppm. 

Anyway, about 20 points of cutting & crimping defects occurred in millions circuits in a month. I 
couldn't resolve this difficult problem. But, still and therefore I recommend next t

Small production batch size as much as possible to shorten LT and minimize doubtful batch.
Implement the system of Self-check inspection and inspection by next process.
Stop process or line when problem found.
Immediate temporary countermeasure.

inspection of the batch and the batches of same production condition.
emba immediatel

might be difficult, because different batch might be running. 
Making permanent countermeasures. 

Something was wrong and the defect was occurred. 
Then… Permanent countermeasure in the day to prevent reoccurrence.

Anyway, improve one step. And, it is important to become a habit.  I will describe this theme in T

The implementation of QRQC is easier in assembly line, because the line speed is not so fast. 
However, the implementation of QRQC in high speed machine is difficult. Therefore, TPS 
recommends Takt Time Production and man

Next is an example picture of Toyota's man
work style is easy to implement QRQC. 
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One car has more than 1,000 circuits and the wiring harness has 12 processes. The first process, 
which is one of critical process, is cut & crimping process.

efect was found in the final electrical inspection which is after the 
between cut & crimping process to final inspection of wiring 

at that time. Of course after cutting & crimping, the operato
the quality. However sometimes crimping defects flew out to assembly process. Then, 5 days later, is 
it possible to say QRQC & QRKA? ...Of course it is not.

A critical defect of cutting & crimping process is terminal deformation. Now, terminal is
and very delicate. And, the machine is running at high speed. But this defect is critical as the function 

To prevent this defect, I tried various countermeasures… Cutting tip vacuum to prevent terminal 
, Crimping die applicator history control etc. etc. etc. And, I got some effects. 

But still this critical defect wasn't prevented. 

inspection by the operator was essential. This system was effective to 
and other visual defects. However,

inspection is not solution of preventing defect itself. And my best record 
regarding the defect of cut & crimp was 13 ppm (parts per million

Anyway, about 20 points of cutting & crimping defects occurred in millions circuits in a month. I 
couldn't resolve this difficult problem. But, still and therefore I recommend next t

Small production batch size as much as possible to shorten LT and minimize doubtful batch.
check inspection and inspection by next process.

Stop process or line when problem found. 
Immediate temporary countermeasure. 

inspection of the batch and the batches of same production condition.
emba immediately and confirming the potential 

might be difficult, because different batch might be running. 
Making permanent countermeasures.  

Something was wrong and the defect was occurred. Therefore,
Then… Permanent countermeasure in the day to prevent reoccurrence.

Anyway, improve one step. And, it is important to become a habit.  I will describe this theme in T

The implementation of QRQC is easier in assembly line, because the line speed is not so fast. 
However, the implementation of QRQC in high speed machine is difficult. Therefore, TPS 
recommends Takt Time Production and man-machine pr

Next is an example picture of Toyota's man-machine combination work. And, such man
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One car has more than 1,000 circuits and the wiring harness has 12 processes. The first process, 
which is one of critical process, is cut & crimping process. 

efect was found in the final electrical inspection which is after the 
between cut & crimping process to final inspection of wiring 

at that time. Of course after cutting & crimping, the operato
the quality. However sometimes crimping defects flew out to assembly process. Then, 5 days later, is 
it possible to say QRQC & QRKA? ...Of course it is not. 

A critical defect of cutting & crimping process is terminal deformation. Now, terminal is
and very delicate. And, the machine is running at high speed. But this defect is critical as the function 

To prevent this defect, I tried various countermeasures… Cutting tip vacuum to prevent terminal 
, Crimping die applicator history control etc. etc. etc. And, I got some effects. 

inspection by the operator was essential. This system was effective to 
However, it wasn't sufficient. And the customer's 

inspection is not solution of preventing defect itself. And my best record 
regarding the defect of cut & crimp was 13 ppm (parts per million

Anyway, about 20 points of cutting & crimping defects occurred in millions circuits in a month. I 
couldn't resolve this difficult problem. But, still and therefore I recommend next t

Small production batch size as much as possible to shorten LT and minimize doubtful batch.
check inspection and inspection by next process.

inspection of the batch and the batches of same production condition.
y and confirming the potential 

might be difficult, because different batch might be running. 

Therefore, something should be improved. 
Then… Permanent countermeasure in the day to prevent reoccurrence.

Anyway, improve one step. And, it is important to become a habit.  I will describe this theme in T
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I know it is ideal. And, as a general company, it is not realistic. But at least, let
batch, activity of SMED, Re-inspection, making quick assumption & countermeasure and 
improvement of LT. 

Of course if possible, to establish the system of man
recommendable.  

An… let's establish the habit of QRQC and QRKA.
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-Hozen, the boundary between the 
all people's participation from bottom to top is becoming vague.
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I know it is ideal. And, as a general company, it is not realistic. But at least, let's implement small 
inspection, making quick assumption & countermeasure and 

machine work for Takt Time work is 

Hozen a little more.

Total Preventive Maintenance
all people's participation from bottom to top is becoming vague. 
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